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1 About This Book 
 

This book intends to serve as a guide helping you to get started with Multi-Body Dynamics Simulation (MBD). It is more of a quick 
reference to learn some of the basics - we deliberately refrain from theoretical discussions and too much math. Our emphasis is on 
providing definitions with a minimum of equations or other mathematical notations combined with some practical tips on how to 
successfully employ Inspire Motion (our MBD solution) during your studies. 

Most of the material you will come across in this book is based on the Inspire Help Documentation, standard training documents, 
webinars (videos), as well as tips and tricks which have been published earlier.  

Learning MBD - Different Approaches 

As (almost) always in life we do have different options to decide on. One approach to gain a command over the capabilities of MBD 
tools is to focus on the theory, drawing comfort from the fact that a robust theory can be applied widely, provided the fine print is 
followed meticulously.  

Another approach is to pick a specific application and pay attention to the assumptions and data specific to this application.  

The use of general-purpose MBD software for CAE mirrors these approaches. At the “theoretical” level, all bodies can be modeled 
using a few basic building blocks. At the applied level, each of these building blocks is adapted to the requirements of the specific 
field. For instance, pneumatics and hydraulics both use similar building blocks – valves, pistons, etc. – but the specific behaviors of 
the fluids vary. In several industries, this “specific behavior” is treated as intellectual property. It is fiercely guarded, since it is 
arrived at over the course of much trial and error and can make the critical difference between performance that’s “just good 
enough” and performance that makes the product a pleasure to use! 

If the study of the approaches that MBD tools take seems overwhelming, you may like the quote of Mark Twain: 

The secret of getting ahead is getting started. The secret of getting started is breaking your complex overwhelming tasks into small 
manageable tasks, and then starting on the first one. 

Analysis problems are solved using the divide-and rule approach: break down complex objects into simpler blocks, and these into 
even simpler blocks, and so on. The synthesis problems are solved by starting with known blocks and looking for ways to put them 
together to achieve complex behaviors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the figure on the right depicts, any model is a part of a larger system, and can in turn be broken into smaller sub-systems – all 
the way down to quantum mechanics 

Simulation of component behavior is often done using the Finite Element Method. Here, the analyst requires the forces on the 
component as data for the model. Simulation of system level behavior is best done using the MBD approach. 
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Obviously, one benefit is that the forces calculated from an MBD analysis can be used to provide data for a Finite Element analysis. 
However, there are other reasons that make this a natural way to address several complex design issues. 

For one, MBD models take a” lumped” approach. That is, the behavior of an arbitrarily complex component or assembly is 
abstracted as a single element. The abstraction may represent a single rigid link, the suspension assembly of an automobile, or the 
undercarriage of an aircraft. In all these cases, some accuracy is traded for speed of analysis. Where a Finite Element analysis 
frequently requires minutes, if not hours or days of CPU time, an MBD analysis is often complete in seconds. 

Next, simple MBD models are used to build more complex models. In an approach that follows the engineering practice of using 
simple tools to build more complex tools, this provides the capability to quickly build complex models that yield useful results 
without taking an inordinate amount of time. 

In other words, we can start with simple systems and put these together to achieve remarkably useful simulations of very 
complicated assemblies 

An example of this approach is the construction of computer models for animated movies – such as the dinosaurs in Jurassic Park 
and its sequels. Designers concentrate on capturing an adequate behavior of selected joints, not on the body as a whole. Once 
they have the individual joints behaving the way they want them to, they can assemble these to get the complete body – and can 
be sure that the assembly will move in a “realistic” fashion. 

However, regardless which approach you will choose, which simulation tool you are going to employ for your studies and/or project, 
keep in mind that like anything with CAE, Multi Body Simulation is a tool, and thus is only as good as the person who uses it.  

To help you building up simulation experiences we offer many additional amendments such as: 

The free Altair Student Edition which allows you to practice the various techniques addressed in this book.  

An extended set of E-Learning material (webinars and videos) and tutorials available on the Academic Training Center: 
https:/altairuniversity.com/learning-library/ 

• Highly discounted seminars & workshops at colleges and/or at Altair facilities. 

• An Altair moderated Academic Support Forum (www.altairuniversity.com/support-forum/) 

• And much more ... 

For more information please visit the Altair Academic website: https://altairuniversity.com/ 

And now - get started and let us know whether this book helped you to successfully apply this fascinating technology to your 
projects. 

 

Model Files 

The models referenced in this book can be downloaded using the link provided in the exercises, respectively.  

 

Software 

Obviously, to practice the “Inspire Motion Tutorials” you need to have access to Altair Student Edition. As a student, you are eligible 
to download and install the free Student Edition: https://altairuniversity.com/free-altair-student-edition/ 
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Support 

In case you encounter issues (during installation and also on how to utilize Inspire Motion), post your questions in the moderated 
Support Forum https://community.altair.com/community 

It’s an active forum with several thousands of posts – moderated by Altair experts! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Free eBooks 

In case you are interested in more details about the “things” happening in the background we recommend our free eBooks  

https://altairuniversity.com/free-ebooks/ 

 

 

Many different eLearning courses are available for free in the Learning & Certification Program 
https://certification.altairuniversity.com/ 
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For Altair Inspire Motion, the recommended courses are:  

Learn Conceptual Design with Inspire 2019  

https://certification.altairuniversity.com/course/view.php?id=163   

and  

solidThinking Inspire 2019 Advanced Examination 

https://certification.altairuniversity.com/course/view.php?id=169 
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Disclaimer 
Every effort has been made to keep the book free from technical as well as other mistakes. However, publishers and authors will not 

be responsible for loss, damage in any form and consequences arising directly or indirectly from the use of this book. 

© 2021 Altair Engineering, Inc. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, or 

translated to another language without the written permission of Altair Engineering, Inc. To obtain this permission, write to the 

attention Altair Engineering legal department at: 

1820 E. Big Beaver, Troy, Michigan, USA, or call +1-248-614-2400. 
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3 Interviews with Multi-Body Simulation Experts 
 

Rajiv Rampalli (*Vice President – MBS software development, Altair) 

How did you end up with Multi-Body Simulation? When and why did you decide to focus on MBS? 

As an undergraduate, I always like Mechanics, especially Statics and Dynamics. The topics were interesting and the physical 
principles behind them seemed elegant. So, I decided to specialize in this area. I was fortunate to go to graduate school at the 
University of Iowa, where Prof. Edward J. Haug was developing a fairly extensive program in just these areas. Prof. Jack Wiley, 
who was also a Principal Engineer at John Deere, taught the Dynamics courses. These courses introduced me to more detailed 
theories underlying multi-body simulation and computational methods to solve previously intractable problems.  

As a research assistant for Prof. Haug, I worked with a team of students to develop software based on computational methods for 
dynamics. This effort was enormously exciting since we were doing something only a few others had ever attempted. I was hooked! 

What do you like most about Multi-Body Simulation? 

There are multiple ways to look at a problem, formulate the underlying equations, and solve them. We have the freedom to pick the 
methods that seem most natural for a specific problem. In addition to Newton’s Laws of Motion, Virtual Work-based methods like 
D’Alembert’s Principle, Energy-based methods like Euler-Lagrange Equations and Variational methods such as Hamilton’s 
Principle can be used to formulate problems. These are only a few of the known methods! Similarly, there are multiple approaches 
to solve the equations of motion. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages and there is no “one best method for all 
problems”. The richness of the theory and breadth of available mathematics to solve multi-body problems has always fascinated 
me. 

Where do you see Multi-Body Simulation in, let us say 5 years and in about 10 years from now? 

Thomas Watson, President of IBM, famously said in 1943, “I think there is a world market for maybe five computers”. So, it is tricky 
to forecast! Notwithstanding my previous statement, here are three ways in which I see multi-body simulation evolving.  

First, the technology will become much simpler to use so that it becomes accessible to much larger groups of people worldwide.  

Second, there will be a confluence of Multi-body Simulation, Computer Graphics, Finite Element Analysis, Controls, and Web-
based technologies. This merge of technologies will create new tools and applications that we just cannot fathom today.  

Finally, Design Optimization and Optimal Control technologies will be integrated into the multi-body simulation. The technology and 
the software will allow you to design and build radically different and superior machines.     

What is your recommendation to get started with MBS? 

There is no unique answer to this question. If you are interested in software development, then one place to start is to understand 
some of the theory underlying the methods used in the software. If you are interested in building a better device or system, start 
small. Build simple examples and understand why they behave the way they do. Based on this foundation, you can go on to 
studying models of increasing complexity. I have found the “Crawl-Walk-Run” philosophy to be quite relevant to multi-body 
modeling, software development, and anything else that I do. 

Do you have any advice for students who are interested to pursue a career in CAE, especially in the field of Multi-body 
Simulation? 

Follow your heart. The rest will then become much more obvious. 
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Jin-Fan (Jeff) Liu (**Software Development Director, MotionSolve, Altair) 

How did you end up with Multi-Body Simulation? When and why did you decide to focus on MBS? 

I went to the University of Iowa in 1990 to pursue a Ph.D. in mechanical engineering. Most graduate students in the 
mechanism/structure group there were either majoring in multibody or structure optimization, not unlike the environment here in the 
Altair Irvine office. 

What do you like most about Multi-Body Simulation? 

Speed. It is the most efficient and numerically stable method to simulate a fully nonlinear dynamic mechanism involving from just a 
few to hundreds of moving parts, and in many cases, the solution can even be completed in real-time. 

Where do you see Multi-Body Simulation in, let’s say 5 years and in about 10 years from now? 

Several things may happen in 5 years. You may see an emphasis in multiphysics involving co-simulation of mbd and other tools, 
you may see nonlinear flexible bodies becoming more common in MBD models, and you may see the emergence of efficient 
mechanism optimization involving numerous design parameters and competing for design goals and constraints. Longer-term, a 
real multibody model would become so complicated such that each valuable model becomes an application itself.  

What is your recommendation to get started with MBS? 

Start with something simple. Say a pendulum, then a slider-crank mechanism. 

Do you have any advice for students who are interested to pursue a career in CAE, especially in the field of Multi-Body 
Simulation? 

Gaining a broad knowledge base and skill set is important in the early days. After this, choose and specialize in the most difficult 
one and aim to solve problems that others can’t solve. 
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4 Multi-Body Simulation. What, Why, How, Where? 
 

Written by Rajiv Rampalli, Gabriele Ferrarotti* and Michael Hoffmann 

Altair Engineering, Inc.; * Gabriele Ferrarotti is an independent consultant to Altair Engineering. 

 

This chapter is based on the book © NAFEMS 2011, ISBN 978-1-874376-54-5 
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Preface 

NAFEMS has commissioned a series of “How and Why…” books to guide new and experienced engineers in solving a wide range 
of problems. This book is a new addition to this series that focuses on Multi-Body Simulation (MBS).  

The term Multi-Body in this context is used to represent complex systems encountered in a wide variety of industries such as 
transportation (automobiles, buses, trucks, trains, and planes), industrial machinery (textile, packaging, and manufacturing), 
aerospace systems (spacecraft and missiles), consumer goods (washing machines and watches), and electro-mechanical systems 
(printers and copiers). A defining characteristic of all these systems is that they can undergo large overall motion that is comparable 
to their dimensions. These systems are typically represented as a set of connected particles, rigid bodies, and flexible bodies that 
are subjected to a variety of environmental forces and inputs. The MBS methodology represents a very good trade-off between 
mathematical complexity and accuracy, and MBS methods have been successfully used to describe the real-world behavior of 
many systems. MBS models are mathematically described by second-order, index-3, differential-algebraic equations.  

While the underlying physical principles of MBS have been known since Isaac Newton, the equations for even relatively simple 
systems cannot be manually derived or solved. With the advent of powerful digital computers and new numerical analysis methods 
developed in the last forty years, it is now feasible to calculate the response of such systems from first principles and obtain insight 
into their performance. 

MBS is a systematic approach for understanding and improving the overall performance of such systems. This methodology 
consists of five key steps: 

• Accurate mathematical modeling of systems, subsystems, and their components 

• Automatically formulating and assembling the governing equations for a system using the laws of physics and the 

principles of mechanics 

• Solving the system equations on a digital computer with numerical methods 

• Understanding system behavior by examining the computed response 

• Improving system performance using optimization techniques or controlling system behavior using mechatronic and 

control systems 

The purpose of this book is to provide a high-level overview of this methodology, demonstrate through examples how it is used in 
various industries today, and illustrate the benefits obtained in doing so. No attempt is made to explain the physical and 
mathematical principles involved. Numerous references are provided in the book to assist the reader in accessing more detail if 
desired.   

To the Memory of 

PRAKASH KRISHNASWAMI 
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Disclaimer 

Whilst this publication has been carefully written and subject to peer group review, it is the reader’s responsibility to take all 
necessary steps to ensure that the assumptions and results from any analysis which is made as a result of reading this document 
are correct. Neither NAFEMS nor the authors can accept any liability for incorrect analysis. 

 

Authors’ Acknowledgment 

The authors acknowledge the help and support of Altair Engineering, Inc. for their encouragement and their generosity in providing 
the time required to write this book. The editorial guidance of Kristine Ridgway is also greatly appreciated. 

 

The following topics are addressed in the NAFEMS Book: 

4.1: “Introduction”, introduces MBS and its relationships to other CAE technologies.  

4.2: “The Design and Analysis Process”, explains the MBS modeling process and shows how it is part of a global approach to multi-
disciplinary simulation.  

4.3: “The Principles Underlying MBS”, touches on the different types of analysis available for multi-body systems simulation and 
explains at a high level the physical principles and mathematical tools used to create usable solutions. 

4.4: “Industry Applications”, examines the key markets for MBS and illustrates in some detail how MBS is used to create innovative 
products in many industries such as automotive, aerospace, railway, machinery, electromechanical, and biomechanical.  

4.5: “Emerging Trends”, examines new ideas that are emerging as this technology is being deployed and used in the industry.  

4.6: “Conclusions”, provides a summary of commercially available MBS solvers and examines future trends in this domain. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Increased global competition is making manufacturers reduce product development time while simultaneously increasing product 
quality, improving product innovation, and minimizing development risks. To meet these needs, manufacturers are now replacing 
many tasks once done exclusively through hardware testing with physics-based simulation tools such as Multi-Body Simulation 
(MBS).  

MBS uses the power of a computer to design, evaluate, and refine complex systems using sophisticated mathematical modeling 
and solution tools. It is a companion to, and a replacement for, the traditional process of refining products using hardware 
prototypes. 

 

4.1.1 Definition of Multi-Body System Simulation (MBS) 

Multi-Body System Simulation (MBS) is the study of the motion of mechanical systems caused by external forces and motion 
excitations acting on the systems. In this context, the term multi-body is used to represent complex systems encountered in a wide 
variety of industries such as transportation (automobiles, busses, trucks, trains, and planes), industrial machinery (textile, 
packaging, and manufacturing), aerospace systems (spacecraft and missiles), consumer goods (washing machines and watches) 
and electro-mechanical systems (printers and copiers). MBS is characterized by large displacements or gross motion of the 
system, i.e. the extent of the relative motion between the components can be larger than or comparable to the overall dimensions 
of the system. The mechanical system may consist of rigid and flexible bodies connected by various kinds of kinematic constraints 
and flexible connectors. Environmental forces and motion excitations drive the motion of the entire system (Vesimaki and 
Saarinen). 

Typical use scenarios for MBS today include: 

• The evaluation of the handling characteristics of an automobile being driven on a smooth road by a driver who is 

executing various maneuvers with the vehicle 

• The study of a paper feeding mechanism in a printer or copying machine 

• Understanding the forces in the knee or spine when a human performs specific actions  

• Evaluating the fatigue life of components in earth-moving machinery  

• Calculation of the forces in the landing gear of an aircraft during take-off, landing, and taxi maneuvers 

• Evaluating the stability of a flexible spacecraft subjected to disturbance forces due to gravity gradients and solar wind 

while it is orbiting the earth 

Software for MBS is of growing and fundamental importance to modern Mechanical Computer-Aided Engineering (MCAE). Physics-
based modeling tools such as MBS software can model complex systems accurately. These tools allow engineers to build, test, 
evaluate, and improve product designs without building any hardware prototypes. With MBS software, it is possible to reduce 
product development costs, evaluate more design alternatives, and decrease the time it takes to bring a new product to the market.  

MBS-like tools are expected to: 

• Reduce product development time and cost 

• Improve quality 

• Reduce design and manufacturing risks 

• Accelerate product innovation 
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There is an increasing trend to outsource subsystem design and manufacture to component suppliers. Large corporations now face 
the difficult task of ensuring that the final product, assembled from components created elsewhere, is of high quality and that the 
components work together seamlessly. It is common for hundreds of companies and thousands of engineers to be involved in the 
creation of components that make up a product such as a car or an airplane. Tools that can coordinate the activities of 
geographically dispersed teams, help minimize data redundancies, and facilitate common design philosophies and practices are 
desperately needed. 

The cost of product failure, after releasing it to consumers, is extremely high. When safety issues are involved, the cost of litigation 
is significant. The following examples illustrate the magnitude of the problem in the automotive industry alone.  

• October 2009. A U.S. automaker issues one of the largest single recalls ever due to a faulty cruise control switch that 

could lead to a fire. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration said this series of recalls would involve 

16,000,000 vehicles. 

• December 2008. A European truck manufacturer recalls 26,047 school buses and trucks. The high-pressure fuel lines 

and transfer tubes may fatigue and fracture. 

• August 2008. A U.S. auto manufacturer recalls 857,735 vehicles because a short circuit on the printed circuit board 

for the washer fluid heater may overheat the control-circuit ground wire. 

• February 2008. A U.S. automotive manufacturer recalls 123,632 sport utility vehicles. The door handle housing 

embossment on all side doors may fracture during normal customer usage.  

• May 2006. A large Swedish car manufacturer recalls about 108,000 sport utility vehicles due to steering problems. 

The issue involves ball joints in the front suspension area; the ball joints may become loose in low-speed parking 

situations.  

• September 2005: A Japanese automotive manufacturer recalls 978,000 pickup trucks and sport utility vehicles 

because a steering relay rod on the vehicles may fracture, causing a loss of control. 

Similar examples are found across all manufacturing industries (Rampalli). These reasons are forcing product manufacturing 
organizations to look for more effective product development methodologies.  

 

4.1.2 Relation Between MBS And Other Technologies  
MBS complements other technologies used in MCAE. There are many other areas, of course, where designers seek to understand 
the behavior of a system by studying its underlying physics. Other books in this series (e.g. Why Do Nonlinear Finite Element 
Analysis?) describe some of these other methods. As emphasizes, any system is a part of a larger system, and can, in turn, be 
broken into smaller subsystems – all the way down to molecules and atoms. 
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MBS methods are in the category of reduced order, macro-level models best applied at the product and assembly stages as shown 
in Figure 1. The Finite Element Method is most relevant at the component and assembly stages. 

Figure 1: MBS And Its Relationship to Other Technologies (Courtesy of Prof. Bert Bras, George W. Woodruff School of Mechanical 
Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332-0405, USA) 

 

The input data for MBS can be generated by another software product, created by an engineer, or obtained from the results of an 
experiment. Similarly, the output from an MBS analysis can be used as input for further analysis by other computational tools. MBS 
and other companion technologies used in MCAE are closely related in this way. This is shown schematically in Figure 2: 
Interaction between MBS and other technologies. MBS is a system-level tool. It can effectively solve complex, multi-physics 
problems that are characteristic of real-world situations. It achieves this primarily by collaborating with other synergetic 
technologies. 

• Geometry information from Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software is used to define the basic design of a 

mechanical model for MBS. The CAD environment can display simulation results. Designers use this information to 

refine the system design by understanding its overall performance. 

• The stresses, strains, deformations, and material models in a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) are used to build high 

fidelity component models for MBS. In return, an MBS analysis can provide accurate loads and boundary conditions 

for FE models. 

• Software that simulates multi-domain actuators is used to create complex MBS subsystems that contain electrical, 

hydraulic, pneumatic, and mechanical subsystems. In return, an MBS analysis can provide an accurate plant model to 

the actuation modeling software.  

• The output from a physical test of a prototype is frequently used to define linear and nonlinear component properties 

in an MBS model. Physical testing is also used to validate the behavior of an MBS model.   

• Control system design packages can apply the techniques of classical and modem control theory to design controllers 

that manage overall system behavior in MBS models. Simplified MBS models are commonly used to design control 

systems. 
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• Optimization and Design of Experiments (DOE) software are used to determine design parameters that optimize 

system-level behavior and improve the performance of a mechanical system.  

Figure 2: Interaction Between MBS And Other Technologies. MBS is A System-Level Tool.  

 

In summary, a significant synergy exists between MBS and other existing CAE technologies. Data can flow both ways, providing 

much-needed information to either analysis. MBS software, indeed, has an important role to play in the field of MCAE (Vesimaki and 

Saarinen). 

Figure 3: System-level simulation based on MBS.  

 

This figure shows how many technologies work together to solve a vehicle dynamics problem. Many diverse technologies and 
software are required to work together to create a single high-fidelity representation of a complex system such as an automobile. 
Different products dominate usage in each of the technology areas. 
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Some examples shown in Figure 3 are: 

• Simulink or LabView is commonly used to model control systems. 

• AMESIM or DSHplus is frequently used to model hydraulic systems such as brakes.  

• Software from many different vendors may be used for analytical tire and road models.  

• RADIOSS is used to produce accurate but reduced representations of flexible bodies from a more detailed finite 

element model. 

• Test data from physical experiments are used to define the nonlinear properties of many connectors such as frequency 

and amplitude-dependent bushings.  

• MBS software sits at the center of this matrix. It assembles the system from the various subsystem descriptions and 

characterizes system behavior. 

MBS is a natural environment for integrating such technologies because of its system-level focus and its ability to rigorously 
integrate a variety of other technologies to provide a true system-level tool. 

 

 

4.2 MBS Design and Analysis Process 
 

Simulation-based design practices allow product designers, engineers, and analysts to assess the performance of new products 
through concept design, concept refinement, detailed design, release, and production. It is no longer competitive to wait until the 
end of the development process to build a hardware prototype, run tests, and make expensive modifications to assess the design 
performance. Instead, designers and engineers can mathematically construct accurate models early in the development cycle, 
exercise the models through hundreds of tests with many variations, and optimize the form, fit, and function of the system at a 
fraction of the cost of traditional hardware prototype processes.  

The vision for MBS is simple (Figure 4: Virtual Prototyping Vision. Through the use of virtual prototyping tools such as MBS, 
products can be improved and brought to market faster). It replaces time-consuming and expensive hardware testing with much 
more agile and inexpensive computer testing, enabling engineers to realize the virtual prototyping approach (Rampalli). 

Through the Use Of Virtual Prototyping Tools Such As MBS, Products Can Be Improved And Brought To Market Faster. 

Figure 4: Virtual Prototyping Vision. 
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The key steps in analyzing a mechanical system with MBS software are:  

1. Create an idealized representation of the physical system and break it down into basic components.  

2. Draw a system schematic. 

3. Create the model. 

4. Analyze the behavior of the system with a proper solver. 

5. Review the system response. 

6. If needed, make changes to the model and go back to step 4. 

The virtual prototyping process consists of four key steps: 

• Build 

• Test 

• Review 

• Improve  

These steps mimic how engineers normally design and test products. Most commercially available MBS tools encapsulate these 
four steps, which are examined in more detail in the following section. 

 

4.2.1 Introduction to Virtual Prototyping 

4.2.1.1 Build 

The goal of the Build phase is to create a meaningful computer representation of the physical system being studied. In this phase, 
the goals of the analysis are defined, and key modeling decisions are finalized. For areas of interest, more detail is prescribed; 
correspondingly, for areas of less interest, higher levels of approximation are used. The model is built from a large pre-defined 
library of modeling elements. These modeling elements encapsulate the underlying mathematical formulation and idealization so 
that users can create a realistic model simply by selecting an appropriate set of elements. The use of graphical pre-processors aids 
tremendously in this task. Thus, users work in the physical domain, but by selecting the modeling elements for their system, they 
are constructing the underlying mathematical model of the system step-by-step.  

The next step is to define the properties of the modeling elements. This includes attributes such as component masses, inertias, 
attachment point locations, and orientations, connectivity definitions, material properties, stiffness and damping properties of 
connectors, contact definition, applied forces, and motion inputs acting on the model, and the characterization of environmental 
forces on the model. Geometric data can be obtained from CAD systems or can be approximated. Material data and connectivity 
properties can be obtained from component manufacturers. If the data is not available, isolated component testing (physical or 
virtual) can be used to determine such properties. For properties such as damping, a simple guess is often used. At the end of this 
phase, a complete physical model of the product is available. 

 

4.2.1.2 Test 

Once a model is built, its accuracy must be confirmed through a validation process. Simulations are performed using the model, 
and sample results are generated. Behind the scenes, once a simulation is initiated, the software assembles the governing 
equations characterizing the system and solves them numerically in a digital computer. The results of such a simulation constitute 
the performance history for the system. In a typical validation process, the physical and virtual models are tested identically, and 
the results are compared.  
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Often, the results of a virtual test do not match experimental measurements. Differences usually arise due to a lack of fidelity in the 
virtual model, incorrect parameter values for poorly understood inputs such as damping, and incorrect assumptions.                                        

When the cause of the differences is model fidelity, the solution is to increase the resolution of the model. This may be 
accomplished by replacing rigid bodies with flexible bodies. Idealized constraints are replaced with flexible connections. 
Phenomena such as friction and stiction ignored in earlier models are now included. All these measures can significantly increase 
the complexity of the model. The key is to add just enough detail to the model so that a good match with experimental data is 
observed. If the issue is incorrect parameters, virtual experiments should be performed to identify and correct these values. Once a 
validated model is obtained, the process moves to the next step, Review. 

 

4.2.1.3 Review  

During the Review phase, the behavior of the proposed design is evaluated to quantify and assess the operating performance of 
the model. The virtual model is exercised in the same way a physical model would be if it were available. 

The purpose of building the model dictates the types of tests that are to be performed to evaluate its performance. For instance, if 
one is interested in understanding the vehicle handling properties of a car, then the virtual tests should replicate the field and 
laboratory tests that are performed on hardware prototypes of cars. Once a validated model is available, the true value of CAE 
becomes evident. Design variables such as attachment point locations, spring stiffness, damping, mass, and inertia can be varied 
as desired, and the effects of the change on system behavior can be understood. 

 

4.2.1.4 Improve 

During the Improve phase, a complete set of functional tests is finalized. These virtual tests will be used to sign-off on the new 
product design. Design variables that significantly affect product behavior are then identified, and the design space is determined 
by placing limits on these variables.  Additional constraints that must be satisfied should also be considered at this time. 

Statistics-based methods such as Design of Experiments (DOE) or Monte-Carlo simulations are used to determine the 
combinations of parameters that must be simulated to give a statistically meaningful prediction of the envelope of operating 
performance.  

The identified combinations are then simulated, and the raw results are generated. Response surface methods are used to fit 
polynomials to these results. This “reduced model” allows for a quick spreadsheet assessment of any potential design changes 
within the specified range. This approach facilitates rapid, knowledge-based decisions. Requested changes to system design 
points or parameters can be immediately assessed for their impact on performance, safety, durability, comfort, and cost. Faster 
decisions and a better balance of competing functional performances result from this approach. 

 

4.2.1.5 Basic Modeling Elements 

The modeling process begins with the idealization of a system as an assembly of more basic components. For example, under 
certain circumstances, it is possible to replace an entire powertrain with a few differential equations. The choice of simplifying 
assumptions can have a significant effect on the usefulness and validity of the results and on the cost of creating and maintaining 
the models. A realistic idealization of the physical model, therefore, is very important.  

The desired results define the purpose of the model. The user should decide on the physical behavior of interest, the simulations 
that should be performed, the required outputs, and the required degree of accuracy. Once the purpose of the model is defined and 
the necessary degree of complexity is determined, the model is decomposed into an appropriate set of basic components. 
Decomposition permits a crawl-walk-run approach to model building. Simple models are first built and tested. Complexity is 
gradually added as model confidence grows.  

MBS is based on the physical laws of mechanics. MBS simulation tools implement Newton’s laws of motion or an equivalent 
formulation of the physical principles. MBS software normally requires the following data to specify the mechanical model for a 
simulation:  
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• The mass and inertia of the components  

• The geometrical properties of the system including the location of the center of mass for each component, the location 

of joints that connect the system, and the points at which the specified motion functions and forces apply 

• The geometrical shape of the bodies when contact between parts is important 

• The connectivity for the system (the mechanisms for connecting the parts) defined in terms of mechanical joints, higher 

pair contacts, other constraints, and elastic elements 

• A description of the external forces and excitations acting on the system  

Inertia bearing elements (parts) are typically represented in the following ways:  

• Rigid bodies: Generally characterized by three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom 

• Flexible bodies: Generally represented in the modal domain using component mode synthesis 

• Point masses: Characterized by three translational degrees of freedom 

• 2D rigid bodies: Generally characterized by two translational and one rotational degree of freedom 

• 2D-3D mixed bodies: Used for example, to model belts where the torsional motion of the belt is not generally of interest 

Once the parts representing a system are created, they need to be constrained with each other or to a global coordinate system 
(often referred to as ground). A large library of constraints is available for this purpose. Some typical constraints are: 

Lower pair standard joints: Figure 5 shows some commonly used joints. Physically, a lower pair joint consists of two mating 
surfaces that allow relative translational and/or rotational movement in certain specific directions only. The surfaces are abstracted 
away, and the relationships are expressed as a set of algebraic equations between points and directions on two bodies. 

 

Figure 5: Examples of Lower Pair Joints 
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Joint primitives: These abstract entities enforce specific constraint relationships. See Figure 6: Examples of joint primitives for some 
of the commonly used joint primitives. 

 

Figure 6: Examples of Joint Primitives  

Higher pair joints: These are constraints involving curves and surfaces. See Figure 7: Examples of parametric curves, surfaces, 
and higher pair joints for example. 

 

Figure 7: Examples of Parametric Curves, Surfaces, And Higher Pair Joints 

 

Examples of higher pair constraints include point-to-curve, curve-to-curve, curve-on-surface, and surface-on-surface. Curves and 
surfaces are typically defined parametrically.  
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Motions constraints: A motion constraint defines an input excitation between two coordinate systems in a model. The motion input 
may be translational or rotational. An expression defines the motion characteristic. The characteristic may be a displacement or an 
acceleration relationship. The expression is usually a function of time.   

Couplers: A coupler constraint defines an algebraic relationship between the degrees of freedom of two or three joints. This 
constraint is used to model idealized spur gears, rack and pinion gears, differentials, and hydraulic cylinders. See Figure 8: Motion, 
Coupler, and Gear elements. These constraints prescribe the motion in a single joint or algebraically relate the motion between a 
pair of joints for some common examples. 

Figure 8: Motion, Coupler, And Gear Elements.  

 

General constraints and motions: These are represented analytically in user-written subroutines or expressions. User subroutines 
are typically written in a programming language such as C, C++, or FORTRAN or a powerful scripting language such as Python, 
TCL, or Ruby. 

Forces and flexible connections: Parts can be connected not only through constraints but also with force elements. Constraints 
define algebraic relationships in the system; these represent workless, idealized connections.  In contrast, flexible connections are 
modelled with force elements. Force elements may act between two or more parts; they can be translational or rotational; they can 
have an action-only or action-reaction characteristic. Very often, they depend nonlinearly on the system displacements, velocities, 
and other states in the system. Sometimes forces, especially those experimentally measured, are expressed as functions of time. 
Examples are the aerodynamic force acting on airplane wings and the road loads imposed by the road on the spindles of a vehicle. 
All MBS tools support a large set of force connectors. Figure 9: Examples of force elements (Spring-Damper, obtained from 
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ammortizzatore.jpg, (last visited November 29, 2009)) shows examples of force connectors. 
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Figure 9: Examples Of Force Elements (Spring-Damper, obtained from http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ammortizzatore.jpg, (last 
visited November 29, 2009)) 

 

Timoshenko beams: Beams modelled according to the equations developed by the Ukrainian/Russian-born scientist Timoshenko 
(i.e. takes into account shear deformation and rotational inertia effects, making it suitable for describing the behavior of short 
beams, sandwich composite beams or beams subject to high-frequency excitation when the wavelength approaches the thickness 
of the beam; definition Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timoshenko_ beam_theory) 

Bushings: This element defines a linear force and torque acting between two coordinate systems belonging to two different parts. 
The force and torque consist of a spring force, a damping force, and a pre-load vector. Bushing elements are typically used to 
reduce vibration, absorb shock, reduce noise, and accommodate misalignments. 

Fields: This is a generalization of a bushing. It can be linear or nonlinear. 

Spring dampers: The element defines a spring and damper pair acting between two coordinate systems. The element can apply a 
force or a moment. The force is characterized by a stiffness coefficient, a damping coefficient, a free length, and a preload. 

General forces: These can define a single component of a force or torque, or the force and/or torque vector acting between two 
bodies. The components may be defined as function expressions in the input file or via user-written subroutines. The components 
can be a function of any system displacement, velocity, or any other state variable in the system. 

Rigid-rigid contact: This defines a 3D contact force between geometries on two rigid bodies. Whenever a geometrical shape on the 
first body penetrates a geometrical shape on the second body, a normal force and a friction force are generated. The normal force 
tends to repulse motion along the common normal at the contact point. The friction force tends to oppose relative slip. The contact 
force vanishes when there is no penetration. The contact may be persistent or impulsive. See Figure 10: Examples of contact 
elements. Both 2D-contact and 3D-contact can be handled by MBS. The contacting bodies may be rigid or flexible. 
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Figure 10: Examples of Contact Elements 

 

Rigid-flex and flex-flex contact: These are usually modeled as point-to-deformable-curve force elements, point-to-deformable-
surface force elements, or deformable-surface-to-deformable-surface force elements. The curve or surface can deform during the 
simulation. See Figure 11: An example of a point-to-deformable-surface contact force. This figure shows a spherical body in impact 
with a highly deformable surface.  

 

Figure 11: An Example of a Point-To-Deformable-Surface Contact Force 

.  
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Abstract system modeling elements: Abstract elements, primarily equations of different kinds are available to represent non-
standard components in an MBS model. Differential equations are commonly used to capture the behavior of dynamic subsystems. 
For instance, these can represent the influence of an air spring in a railway vehicle. Linear and nonlinear statespace equations and 
transfer functions are also commonly available. These can represent components with well-defined inputs, outputs, and internal 
states. 

Most commercially available MBS solutions feature an interactive user interface that helps the user in model development and 
debugging. 

 

4.2.1.6 Typical Outputs 

At each output time, the multi-body simulation can write a comprehensive description of the state of the system. Thus, a time 
history of system behavior is recorded in the output files. The output can include any combination of:  

• Displacements 

• Velocities  

• Accelerations  

• Reaction forces  

• Applied forces  

• User-defined variables  

• User-defined derived results  

• States for system modeling elements  

• Outputs from system modeling elements (such as linear transfer functions)  

• Plant inputs and outputs for the state matrices for a linearized model  

• State matrices corresponding to a set of plant inputs and outputs for a linearized model 

• Eigenvalues and eigenvectors at specified operating points  

After performing an analysis, the output of interest can be reviewed to understand the behavior of the system. Very often, the 
output is used to animate a graphical representation of the system so that an intuitive understanding of the behavior of the system 
can be developed. Commercially available solutions usually offer a complete set of tools to interpret the results (animation, x-y 
plots, output in numerical form, math operations on the result sets, etc.). Figure 12: Common visualization techniques available in 
MBS software. Sophisticated plotting, graphical display, and animation are commonly used. The image below shows some of the 
common visualization capabilities that are available in MBS software today. 

Figure 12: Common Visualization Techniques Available in MBS Software.  
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4.2.2 Multidisciplinary Modeling 
 

The behavior of most real systems is governed by the complex interaction between phenomena that are governed by different sets 
of physical laws. For instance, the behavior of an electric motor is governed not only by the principles of mechanics (Newton’s 
Laws) but also by the principles of electromagnetics (Maxwell’s Equations). Therefore, tools capable of multi-disciplinary simulation 
have gained wide acceptance. Interfaces for accurately coupling different simulation tools, each of which focuses on a specific set 
of phenomena, are needed. The coupling includes aspects of physics and numerical analysis as well as that of software 
engineering. With a great number of interfaces to other engineering disciplines such as FEA, CAD, CFD, and control design 
engineering, MBS is a true multidisciplinary technology, which can be used from the pre-design phase through the troubleshooting 
phase (DLR Germany - Institute of Aeroelasticity). 

4.2.2.1 Integration with Finite Element Analysis 

A great deal of confusion often exists amongst engineers about the differences between MBS and FEA. This section attempts to 
clear misconceptions by comparing the two technologies. 

Figure 13: The general domain of MCAE shows how the MCAE domain is subdivided into different categories, each addressed by a 
specific technology. 

 

Figure 13: The General Domain Of MCAE 

 

Both FEA and MBS are derived from Newton’s Laws of Motion or an equivalent principle such as the Principle of Virtual Work. They 
both use equations of force balance to calculate the system response. They both use geometry as the starting point. Quite often, 
FEA software can do some multi-body analysis; similarly, many commercial MBS software packages can do limited FE analyses. 
These are some of the similarities between the two technologies. 

MBS and FEA software vary in different ways. The most fundamental difference is the purpose for which they are used. 
Traditionally, FE software is focused on detailed component analyses, whereas MBS is focused on overall system-level behavior 
where large motion is the dominant aspect of the behavior. This fundamental difference in purpose results in many dissimilarities in 
the tools and methodologies developed for these two domains. 

• Their use of geometry is quite different. In MBS, geometry is used to determine overall mass properties, define 

connectivity locations, and represent contact geometry shapes. In FE, the geometry is always meshed because one is 

interested in representing the continuum as accurately as possible. 

• MBS is concerned with overall system performance. Taking the automotive example of Figure 14: The symbiotic 

relationship between FEA and MBS, MBS is the right technology to use if one is interested in the handling behavior of 
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the vehicle. FE is the right tool to use when the focus is on structural performance. For example, what happens when a 

car crash occurs or what are the acoustic characteristics of the automobile interior? 

• A characteristic of MBS is that the motion of the system is comparable to the size of the system; in FE, the overall 

motion is usually small. It is more focused on deformation, stress, and strain. 

• MBS simulations typically are of a long duration. Simulations that last for several hundred seconds are common. In 

contrast, FE simulations are often of much shorter duration. Many crash simulations are only milliseconds long. 

• MBS models are typically much smaller than FE models. A large MBS model may contain only several thousand 

equations. In contrast, a large FE model will contain several million equations. In the MBS world, one may solve 5000 

equations a hundred thousand times. In the FE world, one would solve 5 million equations several hundred times.  

• Due to the difference in model sizes and simulation requirements, the numerical methods that are used are quite 

different. MBS solution methods generally do not apply very well to FE models and vice-versa. 

In summary, the key difference between MBS and FEA is the focus. MBS focuses on the macroscopic behavior of the system 
whereas FEA typically deals more with microscopic behavior. The two technologies are synergistic; they work well together. This 
synergy is illustrated in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: The Symbiotic Relationship Between FEA and MBS 

 

FEA technology can provide higher fidelity component models and distributed loads information to MBS software. Conversely, 
through a system-level simulation, MBS technology can provide component loads, boundary conditions, and linearized subsystems 
to FE software.  

We have seen that MBS software typically represents bodies as rigid entities, but in reality, there are applications in which the 
flexibility of components cannot be neglected. For example, when modeling a robot with long and lightweight arms, the inherent 
flexibility of the long arm will cause deformation that affects the overall behavior of the system and significantly affects the reaction 
loads on the various joints in the MBS model. Therefore, flexibility effects need to be included in many multi-body simulations. 

The flexibility of the components can be represented with simple lumped-mass elements. For more accurate representations, a 
reduced finite element model of the component, a flexible body, can be embedded in the system-level MBS model.  

A modal representation of a finite element mesh is used to efficiently represent flexible bodies. A modal representation is much 
more computationally efficient than a nodal representation. Flexible bodies in MBS are predominantly linear, i.e. the deformation 
can be separated into spatially dependent mode-shapes and time-dependent modal coordinates, without any loss of accuracy. In 
such a scenario, deformation, stress, and strain can be represented using the modal approach. This is shown schematically in 
Figure 15: The modal representation of flexibility. Deformation is separated into spatially dependent mode shapes (Φ) and 
temporally dependent states (q). 
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Figure 15: The Modal Representation of Flexibility.  

 

The procedure to go from the nodal to the modal representation of a flexible body is called Component Mode Synthesis (CMS). 
CMS requires the specification of the intrinsic vibration behavior of the system (eigenvalues and eigenvectors) and the connectivity 
properties of a set of interface points (called attachment nodes) that connect the flexible body to the rest of the system. This 
approach permits an accurate representation of deformation as well as the loads on a flexible component for the frequency range 
of interest.  

There are two main approaches to Component Mode Synthesis (CMS): The Craig-Bampton Method (Craig and Bampton, Coupling 
of Substructures for Dynamic Analyses), and the Craig-Chang Method (Craig and Ching-Jone, On the use of attachment modes in 
substructure coupling for dynamic analyses). Both methods permit a dramatic reduction in the number of degrees of freedom in a 
nodal representation of a component. As an example, for an automotive suspension control arm model (Figure 16: Flexible body 
representing an automotive suspension control arm. A body represented by 13,000 nodal DOF is reduced to 37 modal DOF 
through CMS.) that includes four attachment points to the rest of the model and a frequency range of validity up to 10 Hz, 13,000 
nodal DOFs are reduced to just 37 modal DOFs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Flexible Body Representing an Automotive Suspension Control Arm.  
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The steps below describe how to incorporate a flexible body into an MBS model: 

• Create the component model in finite element software such as RADIOSS. 

• In the FE code, perform Component Mode Synthesis to generate the data required for a flexible body.  

• Validate the “reduced” flexible body with simple tests. 

• Import the flexible body into the MBS model and connect it to the rest of the system (see Figure 17). 

• Solve the MBS model with flexible components and generate results. 

• Use plots and animations to visualize the results. 

Some commercially available MBS products provide additional capabilities to recover stresses on the flexible components. These 
stresses and strains are subsequently used to assess fatigue-life/damage with fatigue prediction software (HyperWorks from Altair 
Engineering). 

 

Figure 17: Flexible Lower Control Arms in An Automotive Suspension Model. The Modal Bodies Are Connected to Other 
Components and Incorporated into The Model. 

 

Another important capability is the ability to model contact between any combination of rigid and flexible bodies. This is available as 
a constraint or force. This methodology (Altair Engineering) includes the deformation of the flexible body in the contact calculations. 
This approach is used for modeling deformations in cranes, elevator-guides, and membranes. Figure 18 provides an example of a 
rigid body sliding on a flexible rail. The Rail Is Modeled as A Flexible Surface. 

 

Figure 18: Flexible Crane MBS Model with Sliding Contact on Flexible Body.  
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There are some application cases where nonlinearity of deformation must be taken into account to accurately represent the 
dynamics of the problem. For example, when modeling a helicopter blade, stress stiffening should be taken into account; a 
component of the stiffness matrix is a function of the angular velocity of the blade. In other situations, the deformation is not small, 
so it is not possible to separate the deformation into spatial and temporal components. Some MBS tools support such general 
representations of flexible bodies. 

The close connection between FEA and MBS software also enables one to perform topology, topography, and shape optimization 
of components under dynamic loading. Optimization software external to the MBS environment is usually required for such 
simulations. One method successfully used in industry is the Equivalent Static Load Method (ESLM), an innovative method for 
optimizing multi-body problems involving flexible bodies (Altair Engineering).  

 

4.2.2.2 Integration with Controls and Hydraulics 

Complex systems such as cars and planes have many embedded control systems. These systems monitor and control the 
behavior of the car or plane to avoid catastrophic failures and ensure high performance. The term, Mechatronics, was coined to 
define such embedded systems. Figure 19: Mechatronic systems in automobiles. Mechatronics is the synergistic use of precision 
engineering, control theory, computer science, mathematics, and sensor technology to design smart products, processes, and 
systems. Mechatronics has been identified as one of the “top 10 technologies that will change the world” (Technology Review) 
provides a few examples of mechatronic systems relevant to automobiles.  

 

Figure 19: Mechatronic Systems in Automobiles. 

 

Although the basics of a car have not changed (four wheels, transmission, engine, etc.), today’s vehicles have a staggering amount 

of “intelligent” content. Cars now have features such as an anti-lock braking system, chassis electronic stability program, engine 

control, transmission control, drive-by-wire, steer-by-wire, brake-assist systems, and traction control systems. These systems are 

characterized by the fact that the control systems need to monitor and control some aspect of the vehicle behavior in real-time.  

The average vehicle now contains the rough equivalent of 50 to 100 small laptop computers in its electronic control units, and these 

are linked to each other by as many as 10 computer networks. A luxury sedan has approximately 10-15 million lines of embedded 

software code. Software and electronics have become the primary areas of innovation for automakers. Some industry analysts have 
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concluded that today 60% of the innovation in this industry involves electronics, with some 80% of that coming from software (Taylor). 

Figure 20: The growth of mechatronic systems in passenger cars in the last decade. 

 

Figure 20: The Growth of Mechatronic Systems In Passenger Cars 

 

Commercially available MBS solvers usually have limited control system modeling capabilities. On the other hand, there are 
extremely sophisticated tools that specialize in control system modeling, yet they have limited multi-body capabilities. To effectively 
model the entire system, the multi-body system (plant) can be simulated in the MBS software and the control subsystems in a 
controls environment. The two systems collaborate, usually through co-simulation (Altair Engineering), to model and simulate the 
entire system. Many real-world systems are now being developed as mechatronics systems, i.e. they consist of a mechanical 
system (the plant) managed by a controller that usually runs on a microprocessor. The controller senses the behavior of the plant, 
decides the corrective action to be taken, and passes appropriate signals to an actuation system that regulates the plant behavior. 
This relationship is shown in Figure 21: A typical mechatronic system. 

 

Figure 21: A Typical Mechatronic System 

 

Commercial tools are also available for simulating hydraulic, thermo-hydraulic, or pneumatic actuation systems (Fluidon GmbH). 
With a commercially available toolset, engineers can simulate the entire setup shown in Figure 22: Co-simulation of a hydraulic 
pump. The hydraulic subsystem is modeled in a hydraulics package, the mechanical subsystem in an MBS tool. The ultimate aim of 
such an approach is to allow simultaneous optimization of the mechanical system, controller, and actuator, resulting in higher 
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performance at a lower cost. Figure 22 shows a coupled mechanical and hydraulic system used in modeling pumps. The pump is 
used to drive an actuator. 

Figure 22: Co-Simulation of A Hydraulic Pump.  

 

4.2.2.3 Integration with Physical Testing 

Simulation methods and physical testing have become an integral part of the development process to enable organizations to 
create high-quality products and significantly speed their time to market. Both virtual and physical methods have evolved 
tremendously in the past few decades because of advances in hardware and software technology. 

Many large automotive, truck, bus, and agricultural machinery manufacturing companies now routinely couple MBS, FEA, and 
Fatigue Life Prediction software to understand the fatigue behavior of complex systems. This coupling can occur in many ways. 
Figure 23: Fatigue analysis of automobile bodies shows one possible combination that is used for analyzing the fatigue life of 
automobile components. In this case, an instrumented car is driven on the proving grounds and spindle force-time histories are 
collected. A duty cycle is synthesized from the spindle force-time histories and fed into an MBS model to generate the load history 
of specific components - the body for the example in Figure 23. Unit-load stress analysis is performed in the FE domain. The 
component load history from MBS and the unit stress response from FE are coupled with material models in fatigue software to 
predict the fatigue life of the body and identify possible failure points.  

Figure 23: Fatigue Analysis of Automobile Bodies 
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Even though the test and the analysis domains have progressed quite well independently, there is still a general need to couple 

these domains and exchange data more easily between the two. This is not as easy as experimentally measuring a quantity and 

simply inputting it into a virtual model of a test-rig plus vehicle as demonstrated below. Figure 24 shows the topology of a typical 

test-rig based MBS simulation. 

Figure 24: A Typical Setup for Test-Rig Plus Vehicle Simulation. 

 

A set of drive files is provided as input to the test-rig. These files define the input signals to the actuators in the test-rig. The 
actuators respond with a set of forces and moments that is applied to the vehicle connected to the test-rig. These forces are 
typically applied at the contact patch between the tire and the platforms on the rig, or directly to the spindle. The vehicle responds 
to the various inputs by shaking and vibrating. Sensors mounted on the vehicle measure output of interest. 

The first task is to synthesize a duty cycle from the measured loads. The data collected from the proving ground is analyzed to 
determine fatigue relevant inputs and time frames for the vehicle. Engineers delete regions of the measured data that are not of 
interest and select the set of channels to define a duty cycle. Care is taken to ensure that the overall fatigue damage potential for 
the reduced data is the same as the raw data. This defines the Duty Cycle block in Figure 24, which is the output of the test-rig.  

Initially, input to the test-rig is a set of unknown actuator drive files. Once the inverse transfer function of the test-rig is known, the 
drive file signals are created simply by multiplying the duty cycle with the inverse transfer function. The inverse transfer function of 
the test-rig is developed by experimentally measuring the frequency response function (FRF) of each actuator and inverting it. This 
method works very well when the test-rig is linear.  

Test-rigs contain complex hydraulic and control systems that are not linear. To adequately allow for a linear transfer function to 
represent a nonlinear system, an iterative process is used in which the transfer function is modified. The goal of the iteration 
process is to find the necessary actuator inputs (drive file signals) that create the outputs that were measured in the field. In each 
iteration, the drive files are modified so that they more closely reproduce the measured road loads.  

FRF testing of the test-rig and iterations is difficult. Fortunately, the FRF for a test-rig does not change too often and need not be 
repeated each time. Since the iteration is carried out using software, it is quite inexpensive and significantly faster than conducting 
a full-scale test. 

Many MBS models contain uncertain parameters (e.g. stiffness or damping of bushings) that reduce accuracy. With the help of 
virtual iteration, it is possible to compensate for these unknowns and to improve the accuracy of simulations. Another advantage of 
a virtual iteration, as opposed to a physical one, is that higher load amplitudes can be chosen from the beginning because there is 
no danger of overloading components. This results in a more realistic transfer behavior and fewer iterations to reach convergence. 
Figure 25 is an example (MAGNA STEYR, Engineering Center Steyr GmbH & Co KG, Austria) related to an automotive four poster 
test rig simulation where this iteration technique was used. Only four iterations were necessary to reach a converged solution. The 
simple damage comparison in this example showed a change in damage of only 6%, which is well within the expected error norm. 
This example demonstrates that including virtual iteration in the analysis process can significantly improve the dynamic response of 
a complex mechanical system and subsequently, the quality of fatigue life prediction.  
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Figure 25: Virtual Test Bench Model of a Suspension Test Rig. This Test Rig Is Used to Perform A Kinematics and Compliance 
Analysis (Courtesy of Magna Steyr GmbH). 

 

Daimler (Dittmann, K.j., DaimlerChrysler Albright F.J., Leser C., MTS) relies on the frontloading of simulation activities to meet its 
objective of achieving a higher-level product maturity at an earlier stage in the development process while using fewer physical 
prototypes. In addition to moving the test track into the laboratory, engineers are now shifting other development activities from the 
physical to the virtual world. MBS solutions are being used as a component of a complete Virtual Test Laboratory (VTL) to improve 
the confidence in the predictive capability of the virtual analysis. The distinction between test and analysis is becoming blurred. 

The benefit to using virtual test benches is that it can ensure that the test rig actually works, meaning (a) it has no undesirable 
vibrations from external or self-excitation, (b) the planned servo-hydraulic actuators can fulfill the specifications regarding force/ 
frequency behavior, (c) the rig kinematics has no problems regarding singularities and parts penetration, and (d) no durability 
problems of rig components occur. 

 

 

4.3 The Principles Underlying MBS 
 

4.3.1 An Historical Perspective 
The analysis of motion has a long and rich history, and it has been the cornerstone of many advances in mathematics and physics.  

Aristotle (384-322 B.C.): The first indirect reference to the principle of virtual work is contained in the eight-volume treatise, 
Physics, written by Aristotle. He derives the law of the lever from the observation that “forces balance each other if they are 
inversely proportional to the velocities”. Aristotelian physics, however, was based on philosophy, rather than experiment. 
Consequently, it had many errors such as (a) motion in a vacuum is infinitely fast, (b) planets move in a perfect circular motion, and 
(c) a body falling under the action of gravity moves in a straight line at a constant velocity. Despite these many shortcomings, 
Aristotelian physics was commonly accepted and used until the Renaissance era. 
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Galileo Galilei (1564-1642): Galileo’s principal contribution to physics was to introduce the scientific method. In addition to being 
an outstanding experimentalist, Galileo improved the state of physics by clarifying that “work” is a “product of a force and the 
displacement in the direction of that force”. He demonstrated that at constant acceleration, the distance moved by a body is 
proportional to the square of the time and that the path of a projectile on the Earth is a parabola. Galileo is also credited with 
introducing the concept of inertia, as the property that “keeps an object moving once it is in motion”. 

Isaac Newton (1642-1727): Perhaps the most fertile brain in all of physics, Isaac Newton was responsible for formulating the three 
fundamental laws of motion. 

• An object in its state of rest or uniform motion in a straight line continues to remain in that state of motion unless it is 

compelled to change that state by forces acting on it. 

• Force is equal to the rate of change of momentum with time. For a constant mass, the force (F) equals mass (m) times 

acceleration (a). F = ma.  

• For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction. 

Newton also created a branch of mathematics, Calculus, associated with the rate of change of quantities such as displacement and 
velocity. These were enunciated in his 1687 book, Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematics (Principia). 

Jean le Rond d’Alembert (1717-1785): d’Alembert introduced the notion of inertia force, and through this was able to reduce any 
mechanics problem to one of force equilibrium. He was the first to mathematically articulate the principle of virtual work. With this 
approach, the equations of motion of any mechanical system could be deduced from a variational principle, “The net virtual work 
done by the internal and external forces in any system, due to a reversible virtual displacement that satisfies the system 
constraints, is zero”. The principle of virtual work is an alternate statement of the laws of mechanics developed by Newton. While 
one can be deduced from the other, they are entirely independent concepts.  

Leonhard Euler (1707-1783): Euler was the first mathematician to study the rotation of rigid bodies and developed the concept of 
Euler angles to describe large spatial rotations. He was also the first to relate angular velocity to the rate of change of the “Euler 
angles”. Euler (with Lagrange) is responsible for developing the Calculus of Variations, which is the study of functionals and the 
conditions under which they achieve an extremum value. Simultaneously with Lagrange, he also developed the famous Euler-
Lagrange equations to solve such problems. 

Joseph-Louis Lagrange (1736-1813): Lagrange discovered the calculus of variations independently of Euler,and developed an 
analytical basis for mechanics. He formalized the notion of generalized coordinates and momentum associated with generalized 
coordinates. In Lagrangian mechanics, any system can be expressed in terms of a set of coordinates. An expression for the 
Lagrangian function can be formulated. The equations of motion for the system can be extracted simply by evaluating the Euler-
Lagrange equation. All of this is clearly explained in Mecanique Analytique, published in 1788. Lagrange also developed the 
method of undetermined multipliers to handle auxiliary constraints on a system. Lagrange’s methods are so strikingly elegant, that 
he has often been called the Shakespeare of mechanics. 

William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865): Hamilton was responsible for placing Lagrangian mechanics into the context of a 
variational principle, Hamilton’s principle. He also developed Hamilton’s equations; a transformation of the Euler-Lagrange 
equations, in which position and momentum are considered as generalized coordinates (in contrast to position and velocity).  

The Twentieth Century: The twentieth century has seen many new developments in this area. Two are particularly relevant. The 
first is the development of automated methods for formulating and solving the equations of motion for a mechanical system in a 
digital computer. Sheth, P.N., (Sheth and Uicker, IMP (Integrated Mechanisms Program), A Computer-Aided Design Analysis 
System for Mechanisms and Linkage) and Orlandea, N. (Orlandea, Calahan and Chace) were two of the first researchers to 
develop these techniques. 

Kane’s method (Kane and Levinson), (Kane and Levinson, Dynamics, Theory and Application), (Kane, Likins and Levinson, 
Spacecraft Dynamics) is the other interesting development. Kane’s method is a generalization of d’Alembert’s methods. The forces 
acting on the system are projected to the space of independent velocities of the system using the concept of partial velocities and 
equilibrium is sought in this space. Kane’s formalism provides a systematic approach to developing the equations of motion for a 
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system using velocities most appropriate for the system being analyzed. Kane’s method also provides a natural approach to 
introducing “generalized speeds” that are not the time derivatives of any corresponding generalized coordinates. His method is 
most commonly used in the aerospace industry. 

 

4.3.2 Types of Analyses 
In MBS, six basic types of analyses are available. Depending on the characteristics of the problem, a particular set of analyses are 
performed. Each of these analyses provides different information about the system. More complex analyses can be synthesized by 
using a combination of these basic analyses.  

Assembly analysis: Ensures that a complex MBS system is “put-together” correctly, satisfies all the system constraints and that 
the system states have the right initial velocities for a subsequent simulation.  

Kinematic analysis: Simulates the motion of a system that has zero degrees of freedom. The system moves because some of its 
constraints have an explicit dependence on time. It allows the engineer to determine the range of possible values for the 
displacement, velocity, and acceleration of any point of interest on a mechanical device. If the mass and inertial properties of the 
parts are specified, MBS software can also calculate the corresponding applied and reaction forces resulting from the prescribed 
motions. These calculations are all algebraic in nature. Typical applications of the kinematic analysis include the design of a 
mechanism and preliminary design of subsystems such as suspensions. 

Static equilibrium analysis: Determines a state for a system in which all of the internal and external forces are balanced in the 
absence of any system motion or inertia forces. The principle of virtual work is used to formulate the problem. When the system 
velocities and accelerations are set to zero, this implies that the sum of the internal and applied forces in all directions is zero. The 
static equilibrium analysis is typically used to find a starting point for a dynamic analysis by removing unwanted system transients at 
the start of the simulation. Unbalanced forces in the initial configuration can generate undesirable effects in the dynamic analysis. 

Quasi-static analysis: A sequence of static analyses performed for different configurations of the system (in contrast to static 
equilibrium, which is computed at fixed points in time during a simulation). Typical uses of quasi-static analysis include determining 
the coordinates of hard points during the development of automotive suspensions and determining the angle of tilt when a forklift 
can topple over. 

Dynamic analysis: Provides the time-history solution for all of the displacements, velocities, accelerations, and internal reaction 
forces in a mechanical system in response to a set of environmental forces and excitations. The governing equations for such an 
analysis are typically nonlinear, ordinary second-order differential-algebraic equations (DAE). These define the force balance 
conditions. The equations are nonlinear and cannot be solved symbolically. Numerical integrators are used to calculate the 
solution.  

Linear analysis: The system nonlinear equations are linearized about an operating point. Two different types of linear analyses, 
eigen-analysis and state matrix calculations can be performed. Eigenanalysis is the calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for 
the linearized system. The eigenvalues are the natural frequency/damping characteristics of the system while the eigenvectors 
represent the modes of the vibration associated with each frequency. Both the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors are complex-
valued. The state matrices that can be generated from the linearized system are the coefficient matrices for representing a 
linearized mechanical system in state-space form. 

 

4.3.3 Types of Equations: DAE Vs. ODE 
 

MBS formulations typically lead to a set of coupled, second-order, nonlinear, index-3, Differential-Algebraic Equations (DAE). The 
stability, accuracy, and efficiency of the solution of these equations are dependent on many factors. Table 1 identifies some of the 
possible choices that can be made for the factors mentioned.  
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Attribute Choices 

State choice 
• Cartesian coordinates  

• Natural coordinates  

• Relative coordinates 

• Mixed coordinates 

Generalized Speeds 
• Time derivatives of    

• states 
• Quasi coordinates 

Constraint Handling  

Methods 

• Lagrange multipliers  

• Coordinate  

• partitioning  

• Stabilized index   

• reduction 

• Constraint stabilization 

• Penalty methods 

• Augmented Lagrange 

Equation degree 
• Fully nonlinear  

• Partial linearization 
• Fully linear 

Dimensionality 
• 1D  

• 2D  

• 3D 

• Mixed dimensionality 

Numerical  

Integration Methods 

• Single/Multi-step,      

•  

• non-stiff 

• Single/Multi-step, bdf  

• (stiff) 

• 2nd order integrators 

• Explicit integrators 

Linear Algebraic  

Solvers 

• Dense solvers  

• Sparse Solvers 
• Iterative solvers 

 

Table 1 – A Classification of Commonly Used MBS Solution Strategies 

 

4.3.3.1 State Choice 

States are used to represent the system configuration internally in MBS solvers. Many commercial MBS codes use Cartesian 
coordinates that locate the translation and orientation of each body in the system with respect to a global origin and an inertial 
reference frame. Some others (Rampalli, 2006) use natural coordinates to represent system configuration. In this scheme, every 
coordinate system is provided with states. Still, others use joint-based relative coordinates to represent system configuration. Each 
approach has its advantages and disadvantages. The Cartesian and Natural coordinate schemes use many more coordinates than 
there are degrees of freedom in the system. The relative coordinate scheme tries to use exactly as many coordinates as there are 
degrees of freedom. Thus, formulations using Natural or Cartesian coordinates generate index 3, DAE. The system consists of 
differential equations of force balance and algebraic constraint equations. In contrast, for tree-structured topologies, the use of 
relative coordinates results in a recursively defined set of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE). 

The use of extra coordinates results in especially simple and efficient equation formulation techniques. The formulation can also be 
easily parallelized for shared memory and distributed parallel processors. The use of joint coordinates typically results in fewer but 
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more complex equations. The presence of closed loops in the system adds additional complexity for joint coordinate-based 
formulations. Special techniques are required to eliminate these constraints. 

4.3.3.2 Generalized Speeds Choice 

The most common practice is to use the time derivatives of the displacements to represent velocities. This results in especially 
simple kinematic differential equations that define the velocities. Alternatively, generalized speeds (quasi-coordinates) may be used 
to represent velocities. This means the velocities cannot be directly integrated to provide displacements. The kinematic differential 
equations are more complex in these scenarios. This approach is taken to reduce the complexity of the equations of motion, at the 
expense of a little more complexity in the kinematic differential equations.  

For instance, one may choose to use Euler parameters to represent large 3D rotational displacements but use angular velocities to 
represent rotational velocities. Angular velocities are an example of quasi-coordinates. They cannot be directly integrated to obtain 
a meaningful 3D rotational measure. Quasi-coordinates are employed only in the most simplistic situations since they are hard to 
implement in a completely automated way. 

4.3.3.3 Constraint Handling Methods 

Either because of the choice of system states or the presence of closed topological loops in a mechanical system, the equations of 
motion of a general mechanical system are index-3 DAE. The differential equations represent force balance and the algebraic 
equations represent the system constraints. Special techniques are required to deal with the constraints before the equations can 
be provided to numerical integrators for the solution. Very few integrators know how to solve index-3 DAEs. Table 2 summarizes 
the most commonly used approaches for handling constraints. Their relative strengths and weaknesses are also briefly noted. 
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Table 2 – Commonly Used Approaches for Handling Constraints 

 

4.3.3.4 Equation Degree 

The most common practice is to solve the full nonlinear equations to obtain system response. However, in real-time scenarios, it is 
common to partially linearize the equations. Certain variables are assumed to have small magnitudes. This assumption leads to 
simpler equations of motion that can operate in real-time. 

Flexible bodies are commonly represented as linearly flexible or nonlinearly flexible entities. The component mode synthesis 
approach assumes that the deformation of the flexible body can be represented as a linear combination of spatially dependent 
mode shapes and time-dependent modal states. This leads to a significant simplification of the equations of motion for flexible 
bodies. It also brings with it limitations on where the flexible body can be used. In the presence of contact, it is much more standard 
to utilize a fully nonlinear, nodal-based representation for a flexible body. The modal representation is normally used for non-
contact applications; the nodal representation is used for large deformation or nonlinear applications. 

Constraint Handling 
Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Lagrange Multipliers 
• Simple formulation 
• Obtain constraint reaction forces 
• Joint friction easy to model 

• Large equation sets 
• Need DAE integrators 
• Higher index formulations 

Stabilized index- 2  

Stabilized index-1  

• Allows error control on velocities 
• Improved accuracy & robustness 
• Well suited for stiff problems 

• Large equation sets 
• Only BDF integrators supported 
• Not efficient for contact models 

Coordinate Partitioning 
• Reduces DAE to ODE 
• Obtain constraint reaction forces 
• Stiff and non-stiff integrators supported 

• Stiff integrator support is expensive 
• Fails when the independent coordinate set 

changes 
• Independent coordinates can change 

frequently 
• Quasi-coordinate support is expensive 

Penalty Methods 
• Reduces DAE to ODE 
• Obtain constraint reaction forces 
• Stiff and non-stiff integrators supported 

• Penalty coefficient is “guessed” 
• Penalty term adds high frequencies to the 

system 
• Penalty term causes small step to be 

taken 

Augmented Lagrange  
Methods  

• Reduces DAE to ODE 
• Constraint reaction forces easily 

obtained 
• Stiff and non-stiff integrators supported 

• Can only satisfy position or velocity or 
acceleration level constraints or a linear 
combination of these 

• Drift seen in constraint or its time 
derivatives 

Dummy Derivatives 
• No constraint drift 
• Constraint reaction forces easily 

obtained 
• Partitioned solutions possible 

• Partitioning of coordinates into 
independent and dependent set still 
needed 

• Large set of equations to be solved 
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4.3.3.5 Dimensionality 

Most systems being analyzed are three-dimensional in nature. However, there are large classes of systems that are partially or fully 
two-dimensional in nature. Chain and belt systems are examples of systems generally modeled in two dimensions. See Figure 26: 
Examples of two-dimensional systems (Keilriemen), (Kaboldy), (Wikimedia Commons). 

 

Figure 26: Examples of Two-Dimensional Systems (Keilriemen), (Kaboldy), (Wikimedia Commons) 

 

In some cases, it is advantageous to use both two-dimensional and three-dimensional modeling entities. Two-dimensional 
subsystems are allowed to reside within a general three-dimensional system model. 

 

4.3.3.6 Numerical Integration Methods 

A wide variety of numerical integrators may be used to solve the underlying equations for a multi-body system. Some commonly 
used methods are listed below. 

• Non-stiff, multi-step integrators (Adams-Moulton, etc.): Well suited to problems that contain low damping. They are well 

suited for physically stiff problems (high, undamped frequencies) but are notoriously inefficient for numerically stiff 

(heavily damped) problems. Non-stiff methods cannot solve DAEs. If an equation formulation results in DAEs, 

constraint-handling methods that generate an underlying ODE are required for these integrators. 

• Stiff integrators: Well suited for heavily damped problems. The damping may come from components such as bushings 

and dampers or controller gains. Stiff integrators are also well suited for directly solving the DAE representing 

mechanical systems. Well known, publicly available, stiff integrators are: 

o DIFSUB (netlib.org),  

o DASSL & DASPK (engineering.ucsb.edu),  

o SUNDIALS (computation.llnl.gov) 

 

• Single-step methods: Well suited for problems with many discontinuities, for example, problems dominated by contact. 

Methods such as Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg and Radau are used in such situations. 

• Second-order methods: Commonly used in structural analysis, are being introduced into the MBS context. 

GeneralizedAlpha, Hilber-Hughes-Taylor, Newmark-β, and Houbolt are examples of such integrators. These integrators 

are equipped with user-controlled parameters that explicitly control the amount of numerical damping that is introduced 
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into the system. Numerical damping improves the robustness of the algorithm at the expense of accuracy. These 

methods are quite efficient for problems dominated by contact. 

For static simulations, the force imbalance method is normally used, where the nonlinear force-balance equations are solved using 
Newton-Raphson iterations. An alternate strategy for finding static equilibrium positions is by maximizing the kinetic energy of the 
system. In the absence of dissipative forces, the system is conservative, i.e. the sum of the potential and kinetic energies is a 
constant. This implies that the position of maximum kinetic energy is also a position of minimum potential energy, i.e. a stable static 
equilibrium position.  

For quasistatic analysis simulations, the Newton-Raphson methods normally used are very accurate but quite slow. New methods 
that rely on a numerical integrator to advance through time have recently been developed. These methods are very fast and 
accurate because the integrator decides the step size to take and when to evaluate the Jacobian.  

 

4.3.3.7 Equation Types 

For dynamic simulations (Altair Engineering), the most advanced MBS solutions offer a variety of approaches to generate different 
sets of equations: 

• The ODE formulation: supports both stiff and non-stiff integrators. In this approach, the DAE form of the equations of 

motion is first transformed into ODE form using a transformation such as coordinate partitioning or velocity 

transformation. Then the resulting ODE is solved using an ODE integrator. Both stiff and non-stiff integrators are 

supported. The stiff integrators supported by this formulation can be (a) LSODE, (b) MEBDFI, or (c) an Implicit 

Runge-Kutta Method (IRKF). Integrators based on Adams-Bashforth/Adams-Moulton or Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 

methods are commonly used to integrate numerically non-stiff equations. 

• The Index-3 (I3) formulation provides the DAE form of the equations of motion to an integrator, such as DASPK. In 

the I3 formulation, the integrator does not monitor the integration local error in the velocity or Lagrange multiplier 

states. Consequently, I3 solutions typically tend to be very fast, though sometimes slightly inaccurate in velocities.  

• The Stabilized Index-2 (SI2) formulation: Discovered by Gear, Gupta, and Leimkuhler in 1985. These equations are 

stabilized in the sense that both displacements and velocities are consistent with the system constraints. A DAE 

integrator such as DASPK is capable of solving the SI2 form of the equations of motion. The integrator monitors the 

local integration error in the displacement and velocity states, but not in the Lagrange multipliers. SI2 solutions 

typically tend to be accurate. The typical speed of SI2 solutions, compared to I3 solutions, is somewhat slower.  

• The Stabilized Index-1 (SI1) formulation: An extension to the SI2 formulation, it provides an even more consistent 

index-1 DAE form of the equations of motion to an integrator. A DAE integrator such as DASPK is capable of solving 

the SI1 form of the equations of motion. In the SI1 formulation, the integrator monitors the local integration error in the 

displacement, velocity, and Lagrange multiplier states. Consequently, SI1 solutions typically tend to be very accurate. 

The typical speed of SI1 solutions, compared to SI2 or I3 solutions, is somewhat slower. 
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4.3.3.8 Linear Algebraic Solvers 

The innermost loop of the solution process in any MBS solver consists of the solution of a set of linear algebraic equations. It is 
therefore extremely important that robust and efficient methods be used to solve this problem. Linear solvers can be classified into 
three broad categories: (a) Dense solvers, (b) Sparse solvers, and (c) Iterative solvers.  

Dense solvers are used when most of the values in the matrix are non-zero. Most formulations result in the creation of 
nonsymmetric matrices. For these situations, a standard Gaussian elimination procedure is used. Some formulations, such as the 
Augmented Lagrangian Method, lead to symmetric, positive definite matrices. For these scenarios, Cholesky decomposition 
methods are used. 

Sparse solvers are applicable when a majority (more than 95%) of the entries in a matrix are known to always be zero. These 
methods avoid using the zero-valued entries in any of their calculations. Sparse matrices most commonly occur when either the 
Cartesian coordinates or Natural coordinates are used to represent a system. Direct solution methods are commonly used. 
Furthermore, since the pattern of non-zeroes in the matrix does not change, symbolic LU factorization methods are commonly 
employed. The matrix is symbolically factorized once at the beginning of the simulation. These symbolic factors are used 
throughout the simulation to repeatedly solve the linear problem.  

Iterative solvers are necessary when large problems are being solved. Large problems result when solving contact problems that 
involve nonlinear flex bodies. These are fundamentally nonlinear Finite Element (FE) problems that have the added complexity of 
also including large rigid body motion. 

 

4.3.3.9 How to Select a Solution Strategy 

The previous section elaborates on the different choices that are available for formulating and solving a multi-body problem. Two 
important questions need to be answered in this context, (a) Are these choices really necessary? (b) How does one choose an 
appropriate solution strategy? 

The physical characteristics of the phenomena or system being modeled and the equations generated by the modeling approach 
determine the nature of the underlying solution. Therefore, it is necessary to choose solution strategies that are based on a rational 
selection method. The state-of-the-art today can be characterized as follows: there is no one best way to solve all problems and the 
problem characteristics dictate the solution strategies that are most appropriate. 

To illustrate these ideas, consider a typical problem in the automotive industry. The performance of suspensions and their dynamic 
behavior are important attributes of a car. A key responsibility of the suspension is to filter out road roughness away from the driver. 
To accomplish this task, bushings are used to connect the various parts in a suspension. These bushings are highly damped so 
that forces and vibrations from tire-road interactions are decreased before they reach the driver. Suspensions typically move in 
three dimensions during their operation, and many suspension topologies contain closed kinematic loops. During operation, it is 
possible that a suspension may “bottom out” i.e. suspension travel is curtailed by contact at the jounce bumper when the car goes 
through a deep pothole. 

The typical set of equations governing a suspension is index-3 DAE; the kinematic loops will generate constraint equations. The 
presence of shock absorbers and highly damped bushings indicate that the problem is numerically stiff, i.e. the higher frequencies 
are over-damped, whereas the lower frequencies are marginally over-damped or even under-damped. In this case, a stiff integrator 
should be selected. Furthermore, experience has shown that direct index-3 solutions provide accurate answers at the fastest 
computational speed. The presence of impact events indicates that a variable order, variable step integrator is needed. This allows 
the integrator to take small steps when a contact event occurs. 

Based on the above analysis, one can conclude that the following choices are logical when simulating automobile suspensions: 

• 3D modeling since the suspension moves in three dimensions 

• Equations in index-3 DAE form 

• Lagrange multipliers to handle constraints 
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• BDF integrator to handle the DAE characterizing the system 

• Symbolic Jacobian calculations for speed purposes 

• Sparse LU algorithms with symbolic factorization if Jacobian is sparse 

 

4.3.4 Design of Experiments and Optimization 

4.3.4.1  Design of Experiments 

Design of Experiments (DOE) is a series of tests in which purposeful changes are made to system design variables to investigate 
their effect on the system performance. DOE problems are typically performed for the following reasons:  

• To determine the input variables and the variable interactions that are most influential on the system performance 

• To determine the values of the design variables so that:  

• The output responses are tuned to the desired values. 

• Variability in output response is small. 

• The effects of uncontrolled variables are minimized.  

• To construct an approximation that can be used for fast and accurate design-variation studies 

Since DOE originally started in physical testing, classical DOE methods deal with testing behaviors and issues. Lately, more CAE 
oriented methods such as Latin Hypercube and Hammersley have been developed. Most commercial solutions for DOE simulation 
feature Full Factorial, Fractional Factorial, Plackett-Burman, Orthogonal arrays, Box-Behnken, Latin Hypercube, and Hammersley 
methods for determining the set of experiments required to characterize system behavior. 

 

4.3.4.2 Optimization 

Conventional design processes are intuitive and rely on the designers’ experience and knowledge of the problem being solved. 
When new problems are to be solved, or dramatically better solutions are to be obtained, the entire problem space needs to be 
explored. Therefore, conventional design processes need to be augmented with optimization-driven-design processes that can 
systematically explore the entire design space. Optimization-driven-design is the use of mathematical procedures to help engineers 
realize a design that maximizes the design objective(s) while satisfying manufacturing and other physical constraints. This process 
is formal and automated. When properly implemented, it allows engineers to focus on finding the right solution for their problem.  
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The optimization problem is mathematically expressed as: 

Minimize: 

Subject to: 

                  

                  

f(x)= f (x1, x2, 

g j (x) ≤ 0 

hk (x) = 0 

xiL ≤ xi ≤ xiU 

, xn ) 

j =1,, m 

k =1,, mh 

i =1,, n 

 

Figure 27: A Typical Formulation for Optimization Problems 

 

There are three steps in defining an optimization problem. 

• Identify design variables: These are system parameters such as geometrical dimensions, hard-point locations, 

damping properties, and design shape (x in Figure 27) that can be changed to improve the system performance.  

• Identify objective function(s): System performance measures that must be minimized (maximized) such as mass, 

displacement, and cost. These responses should be functions of the design variables (f(x) in Figure 27).  

• Identify constraint functions: System requirements that must be satisfied for the design to be feasible such as 

requirements on stresses and displacements.  These functions should also be functions of the design variables (g(x) 

and h(x) in Figure 27) 

Depending on the nature of the design variables, objective functions, and constraints, optimization problems can be classified as 
constrained, discrete, or multi-objective problems.  

Three groups of methods are commonly used for solving optimization problems: local approximation methods, global approximation 
methods, and exploratory methods. Local approximation methods require design sensitivities and are suitable for linear static, 
dynamic, and multi-body simulations. Global approximation methods are suitable for nonlinear problems. Finally, exploratory 
methods are suitable for discrete problems and nonlinear simulations, but they are expensive, as they require a large number of 
analyses. Optimization problems may be solved using DOE methods or sensitivity-based methods as shown in Figure 28. 

Figure 28: A Comparison of DOE and DSA Based Design Optimization Processes 
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DOE and optimization methodologies are especially important for MBS since: 

• The MBS model usually represents an entire system. These methods help engineers to improve the performance of 

the entire system. 

• The CPU time required to complete an MBS simulation is usually shorter than the CPU time required for other 

simulation disciplines (FEA, CFD, etc.). Therefore, the user can perform multiple simulations without being limited in 

the exploration and optimization of the design by lengthy computations and major computational resource 

requirements. 

Sheet metal forming in the manufacturing industry provides an interesting example of optimization procedures applied to MBS 
models. Competitive pressures require the validation of the manufacturing process starting from a very early engineering phase. 
Die manufacturers are required to minimize press downtime. This is accomplished by using sheet metal forming simulation 
methods coupled with DOE and optimization techniques to allow them to analyze and improve the most complex manufacturing 
issues at the very beginning of the engineering process.  

Altair (Altair Engineering) describes a sensitivity approach for an MBS model coupled with a stochastic analysis method suitable for 
stamping simulations. The modeling starts with CAD models of the die structures and the stamping process. A detailed MBS model 
is created from the CAD information. Details of the scrap shedding process including information such as body masses, inertias, 
and contact between die structures, sheet metal, and scrap are accounted for. The stochastic analysis yields possible shedding 
positions. Sensitivity analyses of the process provide a virtual validation of the manufacturing process. 

Suspension design provides another interesting example of an optimization technique applied to MBS simulation. ARRK is 
developing an innovative form of Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) based on a fundamental reappraisal of the transport needs of a city. 
It is designed to meet the expectations of passengers, i.e. be convenient, inexpensive, reliable, safe, and easy to use. It is also 
required to satisfy public demands for value, including cost, ease of construction, and environmental benefit (ARRK Technical  
Services). See Figure 29 below.  

Figure 29: Personal Rapid Transit Vehicle – Physical and Virtual MBS Prototype (Courtesy Of ARRK) 

 

In this case, MBS techniques have been used in conjunction with an independent (parametric) whole vehicle handling simulation to 
develop the suspension properties to meet specific cascaded targets, to optimize a weighing strategy, to predict forces under a 
variety of quasi-static and dynamic loads, and to estimate system response to track inputs.  

The suspension design requirements included a tight turning circle, the accommodation of a large variation in load magnitude and 
location, and high roll stiffness (to keep the vehicle sensors aligned). It also mandated levels of occupant comfort comparable to 
that of a small passenger car. The steering and drive systems were to provide a linear, well-damped response to control inputs. 
Also included were typical durability requirements involving the ability to withstand repeated acceleration, braking, and cornering 
loads, as well as abuse cases arising from striking obstacles on the track.  
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Using MBS tools, ARRK has been able to optimize every Elasto-kinematic property of the suspension system in parallel to all other 
characteristics and achieved an acceptable set of ride and handling characteristics. 

 

 

4.4  Applications 
MBS utilizes physics-based methods to accurately predict the operating performance of a product. These generic capabilities are 
useful in a wide variety of industries. Some key markets for MBS are shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 30: Some Target Markets for MBS Technology 

The vision for MBS throughout all industries is to minimize design and development bottlenecks encountered in a product 
development process, while at the same time encouraging innovation, improving overall product quality, and reducing the time 
required to bring a product to market. MBS technology has proven to be a valuable computational solution in many applications in a 
variety of industries. Examples of significant applications are:  

• In the automotive industry, MBS commercial solutions have been mainly used to design and evaluate new and better 

suspension systems, to optimize the ride and handling characteristics of passenger vehicles, to evaluate the durability 

of the system, and help validate mechatronic components. 

• MBS technology is widely employed in the aerospace and aircraft industries, for example, for the analysis of the 

automatic control systems used to maintain the altitude of satellites, to minimize the interaction between the control 

system and mechanical structure, and the design of various other mechanisms, such as landing gears and latching 

devices for aircraft doors. 

• In the general machinery industry, MBS solutions are used to compute and analyze the design of the intricate 

mechanisms in cameras, video recorders, and computer disk drives, as well as in designing robotic systems and the 

high-speed switching mechanisms for electrical relays. 

This chapter covers a wide range of examples in many industries, detailing the value of MBS solutions for each industry. 
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4.4.1 Automotive 
CAE tools are now commonly used in the automotive industry. MBS tools are used in a variety of ways to solve many problems. 
This section focuses on applications in the areas of chassis, body, and components. 

 

4.4.1.1 Chassis 

The term chassis refers to the frame plus the running gear such as engine, transmission, driveshaft, differential, and suspension. A 
body is built on the chassis to complete the vehicle.  

The automotive chassis provides the necessary strength to support the vehicle components and the payload placed upon it. The 

suspension system contains the springs, the shock absorbers, and other components that allow the vehicle to pass over uneven 

terrain without an excessive amount of shock reaching the passengers or cargo. The steering mechanism, an integral portion of the 

chassis, provides the operator with a means for controlling the direction of travel. The tires grip the road surface to provide good 

traction enabling the vehicle to accelerate, brake, and make turns without skidding. The suspension and tires absorb most of the 

shock caused by road irregularities.  

Typical chassis applications of MBS are in the areas of: 

• Suspension design 

• Vehicle dynamics, handling, and ride analysis 

• Durability of chassis frame or other components 

• Low frequency vibration avoidance 

• Steering system design and optimization 

Suspension Design 

MBS tools are used to design front and rear suspensions. The design process, though not the same at all companies, generally 
entails the following steps: 

• Describing the desired vehicle behavior quantitatively  

• Selecting front and rear suspension types that meet system constraints 

• Choosing the location of the “hard points” that define suspension kinematics 

• Defining system compliance (bushing, shock, spring definitions) 

• Analyzing loads in the suspension for typical maneuvers such as ride and roll 

• Improving system performance by modifying the spring rates 

• Finalizing shock absorber characteristics 

• Detailed component analysis and design 

• Packaging studies to evaluate if the design can accommodate suspension travel  

• Full vehicle dynamic studies to understand suspension performance 

Many MBS tools have customized modeling and analysis interfaces that make these tasks relatively straightforward. These 
customized interfaces provide modeling elements, analyses, and output that a suspension designer can easily understand. Thus, 
modeling elements such as an upper control arm, stabilizer bar, bushing, shock absorber, and spring are available to build 
suspension models.  
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The different types of suspension analyses performed are summarized in figure 31. MBS analysis tools offer the opportunity to 
evaluate several parameters (wheel load variation, body isolation, handling load control, kinematic and compliant wheel plane 
control, and component loading environment), investigating design strategies for whole systems, and setting design targets for 
components to verify the performance of proposed designs (Blundell and Harty). 

Figure 31: Typical Suspension Analyses Performed with MBS Software 

 

McLaren shows the value of MBS simulation in identifying the best suspension design for a high-performance sports car. MBS was 
used to perform initial assessments of suspension kinematics and compliance characteristics. Statistics based DOE methods were 
used to optimize system performance. Traditionally compliance effects are considered later in vehicle development. However, with 
a requirement to significantly shorten development time and improve the design, the engineering team was required to include 
suspension compliance effects in simulation from the beginning of the project. 

In this suspension study, the events of interest were kinematics and compliance, roll, steer, and vertical bump. Each of these 
events could be analyzed in isolation or combined into a single analysis. The suspension model and some relevant results are 
displayed in Figure 32 and Figure 33. McLaren Automotive dramatically reduced development time through the innovative use of 
MBS for front suspension design. 

 

Figure 32: The Use of MBS For Automotive Suspension Design 
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Figure 33: Sample Results Output for A Steer Analysis And A Bump Analysis 

 

Alfa Romeo has coupled MBS analysis with optimization to deliver an innovative suspension design for the 8c competizione sleek 
concept car. Their goals were to guarantee the highest level of handling performance while maintaining a good level of comfort. 
These were met by a new, out-of-the-ordinary, distinctively shaped, double-wishbone front and rear suspension. It includes all new 
arms and linkages designed with optimization methods.  

 

Figure 34: The Alfa Romeo 8C Competizione (Courtesy Of Alfa Romeo) 

 

To develop the front and rear suspensions, the chassis development team had to:  

• Identify suspension characteristics and component specifications for optimal performance  

• Develop 3D CAD models and drawings of the suspension components 

• Validate the structural performance of every suspension component under various linear and nonlinear conditions 

using CAE tools. 

 

To minimize development time, a combined multi-body and structural approach was adopted. Packaging analyses were done with 
MBS simulations that also considered component compliances. Suspension performance targets were achieved by performing 
kinematics and compliance calculations within an optimization loop. Optimization was used to determine suspension hard-point 
locations and the elastic characteristics of various connectors (bushings, spring, anti-roll bar, and bump stops) while satisfying 
stringent packaging requirements for the car body, powertrain, ground clearance, and the internal suspension. 
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Vehicle Dynamics 

Vehicle Dynamics is the study of the handling and ride/comfort performance of an automobile, particularly in the lateral direction, 
while it is performing different maneuvers. MBS is one of the primary technologies used to evaluate and improve vehicle dynamics 
characteristics.   

Any vehicle requires the following desirable handling characteristics: 

• A good tire road grip in all operating conditions 

• Good stability during turns, i.e. the vehicle follows the turn easily 

• Quick response to steering inputs  

• A steady build-up of lateral forces with manageable lateral accelerations 

• Small wheel load fluctuations due to vehicle maneuvers and road roughness  

Handling and braking are important components of vehicle safety because rapid maneuvers are sometimes used in emergencies. 
Vehicle rollover accidents account for only 3% of accidents, however, they constitute 31% of all fatalities. Therefore, vehicle 
performance in these situations needs to be well understood. 

Ride and comfort include these characteristics:  

• Good suspension and damping properties to filter out road disturbances 

• Minimal suspension and steering shake because of tire run-out and imbalance  

• Reasonable steering effort for parking and driving maneuvers 

• Good NVH behavior such as low running noise. 

Inputs that significantly affect the dynamics of a vehicle are:  

• Tire forces due to interaction with the road  

• Driver behavior during braking, acceleration, steering, and gear setting 

• Aerodynamic forces such as drag, lift, and crosswind forces  

These inputs act through the suspension system to the chassis and eventually the driver. They define the behavior of the vehicle as 
it accelerates, brakes, and turns through a wide range of speeds and types of roads.  

When analyzing automotive handling, some issues normally considered are: 

• Suspension travel during standard maneuvers to avoid jounce and rebound 

• Track and wheelbase effects on sideways and front-back weight transfer 

• Steering system performance including steering force, the transmission of road loads to the steering wheel, and 

power-steering subsystem design 

• Weight distribution, especially the location of the CG of the spring mass that can affect under steering behavior and 

vehicle stability during cornering 

• Electronic stability control to detect and correct loss of steering control by selective braking of wheels 

• The flexibility of the frame and its effects on handling behavior 
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The individual influence of these actions on the overall handling performance of the vehicle can be thoroughly investigated with the 
help of MBS solutions, and an optimum layout fulfilling the design targets can be automatically obtained with the support of DOE 
and optimization technologies. Many MBS tools have customized modeling and analysis interfaces to facilitate such analyses.  

Durability of Chassis Frame or Other Components 

Durability is the ability of a product or a component to withstand failure due to fatigue, corrosion, wear, and creep. In most durability 
situations, the predominant failure mode is fatigue. Fatigue is defined as a failure due to repeated cyclic load, well below the failure 
strength of the material. Therefore, fatigue life prediction is a critical element in the creation of long-lasting products. Products 
should be validated and optimized for the dynamic loads to which they are exposed during their operation. There is a need for 
durable products across all industries; this section focuses on the durability evaluation of the chassis of an automobile. 

 

Figure 35: The Typical Process for Measuring Chassis Durability 

 

In conventional vehicle development, the fatigue strength of the chassis and its components is evaluated through physical testing.  

Since a complete set of component load and stress measurements is hard to obtain, field-testing is commonly augmented with 
laboratory measurement. The typical process for determining vehicle durability is shown in Figure 35. 

Through coupled MBS, FE, and fatigue simulations, the need for physical testing can be minimized. Virtual durability testing is 
performed in two ways:  

• Semi-analytical durability evaluation 

• Analytical durability evaluation 

Semi-analytical durability evaluation can be condensed into five key steps: 

• Experimental measurement: The first step is to define a duty cycle for the test product. The vehicle is instrumented with 

wheel force transducers to capture the time history of the loads on each of the spindles. The vehicle is driven over 

different road conditions on the test track. A duty cycle representative of real-life usage is then synthesized. 

• MBS: The second step in the process is to perform virtual testing with the duty cycle to determine component loads. An 

MBS model of the vehicle is placed on an MBS model of a test rig. The duty cycle is fed as input to virtual actuators in 

the virtual test rig. These apply the excitation either to the tires or directly to the spindles of the vehicle model. An MBS 

simulation of the combined vehicle and test rig with a synthesized duty cycle is performed. Components of interest are 

virtually instrumented so that load time histories at the attachment points of the component are obtained. 
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• FEA: A unit loads FE analysis of the component is then performed. Unit loads are applied in each of the six directions 

at each of the attachment points. The stress or strain state for the unit loads is generated. 

• Fatigue analysis: The material model for the component is defined. The unit results from FEA are scaled with the 

loading obtained from MBS and fatigue analysis of the component is performed.  

• Post-processing: The MBS, FE, and fatigue results are visualized to understand the durability behavior of the 

component. 

This process is graphically illustrated in Figure 36: The semi-analytical process for chassis durability evaluation. Experimentally 
measured loads are provided as input to a virtual vehicle model. 

 

Figure 36: The Semi-Analytical Process for Chassis Durability Evaluation 

Semi-analytical approaches are useful because they can be done quickly; they reduce the need for physical testing. When physical 
prototypes are not available, a fully analytical approach is required. Analytical approaches avoid the use of physical prototypes and 
experimental measurements. The prototype is tested entirely in the virtual world. The role of MBS in this scenario is to mimic the 
proving ground tests. 

Analytical durability evaluation can be condensed into four steps: 

• System level testing: An MBS model of the system is built. This system is validated first. Then it is exercised in the 

same way one would have tested a physical model if it were available. The duty cycle is implicitly imposed by 

performing an MBS simulation of the true physical test. 

• FEA: A unit loads FE analysis of the component is then performed. Unit loads are applied in each of the six directions 

at each of the attachment points. The stress or strain state for the unit loads is generated. This step is the same as for 

semianalytical approaches. 

• Fatigue analysis: The material model for the component is defined. The unit results from FEA are scaled with the 

loading obtained from MBS and fatigue analysis of the component is performed. This step is the same as for semi-

analytical approaches. 

• Post-processing: The MBS, FE, and fatigue results are visualized to understand the durability behavior of the 

component. This step is the same as for semi-analytical approaches. 

This approach is summarized in Figure 37: The analytical process for chassis durability evaluation. A virtual car is driven on a 
virtual proving ground. Component load histories from the simulation are used to assess their fatigue life. 
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Figure 37: The Analytical Process for Chassis Durability Evaluation. 

 

Analytical durability evaluation is more compute-intensive than semi-analytical approaches. Furthermore, it is hard to validate 
results against real experiments since physical prototypes are not available. For these two reasons, fully analytical approaches are 
not common today. However, with the development of new computer validation techniques and faster computer systems, this 
approach is gaining acceptance. 

The analytical approach may be used in other scenarios as well. The durability evaluation of automobile doors is an example. This 
approach is general; it can also be applied to other products. See (Chrysler) and (nCode International) for more information. 

 

Low-Frequency Vibration 

System-level vibration and acoustic prediction are still very challenging and largely based on experimental techniques. However, 
leading automotive companies can now also predict automobile Noise, Vibration, and Harshness (NVH) behavior on a computer 
using physics-based approaches. 

NVH covers a broad range of frequencies and has a wide range of effects. Consequently, many different techniques are used to 
predict automobile NVH behavior. Table 3 summarizes the current state-of-the-art. 
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Frequency Range NVH-Phenomena Solution Technique 

Low:  0-20 Hz. • Vibration • MBS models and low fidelity FE models 

 

 

Mid: 20-200 Hz 

 

 

 

High: > 200 Hz. 

 • Time and frequency-based analyses 

• Noise 

• Acoustics 

• Detailed FE and Boundary Element models 

• Frequency based analyses 

• Interior acoustics 

• Sound pressure prediction 
• Statistical Energy Analysis 

Table-3: NVH Phenomena and Corresponding Solution Techniques 

The principal use of MBS in NVH is in the lower frequencies, between 0-20Hz, the frequency range at which the ride quality of 
automobiles is affected. MBS models with adequate fidelity are needed for predicting ride behavior. Connectors are required to 
contain frequency and amplitude dependent behavior. High fidelity tire models are necessary for accurately transmitting forces from 
the road to the vehicle. Finally, rigid body models are not adequate; the flexural behavior of the structural members must be taken 
into account. Under these circumstances, MBS models have correlated quite well with experimental measurements. 

Historically, NVH engineers have used FE tools to predict the vibration behavior of vehicle structures. The availability of verified 
system data from MBS provides an interesting option for downstream NVH analyses, the reuse of validated chassis subsystems 
developed for MBS in subsequent NVH analysis. 

A recent example found in the literature (BMW) describes the use of a linearized MBS model of a chassis for FE based NVH 
analysis. This process enables the NVH team to reuse validated chassis models from MBS to perform full vehicle NVH response 
analysis in an FE environment. With this approach, time consuming and costly model validation is avoided. This is illustrated in 
Figure 38. Validated Chassis Models from MBS Are Used in NVH Studies. 

Figure 38: Subsystem Exchange Between MBS And FE for Full Vehicle NVH Analysis.  
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Steering System Design and Optimization 

Steering is the term applied to the collection of components that accept driver input and make the vehicle follow the desired course. 
A common steering arrangement is to turn the front wheels using a hand operated steering wheel, which is positioned in front of the 
driver. The steering input is transmitted via the steering column and steering linkage to the front wheels. Other types of 
arrangements are also found on vehicles, for example, a tiller or rear–wheel steering. 

Most modern cars use rack and pinion steering mechanisms, where the steering wheel turns a pinion gear. The pinion meshes with 
a rack, which converts circular pinion motion into linear motion along the transverse axis of the car (side to side). This motion 
applies steering torque to the kingpins of the steered wheels via tie rods and a short lever arm called the steering arm (see Figure 
39: A typical steering system for a car (Wikimedia Commons). 

Figure 39: A Typical Steering System for A Car (Wikimedia Commons) 

 

Older designs often use a recirculating ball mechanism, which is still found on trucks and utility vehicles. 

Automakers have developed power steering systems that reduce the steering effort on vehicles by using an external power source 
to assist in turning the road wheels. There are two types of power steering systems - hydraulic and electric/electronic. A hydraulic 
electric hybrid system is also possible. 

Steering systems such as those described above can be modeled with high fidelity using a combination of MBS, hydraulics, and 
control approaches. When different software packages are used to model the mechanical, hydraulic, and control subsystems, a co-
simulation approach is commonly used. For simpler models, the entire system may be modeled in MBS software.  

Through the proper selection of type and position of u-joints, shafts, and vibration reducers, any system can be designed or 
modified to result in a car that is not only safe but also a pleasure to drive. 

Powertrain 

In a land vehicle, powertrain refers to the group of components that generate power and deliver it to the road surface. This includes 
the engine, transmission, drive shafts, differentials, and the wheels. Sometimes “powertrain” is used to refer to simply the engine 
and transmission. Other components are included only if they are integral to the transmission. Simulation is an efficient approach to 
reduce not only the cost, but the time needed for engine development. An idealized four-stage process for powertrain development 
is shown in Figure 40.  Powertrain simulation spans the regimes from purely virtual, off-line simulations used in design and analysis 
to hybrid test-bed simulations used for validating the hardware (AVL Graz). Detailed Design Is Done with Off-Line Simulations with 
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Virtual Components. Validation of The Control Components Is Performed with Hil Simulations. As More Components of The 
System Become Available, Lab Testing and Hardware Calibration Are Performed. 

Figure 40: The Four-Stage Development Process for Powertrains 

Offline simulations of a vehicle powertrain are normally performed at the beginning of the engine development process. These 
simulations are performed to: 

• Understand engine performance for various driving conditions  

• Optimize transmission ratios and gear shifting strategies 

• Compare alternative powertrain concepts 

• Determine loads for subsequent durability analyses 

• Predict engine noise and vibration  

• Minimize the number of variants created for physical testing 

The final product of offline simulations is a clear specification for the powertrain system and its major components. 

For offline simulations, MBS is used to build and analyze detailed subsystems. See Figure 41: Examples of MBS technology 
applications for powertrain analysis  

 

Figure 41: Examples of MBS Technology Applications for Powertrain Analysis 
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Other offline applications include: 

• A predictive model of a complete engine piston/con-rod/crankshaft system, including a flexible crankshaft and 
combustion pressure on the piston 

• Load calculations for optimizing crankshaft shape to reduce its weight 

• Evaluating the influence of piston shape on piston slap phenomenon 

• Simulation of the engine block vibration 

• Simulation of engine-mount characteristics that affect car noise and vibration 

• Valve-train simulations that include a flexible camshaft  

• Development and optimization of gear trains used to drive the camshafts 

• Simulation of tensioner and chain in a timing chain to predict chain loads 

• Simulation of a complete drive train including suspension characteristics 

• Evaluation of manual transmissions including gear shift performance 

• Evaluation of the performance of a continuously variable transmission 

• Simulation of forces generated on races and balls of a constant velocity joint 

• Simulation of a driveline subsystem including driveshaft torsional vibration 

 

Most commercially available MBS software solutions deal with a powertrain model as a generic multi-body model. Certain 
subsystems such as chain and belt drives do however require special recursive formulation techniques for efficient equation 
formulation and solution. 

Once the conceptual decisions for a powertrain have been made, the physical control systems of the engine (ECU) and the 
transmission (TCU) can be combined with a real-time capable, virtual engine model for evaluating the control systems. This is an 
example of Hardware-in-the-Loop or HIL simulation. During the initial design, the basic functions of the control unit were simulated 
with offline simulations. Now, the actual control units take over this role. 

 

 The goals for these simulations are: 

• Test of the ECU, TCU, cable harness, sensors, and actuators 

• Communication test of the control units using CANbus, a vehicle bus (a specialized internal communications network 

that interconnects components inside a vehicle) standard designed to allow microcontrollers and devices to 

communicate with each other within a vehicle without a host computer 

• Engine engagement at gear shifting and failure diagnosis 

• Testing the automatic pre-calibrations and parameterization 

HIL simulations can identify failure sources and shorten overall testing time on downstream engine and powertrain test beds. These 
tests are typically performed in the office laboratory and do not require more expensive test beds. Reduced, conceptual MBS 
models are typically used for HIL and test-bed applications. These are commonly referred to as 1D simulators. A typical setup for 
performing HIL simulations is shown in Figure 42. 
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Figure 42: A Common Setup for HIL Simulation 

Once the performance of the control systems and their interaction with the virtual vehicle has been ensured, they are evaluated on 
a test bed. The control systems are assembled along with the components that have already been developed, such as engine and 
transmission.  

The testbed is an environment for evaluating partially assembled systems. The powertrain is mounted on the chassis like a vehicle 
skeleton with the body missing. Measurements can be taken around the clock, and critical driving states or entire driving cycles are 
tested. The following tasks can be performed on these highly specialized test beds: 

• Mechanical/electronic integration tests 

• Driving performance tests  

• Functional tests and verifications 

• Parameterizations and calibrations 

• Drivability assessments  

• Climate adjustments (with corresponding equipment) 

• Emission test cycles, possibly with a constant volume sampler (CVS) are commonly used for measurement and 

analysis of mass emissions (exhaust) from engines. 

• Continuous runs for durability studies 

• NVH studies 

The powertrain test bed is an ideal tool for assessing, developing and optimizing the interaction of all the components. In this 
development step, the correction of malfunctions, the testing, and refining of the operating strategies, and the refilling of the data 
records in the control systems are top priorities. 

The fourth and last stage, In-Vehicle Calibration, is normally performed after a prototype is available to finalize the required 
adjustments to the vehicle. The following tests are typically performed. 

• Road and chassis tests 

• Verification of the driving performance 

• Adjustment of drivability 

• Height/summer/winter trials 

• Finalizing the data records 
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• NVH optimization 

The true benefits of MBS (and CAE) solutions are seen in the fourth phase. Vehicles can be developed with fewer prototypes, test 
rides, and modifications while improving the quality of the final product. 

 

4.4.1.2 Body Applications 

MBS solutions are also commonly used for solving issues related to the design and optimization of the automotive body and its 
main components. Body engineers typically rely on finite element technologies to accomplish their design tasks. MBS solutions are 
used in some of these scenarios primarily because it yields much faster solutions without significant loss of accuracy. 

Typical automotive body applications where MBS technology has been used successfully are listed below: 

• Door slam simulation for durability analysis (Toyota Auto Body), performed to predict the stress generated during the 

door closing operation (same procedure can be applied for example to the front door, rear door, and tailgate)  

• Full vehicle roll-over simulation, in which the contact between tires and ground is simulated through an equivalent 

vertical stiffness and the contact between vehicle and ground during roll-over is predicted using the 3D surface-to-

surface contact functionalities described in an earlier section. 

 

Figure 43: Examples of MBS Technology Applications for Automotive Body Analysis. The Figure on The Left Illustrates the Use of 
MBS For Door-Slam Simulations; The One On The Right For Rollover Situations. 

It is not enough for cars today to achieve premium vehicle dynamics. Customers also expect a premium feel when opening and 
closing doors, tailgates, and hoods. A CAE process based on MBS can be used to optimize the performance and feel of doors 
opening and closing. Such a process can ensure that the design (including manufacturing tolerances) meets its targets for handling 
effort. 

The modeling components that are needed to capture the dynamics of a door opening and closing are the following: 

• Seals, for which stiffness, damping, and position data are needed  

• Hinges, for which position and friction information are needed 

• Check link, modeled as a simple rotational torque or as a detailed component using 3D contact 

• Latch, modeled using a translational force, positioned at the actual latch position 

• Air evacuation model represented through an additional rotational torque applied at the hinge, or as a distributed force 

on the seal elements  
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Quasi-static simulations are used to simulate a door opening and closing and validate whether the hinge line and check link 
designs allow you to achieve the ergonomic targets. Dynamic simulations verify how the hinge line, check link, seals, and air 
evacuation influence the closing and verify that the door will fully latch. 

The full modeling, analysis, and reporting process can be automated using a dedicated software framework that extracts data from 
a FE model of the door and automatically creates a corresponding MBS model, and then runs DOE studies to provide the design 
department with a comprehensive set of outputs. 

MBS models have also been used to analyze the on-duty conditions of the entire door assembly. Effects such as body flexibility 
and manufacturing tolerance variability are taken into account. For more information, see (Fiat Auto SpA; Altair Eng.) and (CAE 
Value). 

 

4.4.1.3 Components 

MBS is also used extensively in the design and performance optimization of many automotive components. Figure 44: Examples of 
MBS technology applications for automotive components simulation: hydraulic brake device, door lock mechanism, and gearbox 
illustrates three examples.  

 

Figure 44: Examples of MBS Technology Applications for Automotive Components Simulation: Hydraulic Brake Device, Door Lock 
Mechanism, And Gearbox 

 

Typical applications where MBS has been successfully used are: 

• Evaluation and optimization of the performance of a disk brake system 

• Simulation of a manual clutch mechanism model coupled with the drive-train components 

• Retractable seat models to evaluate the forces required to retract and extract the seat 

• Windshield wiper mechanisms to maximize the area wiped by the blades 

• Optimization of lever shape and spring stiffness in door lock mechanisms 

• Simulation and reduction of the vibration felt by the driver on the shift lever due to a shift change maneuver 

Continental (ContiTeves) has used MBS for the design and optimization of a plastic con-rod in the vacuum pump of a hybrid-energy 
vehicle. The con-rod manufactured from glass fiber reinforced plastics is represented with orthotropic material properties. An 
equivalent model of the con-rod, represented as a CMS flexible body, is derived from a detailed FE model of the component. The 
forces and stresses in the con-rod are evaluated for typical loading scenarios. The MBS model is much faster to solve than the 
corresponding FE model. Consequently, it is then used in a DOE solution to minimize the bearing force by optimizing the mass 
values and positions. 
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Subros (Subros) recently applied MBS technologies to design and optimize an airflow control mechanism for a heating, ventilating, 
and air conditioning module. In this case, the application proposes a new method for the design validation of HVAC mechanisms 
that takes advantage of the possibility of correctly simulating the nonlinearities (big rotations) that characterize the operation of such 
mechanisms. In particular, the method allowed one to estimate and reduce the torque that must be applied from the control panel 
to operate the mechanism.  

Figure 45: MBS Applications for Automotive Components: Con-Rod, Airflow Control Mechanism (Courtesy Of Subros) 

 

4.4.1.4 Tire, Road, And Driver 

To represent the complete behavior of a vehicle with MBS, for example, simulating complete maneuvering events (such as a lane 
change), the use of the valid tire, road, and driver models are as important as the development of reliable MBS models of the 
vehicle itself.  

Tires play a critical role in vehicle simulations; they are the only portion of the vehicle that is in contact with the road. Tires are very 
complex entities consisting of rubber, metal, and plastic. Their behavior is influenced by a variety of internal factors such as air 
pressure and tread, environmental factors such as temperature and road conditions, and driving conditions such as acceleration, 
braking, and turning. The different types of tires available in the market today include: 

• Passenger car tires 

• Heavy-duty truck tires 

• Off-road vehicle tires 

• Agricultural and construction equipment tires 

• Racing tires 

A variety of tire models appropriate for specific types of analyses is commercially available today. Tires range from empirical, 
steady-state tire models commonly used for vehicle handling to detail finite element models used for misuse tests and tread design.  

This section focuses only on tires used in MBS simulations. To couple the tire models with MBS software, a Standard Tire Interface 
(STI) has been defined. Most tire vendors follow this convention, making it possible to connect many different tire types to a vehicle 
model. Different models are used for different applications. Figure 46: Tire models, applications, and commercial software models 
show some of the commercially available analytical tire models available today and their typical applications. 
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Figure 46: Tire Models, Applications, And Commercial Software Models 

 

The differences between the tire models are explained below: 

• Handling tire models: These are multi-dimensional spring representations of tires. The stiffness and damping 

parameters and force generation algorithms are usually based on the magic formula from Pacejka. To model transient 

effects, a relaxation length is introduced in the models. 

• Rigid ring tire models: These cover the first mode shapes of the vibrating tire. They are also capable of running in real-

time and are an efficient model for low-frequency vehicle ride and comfort prediction. 

• Flexible ring tire models: These allow simulations of vehicles over extremely uneven surfaces, and usually run five 

times slower than real-time. They can be used to model 3D movements and predict groove wear. 

Road definition is another important aspect in describing the complete tire-terrain interaction. For vehicle handling analyses, a flat 
and incompressible road is usually adequate. For ride comfort, durability, and NVH analyses, it is critical to model the road surface 
accurately. The surface variations affect the overall vehicle response in these areas. Similarly, for off-road vehicles, soil compaction 
is an important phenomenon to model. This situation is graphically illustrated in Figure 47: Road models and tire-road interactions 
(printed with the permission of Cosin/MBS). 
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Figure 47: Road Models and Tire-Road Interactions (Printed with The Permission of Cosin/MBS) 

 

In summary, many different types and representations of roads are needed for MBS models. Perhaps the most extensive collection 
of road models is available with F-Tire, R-Tire, and H-Tire (cosin scientific software). These tire models can run on a variety of road 
definitions, including the following:  

Figure 48: Road Models Available From COSIN/MBS 

 

For more information on tire and road models, see (Esslingen University). 

Lastly, realistic human driver models are required to perform detailed simulations of real-life maneuvers. This is common in vehicle 
handling studies and motorsport applications. In motorsports applications, for instance, it is essential to estimate and optimize the 
performance of a vehicle on a given road. The human driver is usually represented as a complex control system. This model is 
characterized by many variables that depend upon the operation being performed by the driver. The following operations describe 
typical driver scenarios in vehicle dynamics simulations: 

• Straight line acceleration 
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• Steady state circular driving 

• Starting from standstill 

• Three-point turn 

• Driving over rough road 

The technology available today (VIF - Virtual Vehicle Competence Center) allows for realistic representations of driver behavior for 
vehicle handling studies. The driver model consists of at least three controllers with several sub-controllers that interact with each 
other.  

Figure 49: A driver model. Modeled as a hierarchical control system, it consists of three connected controllers that govern speed, 
steering, and gearbox behavior. provides a schematic of a generic driver model. The driver consists of three key components: a 
speed controller, a gearbox controller, and a steering controller. These are explained in a little more detail below. 

Figure 49: A Driver Model. Modeled as A Hierarchical Control System,. 

 

The speed controller controls the speed of the simulation vehicle by actuating the throttle and the brake pedal. The outputs of the 
speed controller are pedal position or pedal force. Three separate sub-controllers monitor and control various aspects of vehicle 
speed: 

• Velocity controller: Tracks a pre-defined demand speed profile 

• Longitudinal acceleration controller: Controls acceleration to set a demand longitudinal acceleration 

• Lateral acceleration controller: Controls a demand lateral acceleration while the vehicle is following a circular path 

The steering controller actuates the steering wheel angle by outputting steering wheel torque. Two sub-controllers deal with 
different control inputs: 

• Lateral acceleration controller: Controls steering input to follow a demand lateral acceleration while the vehicle travels 

at an approximately constant speed 

• Path controller: Given an arbitrary path {x, y, z} as a function of the traveled distance, steers the vehicle to follow the 

described path 

The outputs of the gearbox controller are gear and clutch pedal position or force. Two sub-controllers are needed: 

• Open loop: The driver model shifts gears and modulates the clutch to prevent the engine from over speeding or stalling. 

Upshifts, downshifts, clutch engagement, and disengagement are smooth to avoid unrealistic transients.  
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• Starting a vehicle from a standstill: The driver needs to modulate the clutch and throttle to transmit torque from engine 

to gearbox with a slipping clutch while preventing the engine from stalling and limiting wheel spin.  

All driver controllers and sub-controllers have to be able to drive in reverse. Controller switching needs to be smooth and not induce 

any non-physical transients. 

 

4.4.1.5 Virtual Test Rigs 

Virtual test rigs become crucial when traditional development activities are moved upstream, and physical prototypes are not yet 
available. The task of a virtual test rig is to exercise a computer model just as a real test rig would exercise a physical model. Virtual 
test rigs may be used to test virtual components (tire test rig), subsystems (engine test rig), or full vehicle events (ride and comfort 
test rigs). Examples found in the literature (Dittmann, K.j., DaimlerChrysler Albright F.J., Leser C., MTS) demonstrate the use of a 
Virtual Test Laboratory (VTL) for virtual durability testing. Figure 50: Virtual models of functional vehicle prototype and full vehicle 
simulator (courtesy of DaimlerChrysler) below, demonstrates a virtual test rig built using the software. The test rig is made as real 
as possible, to the extent that it even includes the transfer function of the test rig itself. This takes into account, the dynamics of the 
test rig when it is applying an input to the virtual car. 

 

Figure 50: Virtual Models of Functional Vehicle Prototype and Full Vehicle Simulator (Courtesy of DaimlerChrysler) 

 

4.4.2 Aerospace 

4.4.2.1 Introduction 

General-purpose MBS solutions provide accurate predictions of aerospace systems behavior. They are often the only way to test 
the system. MBS tools are used to model passenger jets, helicopters, satellites, autonomous planetary vehicles, and comet probes. 
Additionally, major subsystems such as landing gear, control flaps, doors, and latches are also analyzed using MBS techniques. 

Satellite systems are subject to environmental loads such as ground disturbances, aerodynamic loading, gravitational gradients, 
and solar pressure. Therefore, MBS tools need to support general-purpose modeling elements that can be specialized to represent 
the above phenomena. Special purpose software to model these phenomena often exists, so MBS solutions must work with these 
tools.  

Real-time simulation has a special significance in aerospace applications. The systems being built are expensive, and failure often 

leads to catastrophic consequences. Real-time simulation is performed using dedicated software on reduced models. 
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MBS solutions are used in the design and analysis phases. An MBS approach allows you to model complex dynamic systems with 
different levels of fidelity in a single modeling environment. A means to generate the simplified real time models from validated 
high-fidelity models is crucial. Such a capability allows the reuse of validated models, which saves time. Figure 51 shows some 
common applications in the aircraft industry. An Aircraft Contains Many Subsystems That Exhibit Large Overall Motion. The 
Landing Gear and Control Flap Mechanisms Depicted Here Are Two Examples. 

 

Figure 51: Examples of Aircraft Applications Using MBS Solutions 

 

Typical aerospace applications that use MBS solutions include: 

• Ground aircraft operation including taxi, takeoff, landing, braking, and rejected take-off 

• Simulation of landing gear retraction mechanism and evaluation of retracting gear forces 

• Simulation and optimization of flap mechanisms 

• Simulation of flight control and dynamics 

• Hydraulics systems design 

• Simulation of door opening mechanisms (opening times must be minimized in case of emergency) 

• Packaging study of cabin attendant seat and force evaluation for seat extraction and retraction  

• Helicopter simulation 

• Satellite control and event simulation 

• Aero-elasticity simulation 

• Guidance systems design 

• Stores separation 

4.4.2.2 Landing Gear Design 

In aviation, the landing gear (also called undercarriage) is the structure that supports an aircraft on the ground and allows it to taxi. 
Landing gear includes wheels equipped with shock absorbers. Some aircraft, however, are equipped with skis for snow or floats for 
water. Helicopters may also have skids or pontoons.   
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Landing gear design and optimization is a typical application handled by MBS. Engineering teams can quickly build a complete, 
parameterized model of landing gear, including its layout, the wheel arrangement, the energy absorption, and other vital 
characteristics. The model can then be run through a battery of kinematic, static, and dynamic simulations to determine the 
vehicle’s stability, loads, passenger comfort, and even its flotation properties. 

The advantages of using MBS solutions for landing gear systems are the following: 

• Ability to quickly build, test, and refine aircraft landing gear designs by exploring many alternatives. For example, a user 

can change a strut metering pin with a few mouse clicks, instead of waiting for a mechanic to install a new metering pin, 

as required with physical testing. 

• Test designs over a variety of conditions, without having to duplicate those conditions with expensive physical tests. 

For example, an ice-covered runway or a special runway can be tested and compared with baseline results in minutes, 

instead of waiting months for the right test conditions. 

Directly compare the critical data from different virtual tests with side-by-side animations and plots and compare hundreds of 
different landing gear designs, before committing to manufacturing or even detailed structural analyses. 

Figure 52: A Typical Landing Gear Structure: A Complex System That Moves 3D Space. Pneumatics and Hydraulics Are Used to 
Define the Behavior Of The Shocks. 

MBS, in conjunction with FEA and hydraulics, can also be used to optimize landing gear system performance. Recently, in a 
NAFEMS benchmark, it was demonstrated (Altair Engineering) how a multidisciplinary solution, including topology and shape 
optimization, can be applied to the design of the torsion link in the landing gear. Through shape optimization, an improved torsion 
link and lug could be designed. This design shows a 27% reduction in the weight of the torsion link and a 59% reduction in the 
stresses in the lug. 

4.4.2.3 Aircraft Flaps and Slats 

Flaps are hinged surfaces on the trailing edge of the wings of a fixed-wing aircraft. They can also be used on the leading edge of 
the wings of some high-speed jet aircraft. Flaps increase the camber of the wing airfoil, thus raising the lift coefficient. This allows 
the aircraft to generate the required lift at a slower speed. Therefore, extending the flaps will reduce the stalling speed of an aircraft. 
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Flaps are carefully designed to maximize aircraft performance and safety. Aerodynamic loading is very important. Such forces can 
be applied as pressure loads on the flaps. Even though the elastic deformation in the flap is small in comparison to its overall 
motion, it significantly affects static and dynamic loads. Therefore, flaps are usually represented as flexible bodies. With MBS tools, 
one can understand the operating behavior of the flaps including the transients occurring during flap deployment. An MBS 
simulation of a high-fidelity flap model can accurately predict the peak loads and oscillations that normally cause structural fatigue 
and failure.  

MBS simulations can reproduce the behavior of a physical flap test rig. It can be used in place of a physical prototype to tune the 
performance of flap subsystems. 

 

4.4.2.4 Aircraft Flight Control 

Aircraft flight control systems consist of control surfaces, cockpit controls, connecting linkages, and the necessary operating 
mechanisms to control an aircraft’s direction in flight. Flight controls can be purely mechanical or hydro-mechanical; the size of the 
aircraft usually determines the overall design. Mechanical and hydro-mechanical flight control systems are heavy and require 
careful routing of flight control cables through the aircraft using systems of pulleys, cranks, and wires with hydraulically assisted 
controls, and hydraulic pipes. Modern aircraft reduces the need for these with innovative fly-by-wire designs. 

Flight control systems are inherently multi-disciplinary. Hydraulic systems are employed to perform actuation. Mechanical linkages 
are used to convey pilot input to the control surfaces. Electronics are used to sense aircraft behavior. Control systems are used to 
assist the pilot with aircraft control and even take over aircraft operation when asked. A multi-domain approach is essential to 
understand the interactions between the diverse subsystems. 

The system-level modeling paradigm of MBS fits this need quite well. A system-level model consisting of mechanical, hydraulic, 
electronic, and control components can be assembled in an MBS tool. The model can be exercised through various events that 
mimic the realistic operation of the flight control system. Linkage operation, structural stress, fatigue life, hydraulic behavior, and 
control algorithm evaluation can be studied and improved. The need for physical prototypes is minimized while designing such a 
system; they are only required for validating the design obtained from an MBS simulation. 

 

4.4.2.5 Ground Maneuvers 

An accurate evaluation of aircraft behavior for ground maneuvers, such as landing, taxiing, and take-off, is a key aspect of aircraft 
design. The determination of airframe and landing gear loads is one key aspect. Highly dynamic issues such as wheel shimmy and 
brake-induced vibrations are two other important areas. Over the last decades, several researchers have developed MBS-based 
models to study the dynamic behavior of an aircraft on the ground. Subsystems including elastic landing gear, tires, braking, and 
steering systems have been studied extensively.  

More recently, a considerable amount of work has been devoted to creating accurate tire models suitable for the study of brake 
induced vibrations and wheel-shimmy. MBS simulation can be used effectively in these contexts. The typical approach is to build an 
MBS model of the system and exercise it through various events that reflect typical and extreme aircraft ground maneuvers. 
Through such simulation, the system behavior can be understood and improved. 

 

MBS approaches have also been used in the following areas. 

• Development of a linearized longitudinal model of the brake-wheel-landing gear system, suitable for the design of anti-skid 

control systems 

• Development of methods to identify tire parameters from experimental data measured during braking tests 

• Development of methods to identify tire and landing gear parameters from experimental data measured during drop tests. 
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4.4.2.6 Helicopters 

Helicopters are classified as rotorcraft or rotary-wing aircraft to distinguish them from fixed-wing aircraft. The helicopter achieves lift 

with the rotor blades, which rotate around a mast. The lift from the rotor also allows the helicopter to hover more efficiently than other 

forms of vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft, allowing it to accomplish tasks that fixed-wing aircraft cannot perform.  

Today, helicopters are used for transportation, construction, firefighting, search and rescue, and military operations. 

Some key challenges associated with helicopter designs are: 

• Designing the rotor system 

• Understanding the rotor dynamics 

• Designing the flight controls 

• Understanding performance for different flight conditions 

• Noise and vibration reduction  

• Component fatigue life 

• Defining engine requirements 

• Occupant safety 

Specialized software tools have traditionally been used to analyze many of the above-mentioned scenarios. See (Wikipedia) for a list 

of such tools. Helicopter rotor systems contain a challenging mix of large overall motion, nonlinear deformation in the blades, 3D 

contact between stator and rotor, and complex aerodynamic forces. More recently, unifying approaches such as MBS are being 

investigated for such systems. 

4.4.2.7 Space Systems 

Many different disciplines are employed in the design of spacecraft. The primary role of MBS in spacecraft design is the analysis of 

the overall motion of the spacecraft as it is executing various maneuvers. MBS is also used extensively in the design of various 

structures and mechanisms such as robot arms, beams, panels, other deployable appendages, and separation devices. 

Simulation is of fundamental importance for satellites, space stations, and all other systems operating in space. There are several 

reasons for this. 

• The operating environment for space systems - low or no gravity is almost impossible to reproduce on earth. Such 

environments are extremely expensive to recreate on the ground and are quite limited in what they can do. 

• All subsystems must be designed to operate flawlessly when deployed. Manufacturing costs are extremely high, and 

failure is often catastrophic. 

• Take-off and landing are extremely severe and dangerous events. 

• Spacecraft maneuver plans are needed to minimize energy consumption. 

MBS solutions coupled with control components and flexible bodies (representing the solar panels) can be of great help in the 
investigation of satellite performance. Typical scenarios handled by MBS techniques include: 

• Launch system dynamics analysis 

• Guidance system design and validation with realistic models 
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• Orbital and attitude dynamics evaluation 

• Solar panel deployment simulation  

• Simulating docking and capture sequences  

• Simulating interaction of controls and structures  

• Simulating performance in zero gravity and micro-gravity environments  

• Radar/satellite analysis  

• Impact analysis of orbital debris/micro-meteorites  

Satellites are not the only space systems that can be optimized with the help of MBS technology. An interesting example found in 
the literature (OHB systems AG) shows how MBS was used to understand the forces generated by an exercise device installed for 
astronauts training on the International Space Station. An MBS model of the device consisting of many flexible components was 
generated and it was coupled to a multi-body android model. The entire system was put into effect to generate the forces 
developed by an exercising astronaut. Studies were then performed to see how it affected the vibrations of the space station. 

 

Figure 53: MBS Model of An Astronaut Training Device for International Space Station (Courtesy of OHB Systems). The Goal Was 
to Study the Effect of An Exercising Astronaut on The Motion of The Space Station. 

 

4.4.2.8 Aero-Elasticity 

Aero-elasticity is defined as the study of the interaction of aerodynamic, inertial, and structural forces and their combined influence 
on system performance. It is important in the design of airplanes, helicopters, missiles, suspension bridges, power lines, tall 
chimneys, and even stop signs.  

Aero-elastic phenomena arise when structural deformations induce changes in aerodynamic forces. The changed aerodynamic 
forces can cause a change in the structural deformations, which in turn change the aerodynamic loads. These recursive 
interactions may become smaller until an equilibrium condition is reached or may catastrophically diverge. 

Aero-elasticity is normally investigated with the help of complex FE models. An alternative approach, applicable during initial 
design, is to model an aircraft as a collection of rigid bodies. In this approach, the elastic structure is discretized as a set of rigid 
bodies that are connected by rotational springs to account for wing bending and rotational stiffness. For the aerodynamics, strip 
theory corrected for the influence of a finite wing is used. Flight mechanics are included via simple constraint elements that define 
the motion of the aircraft with respect to the ground. Even with such a simple model, free flight simulations of the aircraft, including 
trim and maneuvers can be performed. Investigations of changes in loads due to changes in structural elasticity can be analyzed. 
These simpler descriptions allow engineers to focus on a fast investigation of a large number of cases. Design configurations and 
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parameters can be quickly varied and overall system response to changes can be promptly investigated. For more information, see 
(DLR). 

Railway 

Railway suppliers are challenged with optimizing the performance of their vehicles so they can deliver products that meet the 
increasingly stringent requirements of increased speed, safety, passenger comfort, and low maintenance costs. 

It is common to have long design cycles in rail vehicle manufacturing. The first physical system-level prototype often represents the 
final product. This presents a very powerful motivation for using simulation early in the development cycle. A simulation-based 
approach permits manufacturers to meet safety and performance-based regulations imposed by government railway organizations. 
It also allows them to meet the quality requirements of their customers. With physics-based simulation, recalls and last-minute 
design changes are minimized. 

Different railway market segments are characterized by different engineering requirements. For instance, when designing a 
highspeed train, the main requirements to be fulfilled pertain to speed control, comfort, and safety. For the design of slower urban 
or suburban vehicles, the most critical aspects are related to the negotiation of very sharp curves. This leads to excessive wheel 
wear due to the high values of the angle of attack between wheels and rails. 

Railway-related MBS solutions have traditionally been handled by specialized simulation codes that are optimized to handle the 
extremely stiff nature of the wheel-rail contact area. Recently, commercially available MBS solutions have been adapted to 
effectively deal with such ill-conditioned numerical systems. Numerical methods are specially tuned to solve such problems. 
Software libraries that model wheel-rail contact to different levels of fidelity and accuracy are now available. For more information 
on wheel-rail contact mechanics, see the theory from Professor J.J. Kalker, who developed a variational method for finding the 
contact area and pressure with arbitrary profiled bodies (Kalker). 

Commercial MBS rail solutions available today allow users to build complete, parameterized models of railway vehicles. Users can 
construct a system model by selecting from a library of suspensions, wheel sets, wheel-rail contact properties, and other vital 
characteristics. The system is automatically assembled once the key subsystems are selected. Predefined libraries of standard 
simulation events enable designers to assess vehicle properties such as stability, derailment safety clearance, track load, 
passenger comfort, and noise. MBS solutions enable engineers to optimize the performance of railcars, even before running a 
single physical test. 

Typical MBS related railway industry applications include: 

• Dynamic safety and comfort simulations of a railcar running on a measured track. This requires a detailed wheel-rail 

contact model. 

• Frequency domain analysis of bogies and/or vehicles to investigate the stability of the vehicle and eliminate resonance 

due to track irregularities 

• Evaluation of the durability performance of an axle shaft  

• The influence of the flexibility of axles and other components on wheel-rail contact, wear, and vehicle dynamics 

• Optimization of air spring properties and its layout through detailed models 

• Simulation of contact between pantograph and catenary, design of pantograph springs to maintain contact with 

catenary during operation 

• Simulation of the interaction between railway vehicles and the track bed 
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Figure 54: Rail Applications of MBS Technology. MBS Is Used for The Detailed Design of The Suspension And Undercarriage, For 
Test Rig Based Durability Analyses, For Comfort Studies, And For Analyzing Wheel-Rail Wear With Detail Contact Models. 

 

4.4.3 Motorcycle 
Motorcycles vary considerably depending on the task for which they are designed, such as long-distance travel, navigating urban 
traffic, cruising, sport and racing, and off-road conditions. In many parts of the world, motorcycles are among the least expensive 
and most widespread forms of motorized transport.  

Historically motorcycle engineers have relied on physical testing and experience to design and tune new motorcycles. Specialized 
MBS solutions containing a simulation environment for motorcycle design and testing are now available. Such an environment 
allows engineering teams to quickly build and simulate a complete parameterized motorcycle model and select fundamental design 
options. Existing designs can be evaluated, and production problems are identified early in the development with the use of MBS 
tools.  

Much of the technology required for the investigation of motorcycle handling is derived from methods developed for the automotive 
industry. However, there are also significant differences. In particular, the tire model must accurately describe the extreme tilting 
values that can be reached by motorcycle during a cornering maneuver. The use of a virtual rider increases the precision of the 
simulation for a ride, handling, stability, and durability applications. In addition to testing the model on a virtual track, engineers rely 
on different virtual rigs to test subsystems such as tires and suspensions, or the motorcycle frame on a two-post rig. 

Besides accurately predicting the motion of motorcycles, MBS solutions also evaluate component durability. Both, semi- and fully 
analytical approaches are supported.  

Figure 55: A Two-Post Durability Test Rig for Motorcycles 
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Other typical MBS applications for motorcycle design include: 

• Evaluation of suspension performance  

• Simulation of stresses on the frame for various motorcycle driving conditions  

• Simulation of the handling performance of a motorcycle model  

• Motorcycle simulation on measured roads and evaluation of component forces  

• Optimization of engine mount locations and configurations to reduce the level of vibration transmitted to the frame by 

the engine 

Ducati has recently published an innovative application of MBS for motorcycle design. A detailed model of the motorcycle frame, 
suspension, and tires was created. This system was mounted on a virtual test rig, driven by measurements on a test track. Loads 
acting on the frame and suspension components were calculated. These were subsequently used to calculate the fatigue life of the 
frame and identify the weak spots in the frame.  

4.4.4 General Machinery 

Manufacturers of general machinery now operate in a mature market, where global competition mandates low production costs and 
product differentiation through innovation. As a result, leading companies in this industry are one of the early adopters of computer-
aided prototyping, applying technology to the design and development of a wide range of machinery equipment.  

MBS is used as an integration platform in this industry. Its primary role is to perform a system-level simulation to improve system 

performance and provide the necessary information so that other types of analyses can be subsequently performed.  

General machinery can be broadly categorized into three groups: heavy machinery, manufacturing machinery, and packaging 

machinery 

4.4.4.1 Heavy Machinery 

Heavy machinery equipment performs a variety of tasks: construction, transportation of building materials, small demolitions, 
digging holes, breaking asphalt, paving roads, and powering building equipment.  The range of products include tractors, wheel 
loaders, tracked and wheeled excavators, backhoes, pay-loaders, bulldozers, graders, dump trucks, logging equipment, skidders, 
skid steers, freight trucks, log loaders, setout trucks, tractor trailers, slashers, low boy trailers, drop deck trailers, flat bed trailers, 
and many others.  

Since heavy machinery equipment cannot be easily transferred from one place to another, it is used for multiple purposes at one 

location. The safety of the operator and the external environment are key considerations. 

The systems focus of MBS tools allows accurate modeling of complex heavy machinery; a hierarchical approach is usually 
adopted. Systems are composed of interconnected subsystems; subsystems are composed of components. Both subsystems and 
components can be defined in other technological domains. Since operating loads are quite large, it is common to model structural 
components using finite element technology. System control is normally done through hydraulic actuation systems. Therefore, 
many subsystems contain detailed hydraulic circuit descriptions. Tire behavior, tire-soil interaction, and driver behavior are also 
integrated into the system level model. Such a model has predictive capabilities and can be used to refine the behavior of the 
system and its key subsystems. 

Ingersoll-Rand demonstrates the full power of the approach described. They use MBS as an integration platform for analyzing 
excavators. 
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• Geometry from the CAD environment in the form of IGES files is used to define rigid bodies with accurate mass and 

inertia properties. 

• A finite element model of the lower arm is created in the FE environment and imported into the MBS model as a flexible 

body. 

• Spring-dampers are used to model the hydraulic cylinders. The actuation of the hydraulic cylinders is sequenced to 

represent different digging operations.  

• Bucket loads generated by bucket-earth contact are accurately modeled. 

The simulation results from the analysis are validated with hand calculation and site tests. Even the stress field in the flexible body 
was found to be in close agreement with test data. The simulation process enabled the engineering team to: 

• Evaluate joint reaction forces component stresses due to digging operations 

• Identify the worst load cases for the different components 

• Carry out suitable design modification 

Reduce overall design cycle time and the cost of prototyping and testing 

Figure 56: MBS Applications for Heavy Machinery Simulation 

 

4.4.4.2 Manufacturing Machinery 

This section illustrates the use of MBS tools in improving manufacturing machinery by describing how they are used for stamping 
operations. Progressive stamping is a metalworking method that includes punching, coining, and bending.  Stamping machines 
usually include an automatic feeding system. 

The feeding system pushes a strip of metal through all the stations of a progressive stamping die. Each station sequentially 
performs one or more operations until a finished part is made. 

The progressive stamping die is placed into a reciprocating stamping press. As the press moves up, the top die moves with it, 
allowing the material to feed. When the press moves down, the die closes and performs the stamping operation. With each stroke 
of the press, a part is completed. 

Kinematic simulation has long been used in stamping engineering and manufacturing systems. More advanced analysis of new 
high-speed transfer presses requires a higher fidelity dynamic analysis. Innovative methodologies have been developed to simulate 
the dynamics and kinematics of tri-axis transfer and crossbar presses, as well as other types of special stamping press lines. These 
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methodologies simulate the complete process, predicting motions and forces within the complex sheet metal-forming transfer dies. 
Using a virtual set up of an entire production line, potential stamping operation failures can be identified up-front and die-set 
production rate can be fine-tuned to avoid operational problems. Simulation provides several advantages: 

• Significant quality improvements in high-cost activities such as die assembly and try-out, line try-out, and production 

ramp up 

• Cost saving by dramatically reducing expensive trial-and-error approaches and ensuring a high return on investment for 

sheet metal stamping plants 

• Efficiency improvements during the entire engineering process 

Figure 57: MBS In Stamping Simulation. The Entire Stamping Process Including Press Stroke, Material Feed, Finished Product 
Removal, And Scrap Generation Is Simulated. With MBS, The Stamping Process Can Be Analyzed and Improved. (Lower Figure 

Courtesy of Ford Motor Company) 

Ford Motor Company, Figure 57, has successfully improved its sheet metal transfer processes with MBS solutions. Their stamping 
process models feature flexible bodies and a virtual model of the stamping press line. The models have been used to perform a 
panel transfer dynamic analysis. In-motion blank deflections are visualized. Accelerations and resultant forces during motion are 
calculated. Interference during panel transfer operations is detected and avoided. Tooling design, such as cup layout, is optimized. 
Finally, motion parameters to minimize impact while achieving optimum production speed have been optimized. The system-level 
focus of MBS allowed model complexity to be controlled and simulation results to be obtained in reasonable times. 

 

4.4.4.3 Packaging Machinery 

Product packaging design and development are often thought of as an integral part of the new product development process. 
Package design starts with the identification of all the requirements: structural design, marketing, shelf life, quality assurance, 
logistics, legal, regulatory, graphic design, end-use, environmental, etc. The design criteria, time targets, resources, and cost 
constraints need to be established and agreed upon a priori. 

Today, the packaging machinery industry faces a unique set of challenges that stretches its engineering capabilities to the limits. 
Consumer goods producers are striving to evolve containers into new shapes to appeal to continually changing customer needs 
and tastes. Nearly every machine produced by a packaging machinery company is a one-of-a-kind creation designed to bring a 
package designer’s creation to life, to increase production rates, or to lower costs. The goal, according to a leading packaging 
machine designer, is to develop 80 to 90 percent of each new machine by using standard modules and components and then use 
streamlined engineering processes to develop the other 10 to 20 percent in minimal time. 
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Commercially available MBS simulation solutions give packaging design manufacturers the ability to validate several design 
concepts before making prototypes so they can quickly select the best options to move into production. Companies involved in the 
design and manufacture of consumer packaging are relying on simulation as a means to test the performance, feasibility, and 
efficacy of new materials and shapes. This leads to better products that meet the environmental sustainability challenges of today. 

Some typical applications of MBS in the packaging industry are: 

• Optimization of pallet shape to minimize occupied space in cargo containers  

• Reduce the amount of material used to build pallets. Optimize the layout of stacked boxes to prevent the boxes from 

tumbling during transportation 

• Simulation and reduction of vibration of components packed in boxes during overseas ship transportation 

• Simulating vending machine operations to reliably deliver products 

The Lion Corporation has used MBS to predict the reciprocal movement of bottles packed in a box during transportation, optimize 
bottle shape to reduce their movement in the box, and allow them to be displayed in the store directly in the box without rearranging 
them.  Bottle shapes are imported from a CAD environment, and a 3D model of the box containing 24 bottles is assembled. 
Contacts are defined between the bottles themselves and between the bottles and the package. The package is subjected to 
different types of excitations to determine the type of external disturbance that affects the alignments of the bottles the most. The 
results of the MBS analysis are then used to optimize the shape of the bottles to minimize misalignments. The entire design is done 
without creating physical prototypes. 

 

Figure 58: Examples of MBS Technology Applications for Packaging Simulation (Courtesy of Lion Corporation) 

 

 

4.4.5 Electromechanical 

Intense consumer demand and fierce global competition drive cycle times in today’s market. Consequently, product development 
speed, innovation, and quality are crucial in this industry. Electronics goods manufacturers are challenged to design and develop 
products that exceed customer expectations, enhance the brand, and survive the demanding lifecycle of consumer and business 
use. MBS solutions are used mainly to minimize costly physical testing and improve product quality. 

Some typical applications of MBS in the electromechanical industry are: 

• Optimization of paper feeding in a printer. MBS is used to determine the paper trajectory and identify the optimum 

layout of the roller and guide. 

• Simulation of contact in the hinge mechanism of a mobile phone 
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• Development of the contact model inside the zoom lens mechanism of a camera or the contacts in a complex switching 

gear system 

• Simulation of mechanical processes in a personal computer such as the insertion and ejection process of an SD card in 

a computer slot, and the opening and closing of a CD player tray 

• Investigation and reduction of washing machine vibration due to an unbalanced mass of the load 

Figure 59: Examples of MBS Technology Applications for Electromechanical Simulation: Cam and Follower Mechanism Of A Slider 
Phone, Paper Feeding Mechanism Of A Printer, And Washing Machine 

Examples showing the use of MBS for the design of a new mobile phone model are available. Motorola for example has used MBS 
to study the kinematic behavior for a mobile phone and optimized spring rates, spring preloads, and the cam profile. The design 
objectives were to minimize the opening time and torques, reduce stress on the cam, and improve fatigue life of the various 
components in the system. 

 

4.4.6 Biomechanics 

Biomechanics is the use of mechanical principles to study living organisms, particularly to understand how they move and how 
movement affects them. MBS methods have many applications in this domain. Some of these are listed below: 

• Ergonomics and human factors: The ability of human beings to perform routine tasks with the least amount of injury 

and discomfort 

• Orthopedics: Focused on joint and tissue mechanics, joint replacement, and prosthetics 

• Injury: Job/vehicle injury mechanism evaluation, expert witness 

• Clinical: Gait analysis and rehabilitation protocol development 

• Comfort: Analyzing human comfort in car seats, seating, beds, and wheelchairs 

• Understanding product use: Virtual evaluation of product use by humans 

• Sports biomechanics: Understanding performance in athletic events through modeling, simulation, and measurement 

• Exoskeleton analysis: The design and evaluation of exoskeletons for medical and military uses 

• Education: Biomechanics software as a teaching and research tool 
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MBS Is Used Widely in Biomechanics.Figure 60 depicts some of these applications. Applications Include Analysis of The Spinal 
Column And Lumbar Analysis, Ergonomics For Comfort And Reach Studies, Dummy Models For Safety, Sports Medicine For 
Maximizing Athlete Performance And Safety, Orthopedics And Knee Reconstruction, Biomechanics To Understand And Improve 
Man-Machine Interfaces, And Product Design To Ensure Human Comfort And Safety. 

Figure 60: Application of MBS in Biomechanics 

 

A few of these applications are examined next. 

Ergonomics and human factors: The cost of back pain, caused primarily by inadequate attention to ergonomics, human factors, 
and accidents is staggering. In 2005, the U.S. alone spent $85.9 billion looking for relief from back and neck pain through surgery, 
doctor’s visits, X-rays, MRI scans, and medications, up from $52.1 billion in 1997. That money has not helped reduce the number of 
sufferers. In 2005, 15 percent of U.S. adults reported back problems, up from 12 percent in 1997. The $85.9 billion price tag 
excludes the cost of absence, reduced effectiveness at work, and the lower quality of life experienced by many individuals. 
Innovative solutions are required to address this problem. Many researchers are now relying on MBS technology coupled with 
ergonomic considerations, experimental measurement, and task synthesis to understand whether improved ergonomics and 
improved task design can reduce back pain.  

Orthopedics: This is the branch of medicine concerned with conditions involving the musculoskeletal system. Orthopedic doctors 
use both surgical and non-surgical means to treat musculoskeletal trauma, sports injuries, degenerative diseases, infections, 
tumors, and congenital conditions. Some common procedures performed by orthopedic surgeons include: 

• Knee arthroscopy and meniscectomy  

• Shoulder arthroscopy and decompression  

• Carpal tunnel release  

• Knee arthroscopy and chondroplasty  

• Removal of support implant  

• Knee arthroscopy and anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction  

• Knee replacement  
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• Repair of femoral neck fracture  

MBS based tools to assist orthopedists in some of these situations are now becoming available. These tools provide libraries for 
motion capture data, detailed joint models, contact conditions, realistic muscle models, and environment for virtual testing. They 
allow the physician to perform in-vivo studies, understand the effects of their planned surgery, and improve their procedure before 
an operation. 

Sports Biomechanics: This field has two major aims: Biomechanical analysis and optimization of sports techniques. The former 
focuses on the analysis of sports performance through experimental measurement and mathematical models of sports motions. 
The latter focuses on injuries in sport, calculating the loads on various bones during sports operations, and factors affecting sports 
injury. MBS tools focused on biomechanics, play an integral role in analyzing human motion and the forces generated on the 
various joints, bone segments, and muscles during such motion.    

Understanding product use: In the context of product use, task analysis helps to assess what users do with a product and how 
they use it. This information is used to design a new system or analyze the performance of existing systems. Task analysis is 
usually done before a product is designed, or when a product needs to be redesigned. It is an important aspect of human-machine 
interface design. Simulators and mock-ups are used when the real system is unavailable or when one wishes to study systems 
before the physical system being available. The simulation is typically used to finalize working methods, understand the ergonomics 
of the human action, identify possible sources of product misuse, and create learning processes and recommendations. MBS-
based tools in conjunction with high-quality visualization tools are now being used for such purposes. It is important to note that 
these types of simulations ultimately protect people. By relying on virtual testing, human trials are reduced to an absolute minimum.  

Two specific examples in this domain, involving the use of MBS related tools, are discussed below.  

MBS models of the lower foot are used for inverse and forward dynamic analysis of walking and jumping. Three-dimensional 
motion capture systems record the position of each segment of the body in a human trial. The motion data from experiments is 
imported into the model to train the joint servos. These are used to drive the model in a forward dynamic analysis. Internal force 
(such as muscle force, joint torque) and the ground reaction force can then be predicted. These forces can be provided to detailed 
finite element models for injury prediction.  

MBS is used to estimate strains within the bone tissue (R. Al Nazera). These small strains, which play a major role in bone (re) 
modeling, are traditionally assessed experimentally with strain gauge measurements. This is an invasive procedure and limited only 
to certain regions of superficial bones, such as the anterior surface of the tibia.  In the study, a lower-body musculoskeletal model 
was first developed. Motion capture data obtained from walking at a constant velocity was used to teach the muscles in the model 
to replicate the motion. The model was then exercised, and maximum and minimum tibial principal strains were obtained. The 
model predictions correlated well with experimental measurement. The author concluded that the non-invasive MBS approach may 
be used as a surrogate for experimental bone strain measurements and thus be of use in detailed strain estimations of bones in 
different scenarios 

 

4.4.7 Components 

The MBS applications seen in the previous sections are mostly related to the system- and subsystem-level simulations. In the case 
of Biomechanics, the applications deal with the human motion and human activity associated with products.  

With high fidelity models, MBS solutions can also be used to understand the behavior of mechanical components. These 
component properties can be then used to describe the influence of the components in a more complex subsystem or system. 
Some typical examples are listed below. 

• MBS models of bearings (ball and roller) to calculate rotational, axial, radial forces in the component due to the loads 

acting on it 

• MBS models of detailed coil springs (including spire masses and coil-to-coil contact) to determine and tune stiffness 

and damping properties of the component 
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• MBS models for universal joints, including penetration check, output shaft velocity, and stress contours. These are 

used in the design and validation of the component.  

• Planetary gear models (including 3D contact) between gears based on actual gear profiles 

• Cam model (including 3D contact) between cam and follower based on actual CAD profiles 

• Simulation of gyro mechanism 

• Detailed models of shock absorbers, including the 3D contact model between outer and inner tubes and the dynamics 

of the fluid 

 

Figure 61: Examples of MBS Technology Applications for Component Simulation: Roller Bearing, Planetary Gear, Cam/Follower 
Contact 

 

4.4.8 Other Applications 

There are many other industries where MBS tools are used sporadically as an adjunct to other tools. Applications in other industries 
are summarized below: 

Shipbuilding: 

• Simulation of anchor trajectory while hoisting and hull contact detection 

• Simulation of the behavior of a crane installed on a floating platform 

• Performance improvement of equipment installed on a ship (powered and watertight closures, cargo/weapon elevators, 

embarkation equipment) 

Robotics: 

• Simulation of robot mechanism coupled with control subsystems 

• Robot path analysis and collision detection 

• Robot component stress and compliance analysis 

Entertainment: 

• Roller coaster track and vehicle design (estimation of maximum speed and acceleration of vehicles, and the acceleration felt 

by passengers, estimation of forces exchanged between rail and wheel and forces at the joints, design of optimum trajectories) 
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Tracked vehicles: 

• Simulation of the driving behavior of tanks 

• Detailed model and simulation of the track system 

• Control-structure interaction analysis for the weapons system 

Miscellaneous:  

• Optimization of resistance of ballpoint pen button and design of mechanism through adjustment of profile shape and spring 

stiffness 

 

Figure 62: Examples of MBS Technology Applications for Other Industries: Analysis of Floating Oil Platform with Crane, Missile 
Launcher, Anchor Lifting Mechanism, Snowmobile, Pen Mechanism, And Tracked Military Vehicle Analysis. 

 

4.5  Emerging Trends 
The previous chapter explained how MBS tools are used in different industry sectors today. This chapter focuses on areas where 
this technology is evolving, primarily as a response to challenges faced during its deployment within various industries.  

Seven key trends are noted. 

• Vertical products 

• Process automation 

• Open architecture 

• Data management 

• Enterprise computing 

• Multi-disciplinary simulation 

• Radical shifts in the compute environment 
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4.5.1 Vertical Products 

A vertical market supplies goods to a specific industry; vertical market software is, therefore, developed for niche applications or a 
specific clientele. For example, investment, real estate, and banking computer programs are all vertical market software 
applications. They are only used by a specific group of people as opposed to general market software, which is developed for 
multiple industries and many groups of users. 

The need for vertical products is primarily driven by users in large organizations, who are interested in efficiently and repeatedly 
solving specific problems and have little interest in general-purpose tools. The automotive industry provides a realistic example of a 
vertical product. All automotive manufacturers, especially OEMs for passenger cars, light and heavy trucks, and busses have a 
continual need to design or update suspensions. For these users, a vertical solution focused on suspension analysis and design is 
very useful. Such a solution might include: 

• A vehicle modeling library consisting of parametrically defined subsystems for front suspensions, rear suspensions, 

steering systems, brake systems, powertrains, frame, body, stabilizer bars, tires, and roads 

• An automotive-specific library of connectors such as shock absorbers, springs, bushings, jounce and rebound 

bumpers, and engine mounts 

• A model building tool that allows users to graphically select and assemble systems 

• A battery of canned simulation scenarios for suspension test rig analyses, suspension hard-point synthesis, and 

suspension durability evaluation 

• A set of application-specific output including plots, animations, video, and performance reports that allow users to easily 

determine system performance  

• An authoring system that allows users to build their parametric subsystems, events, and reports 

Vertical MBS solutions are usually created by customizing the user interface, solver, and results processing modules of a general-
purpose solution. Generic capabilities such as modeling elements, simulation scenarios, and results calculations are particularized 
to the needs of a specific industry.  

Solution deployment, especially in a large organization, involves the integration of tools and processes with the operations of the 
organization and its key suppliers. Both processes and tools require application-specific customization to be gainfully used. In this 
respect, vertical MBS tools are enterprise solutions.  

With vertical products and process deployment strategies, MBS solutions offer the potential to capture in-house knowledge in the 
software, achieve consistently repeatable process execution, and foster innovation and quality. Many of the large automotive OEMs 
such as GM and Toyota use such solutions today. 

 

4.5.2 Process Automation 

A process is a description and ordering of tasks designed to yield specific results. It provides a conceptual framework within which 
individuals, groups, and departments coordinate their activities to achieve common higher-level objectives.  

Processes are very well-defined in mature organizations. For instance, in the automotive industry, processes for assessing and 

improving vehicle durability, vehicle handling behavior, noise-vibration-harshness characteristics, and crash safety are extremely 

well-defined. Processes such as these can be automated using CAE software. Processes tend to be multi-disciplinary in nature and 

often require multiple software components to work together and act in a unified manner. 

Software process automation is typically performed as follows: 

• The purpose of the process is first defined. 
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• The workflow associated with a process is then defined in technical terms. This is usually accomplished by interviewing 

people who are responsible for the operations in the organization. 

• The workflow is decomposed into a sequence of tasks. The inputs, outputs, and the transformation function of each 

task are clearly identified. Tasks may be further decomposed into sub-tasks, so the entire system is hierarchical. This 

defines the process template. 

• Software tools are associated with each of the tasks. They are modified as necessary to fit into this context. 

• Integration tools are created so that the outputs of prior tasks can be the inputs to a subsequent task. 

• The workflow is embedded in a workflow management tool so that process is automated. 

A sample process for managing the durability analysis of car doors is shown below. This process requires four different 
technologies to work together to provide a useful output. These four technologies are: (a) MBS, (b) FEA, (c) Fatigue, and (d) 
Visualization. 

Figure 63: A Process Template for Durability Simulation of Car Doors.  

The purpose of the process in Figure 63: A process template for durability simulation of car doors. Once a validated model is 
available, there is very little need to do physical testing to determine the life of the various components in a car door when it is 
subjected to various slamming operations. The process consists of the following key steps: 

Step 1: Define goals for the fatigue life of the components in a car door subsystem. 

Step 2: Identify events that define the duty cycle for a car door. The events essentially describe how hard and how often the car 
door is slammed. 

Step 3: Define the requirements for MBS simulations that take an event and a model as input and generate component loads. This 
implies defining how the event is to be applied to the MBS model, the types of analyses to be performed in the MBS domain, and 
the outputs that are to be generated. 

Step 4: Define the requirements for FE simulations that generate component stress/strain information when it is subjected to loads 
at the component loading points. The data exchange protocol between MBS and FE simulations is defined. Techniques for 
transferring load locations and orientations from the MBS model to the FE model are defined. This ensures that the FE simulation 
uses the same model parameters as the MBS simulation. 

Step 5: Define the requirements for fatigue simulation. The loads time history from the MBS simulation and the component stress 
state from the FE simulation are combined with material models and provided as input to the fatigue program. The specific types of 
fatigue analyses to be performed, the data exchange protocol with MBS and FE simulations, and the outputs to be generated are 
described. 

Step 6: Define the requirements for results analysis. Specific plots, graphics, and animations to be created from the MBS, FE, and 
fatigue analyses are described. 
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Step 7: Select software tools to perform the above operations and create utilities that facilitate the exchange of data between 
different simulations. 

Step 8: Embed the above process and tools in a workflow management system that can automatically execute the business logic. 
Workflow management tools also provide the capability to monitor and publish process and task status, facilitate data and results 
sharing, and provide archival services. 

A high-level task in Figure 63, such as performing an MBS simulation, can be broken down into lower-level sub-tasks as shown in 
Figure 64. 

Figure 64: Task decomposition into sub-tasks.  

 

A complex task, such as Perform MBS Analysis, may be decomposed into several sub-tasks. A Complex Task, Such as Perform 
MBS Analysis, May Be Decomposed into Several Sub-Tasks. Sub-Tasks, in Turn, Can Be Decomposed Even Further If They Have 
Many Steps Within Them. Sub-tasks can also be divided into more atomic operations. For instance, Sub-task 1: Set up system 
model, may be decomposed into many automated steps that define precisely what actions are to be taken to set up a model for 
durability simulations. 

One can see that process definition, task identification, tool selection, utilities creation, and workflow management and automation 

are complex. The process automation procedure must be incrementally developed and tested. 

Two challenges associated with the creation of process automation templates are: 

• Organizations have their own process. Therefore, a general-purpose process-authoring capability should be available 

with the process automation software. The use of the tool should be well documented so that users can modify pre-

existing templates to define or modify the process used by their organization. 

• Organizations have definite preferences and standards for tools they use to perform specific tasks. Process templates 

need to have open architecture so that organizations can use the tools they prefer in a process. 

Engineering process automation is an exciting new development in CAE software solutions. There are several benefits to using 
such an approach: 

• Using such tools, engineering processes can be standardized. 

• Organizational know-how can be captured in the software. 

• Processes can be repeated consistently.  

• Through efficient data management, processes can be tracked, and intermediate results can be stored. 

• Interdepartmental collaboration is facilitated. 
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4.5.3 Open Architecture 

Open architecture is needed to customize and extend the software to meet an enterprise’s needs. An open architecture requires 
three basic attributes: 

• A well-documented database that is extended by users and third-party solution providers to create and manipulate objects 

they need. The data model should support inheritance and composition for the creation of new objects. The database should 

be capable of handling geographically dispersed data and heterogeneous file systems.  

• A well-documented API that allows users and third-party developers to create new applications from the core capabilities. 

The API should span all four phases: Build-Test-Review-Improve. 

• Well-documented scripting capabilities are required. Customization and extension are typically implemented in a scripting 

language. There is a definite trend in the CAE area to converge to languages like Tcl/Tk and Python/QT for scripting and user 

interface development. 

4.5.4 Data Management 

MBS and CAE solutions have proven their value in optimizing products and improving quality. However, the amount of data 
produced by finite element analysis, computational fluid dynamics, and motion simulation analyses are huge - sometimes 
measurable in terabytes per analysis. Management of CAE data is essential for analyst efficiency and effectiveness in decision-
making during the development process. The key attributes of a good data management system are: 

• The ability to store associations between various instances of CAD models, their corresponding CAE models, 

intermediate iterations, and the generated results. This includes maintaining relationships, lineage, and history for all 

data in a searchable format. 

• Easy access to inputs such as materials, loads, and constraints, which improves the consistency and repeatability of 

the Build-Test-Review-Improve process. 

• A bill of analysis that lays out what the engineers need to assemble for a simulation; this needs to map other bills of 

material related to design, manufacturing, sourcing, etc. 

• A consistent way to visualize and report CAE results. 

The requirement for data management, integrated with CAE software, is being driven quite forcefully by large automotive and 
aerospace businesses that rely on CAE to design and validate their product. 

 

4.5.5 Enterprise Computing 

Enterprise computing refers to the computing strategies used by large corporations and organizations. It includes computer 
hardware and infrastructure, computer connectivity and access, security, software applications, license management, web-portals 
for job scheduling, submission and monitoring, and tools for monitoring infrastructure performance. The overall goal for enterprise 
computing is to provide computation capabilities that are accessible from geographically dispersed locations and drive innovation 
while still controlling overall costs.  

This section focuses on a narrow subset of enterprise computing: CAE engineers’ needs and CAE software requirements in the 
enterprise computing environment. Manufacturing today relies on a network of globally distributed product development 
organizations and procedures. These operations require a unified framework environment where engineers and designers can 
build, test, evaluate, and improve virtual prototypes. The unified framework is required to support the following capabilities: 
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• Many different analyses derived from a common data model: Engineers and designers are required to perform many 

different kinds of analysis such as motion studies, strength and durability analyses, thermal evaluations, and noise and 

vibration assessment. The framework should allow users to migrate seamlessly from one domain to the other. 

Discipline-specific models should be algorithmically generated from a master product model as needed. It reduces the 

possibility of engineers operating in silos of expertise. Duplication of modeling effort is minimized. Transfer of data 

between applications via files, and the use file readers, writers, and translators are minimized or eliminated. 

• Common look and feel across applications: By reusing common tools across all applications, the software learning 

curve is significantly reduced.  

• Discipline integration, knowledge capture, and process modeling: Discipline integration allows for the creation and 

evaluation of models that span several distinct disciplines. Knowledge capture allows for corporate expertise to be 

codified and embedded in the software. Process modeling allows for corporate processes to be modeled in the 

software. The goal is that the use of the software automatically results in adherence to corporate practices for design, 

evaluation, and manufacturing.  

 

Figure 65: A Typical Architecture for A CAE Framework 

 

Most architectures feature common model building and post-processing tools. It is not uncommon to have many solvers, each 
specialized for a specific set of domains. Modern CAE architectures provide built-in data management support, job-submission and 
monitoring tools, and a rich library of optimization tools. 

A key aspect of the framework shown in Figure 65 is that there is a common modeling paradigm that is shared across all the 
different domains (such as stress, motion, CFD, etc.). Furthermore, the framework enables a model to be built once and reused 
across the different domains that primarily apply different analysis events or load-cases on that model. Within the framework, an 
embedded workload manager is able to distribute the computational effort on a cloud containing a heterogeneous network of 
machines. The computational cloud is abstracted away from the users, so they do not have to deal with the details of job 
submission, monitoring, and retrieval on the computational platform. 

A common set of post-processing tools is available to review the results of the simulation. This entire setup is wrapped inside an 
optimization layer (shown as Improve in Figure 65) so that product performance may be improved using the techniques explained 
earlier. CAE simulations generate large amounts of data that cannot be traced back to any Product Data Management model. 
Therefore, the framework needs to provide a data management service to effectively manage CAE models and data and relate 
these to the CAD models from which they were derived. 
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4.5.6 Multi-Disciplinary Simulation 

Many real-world problems are multi-disciplinary in nature, and MBS alone cannot hope to solve them. Examples of problems that 
span multiple disciplines include durability and life prediction, noise-vibration analysis, and mechatronic systems simulation. A 
complete solution for such problems is usually sought through process management and software integration. 

One example of multi-disciplinary simulation is in the optimization of flexible bodies under transient loading. A new solution method, 
the Equivalent Static Load Method, has been developed for this specific purpose. This method is based on the creation of a series 
of static loads that generate the same displacement field as the transient analysis. Once this step has been taken, standard finite 
element-based optimization procedures may be used for system-level MBS models.  

This process is efficient for large scale design problems. Design techniques such as topography optimization, topology 
optimization, shape optimization, and free-size optimization are also made available to MBS models through this technique. This 
innovative approach has proven its efficiency as a key solution for a technology benchmark recently promoted by NAFEMS.  

There are many other examples where multi-disciplinary simulation is absolutely necessary. Figure 66 illustrates this need in the 
context of vehicle dynamics, where MBS, FEA, controls, hydraulics, and experimental techniques must function together to create a 
realistic simulation of a car driving down the road and performing a lane change maneuver. 

Co-simulation is a popular approach to solving multi-disciplinary problems. It is a methodology in which several simulators 
collaborate to provide a solution. Each simulator focuses on a specific aspect of the overall issue. Coupling between the different 
aspects of the problem is achieved by exchanging information between the simulators. There are many approaches to doing co-
simulation. These differ primarily in the manner in which the problem is partitioned and the way in which the collaboration is 
handled. These are summarized below.  

Time-based Partitioning: In this approach, the simulators are run in sequence. The output of one simulator, in one domain, is used 
as the initial or boundary conditions for a subsequent simulation in a different domain. The use of the Craig-Bampton modes for 
modeling flex bodies in MBS is one such example. A component mode synthesis analysis is performed in the finite element world. 
This modal representation of the structure is used to represent a flex-body in MBS. The use of forces calculated by a multi-body 
simulation as boundary conditions in a subsequent stress analysis operation in a finite element solver is another example of this 
type of co-simulation.  

Co-simulation via time-based partitioning is typically handled by exchanging files. The information flow is typically unidirectional. 

 

Figure 66: A Time-Based Partitioning Strategy for Co-Simulation. In This Approach, The Output from One Simulator Provides the 
Input For A Second Simulation. 

Physics-based Partitioning: In this approach, the problem is partitioned according to the different physical laws that are being 
considered in the problem. Each simulator focuses on one set of physical laws. Coupling between the two domains is handled by 
frequent data exchange between the two simulators. The nature of the coupling is governed by the strength of the coupling 
between the domains. If the output of one domain strongly influences the behavior of the second domain, an implicit coupling 
approach is used.  

Physics-based partitioning is a commonly used approach since simulators typically tend to specialize in solving the equations for a 
specific domain. Thus, it is common for a controls package to model and solve the control system, the MBS code to model and 
solve the “plant”, and the hydraulic system to model and solve the hydraulic system. Co-simulation dynamically couples all three 
simulations.  
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Figure 67 shows two simulators solving a problem together. The two simulators work in parallel, solving the equations for their 
domain. At frequent time intervals, known as the sampling frequency, the simulators exchange information about the common 
boundary. When the coupling is strong, the information exchange is iterative and is modified so that boundary conditions between 
the two domains are rigorously satisfied. When the coupling is weak, the information exchange is not iterative. Instead, the output 
from one simulator is simply used as an input to the second.  

A common scenario is that flow (kinematic) information from one domain is sent to the other, and the other domain sends back 
effort (force) information. The data exchange typically represents energy transfer from one domain to the other.  

Figure 67: A Physics-Based Partitioning Strategy for Co-Simulation. Both Simulators A and B Run Simultaneously. At Frequent 
Intervals, Information Is Exchanged Between the Two Simulators. When the Coupling Is “Strong” The Boundary Conditions at The 

Interface Are Rigorously Satisfied. This Figure Shows One Strategy for Data Exchange. Other “Gluing” Strategies Are Also 
Possible. 

 

4.5.7 Radical Shifts in the Compute Environment 

The next few years will usher in unparalleled changes in both the hardware and software environments in which MBS is performed. 
Computer hardware will be faster, smaller, cheaper, and more powerful as computer chip manufacturers continue to follow or 
exceed Moore’s Law (the number of transistors in a chip will double every two years). This inexorable growth may manifest itself in 
a few different ways in computer hardware.  

• Laptops and personal computers (PCs) will support an increasing number of cores. PCs will grow from dual- and quad-

core chips available today to ones with tens or even hundreds of cores.  

• The Graphical Processing Unit (GPU), used primarily today for rendering graphics on PCs, will become computational 

engines in their own right. GPUs will be enhanced to support standard programming languages. New programming 

paradigms will enable the software to execute across heterogeneous platforms consisting of CPUs, GPUs, and other 

processors.  

• Large scale computing will be enabled via cloud computing. Cloud computing is an Internet-based computing paradigm 

in which resources such as hardware, software, and storage are provided to applications on-demand as a service 

(much like electricity is for many people today). 

• Computing will become ubiquitous. It will be accessible from multiple sources and one need not explicitly log on to 

specific machines to perform computation.  
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The software will be required to respond to these changes by exploiting these architectures via multi-tasking, multi-threading, and 
large-scale parallelization. New mathematical and solution techniques need to be developed to benefit from the new hardware 
architectures and computing environment changes.  

All of the above implies dramatically enhanced computational power at the user’s fingertips. Problems that were once intractable 
will now be amenable to computer solution. Modeling approaches that were impractical for a few CPUs may become viable when 
many more become available. True, physics-based virtual reality will be feasible for many problems. This will in turn enable a better 
understanding of product designs and facilitate correspondingly dramatic improvements in their performance. 

The future of system-level solutions such as MBS is very bright, indeed. 
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5 Inspire Motion 
 

Tool that generates dynamic motion of complex mechanisms, automatically identifying contacts, joints, springs, and dampers. It 
provides dynamic motion loads for a structural analysis or a Topology optimization. 

The application of product design is also beneficial to the automobile sector, as there are always innovations and developments that 
happen through the years. It is versatile and allows for better planning and execution. 
 

Product Highlights: 

Used by Designers & Engineers to Understand: 

• Functional behavior 

• Directional behavior 

• Boundary loads for stress analysis or topology optimization 

• A Pre-build to MV models 

• Multi-Environment Integration (Geometry / Structures / Optimization) 

• Automatic load transfer to Inspire structural FEA or topology optimization 

• Coupled with solid Thinking Activate for 1D Model-Based system simulation 

Capabilities: 

• Rigid Groups 

• Geometry-based Joint detection 

• Motors & Actuators 

• Torque 

• Displacement 

• Speed 

• Acceleration 

• Springs and Dampers 

• Part/Part Contact 

• Flexible joints 

• Curve Profile Editor (Import pre-defined data or customize input functions) 
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5.1 Introduction  
 

What is Inspire Motion?  

A concept design tool for understanding mechanism motion, it is an environment for understanding the dynamic motion of existing 
CAD designs and is a tool that will provide dynamic motion loads for structural analysis or topology optimization.  

  

What is Motion Analysis?  

Motion analysis will show you how a mechanism will behave with forces, joints, and contacts applied. In Inspire, we can link 
components of a mechanism together using various types of joints and contacts to simulate the real-world connections in an 
assembly. The motion is defined in the appropriate degrees of freedom (the direction in which the motion can occur) for each 
connection point. Some types of force can be applied to the mechanism through the use of gravity, motor, actuator, or spring to 
replicate the forces applied in the real assembly. By setting up the model and running the analysis, you can review the plots on the 
mechanism. These plots can show results for items such as the torque required for the motor to turn the mechanism at various 
points through the motion.  

  

What is Inspire Motion Ribbon?  

Inspire motion ribbon includes the tools that are used to set up and run motion analysis. They allow you to set designs into motion 
using motors, actuators, springs, and other tools. The function automatically assigns motion-generated forces as boundary 
condition inputs for structural FEA or topology optimization. It runs on the MotionSolve solver engine.  

 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Steps to perform Motion Analysis  
So, let’s look at each step of the motion analysis in a little more detail. 

Step 1: Import the Model  

The first step is to import the model. Inspire can import models from many popular CAD packages. Files can be dragged and 
dropped into the Graphics Window. Once done, there are many tools to work with the geometry built into Inspire.  

Step 2: Create the Connections   

Once the model is imported and any editing is complete, it needs to be connected. Connections come in different forms for setting 
up the analysis. Pieces of the model are grounded which do not move. Joints are placed in the holes where the components of the 
model meet each other. The joints will be where the models move after the setup is complete.  
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The functions in the Ribbon required to do this are:  

  

  

  

  

 

Ground parts are the parts which are fixed to the ground, preventing motion. Most models 

generally require at least one ground part.  

  

  

  

 

 

Use the Rigid Groups tool to define which parts are considered to be grouped and treated as one 

rigid body. 

  

   

  

Joints connect parts or rigid groups to other parts or rigid groups through specific features or 

locations to limit the relative motion between them.  

  

Use the Couplers tool to couple the rotational or translational movements of connected parts. You 

can create two-way or three-way couplers. 

  

Step 3: Create the Motion Forces  

Forces are applied to the model in one of many forms to move the mechanism. The force can come from gravity or motor or 
actuator. The motor can be configured with various specifications to drive the mechanism. The actuator has properties that are 
applied to provide the force to drive the mechanism.  
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The functions in the Ribbon required to do this are:  

 

  

Motors allow models to be driven with time-dependent rotational 

motion or loading.  

 

  

Actuators allow models to be driven with time-dependent translational 

motion or loading.  

      

  

Springs and Dampers in Inspire apply spring-damper forces between 

two parts.  

   

Motion Contacts create 3D contacts between parts or sets of parts 

representing persistent or intermittent contact behaviour and including 

friction effects.  

        

  

Use the Velocity ICs tool to define translational/ rotational velocity for 

one or more parts. 

   

 

Gravity tool is used to apply Gravitational acceleration and adjust its 

direction. It is applied to the entire model and is saved in the model 

file. 

  

Step 4: Run the Motion Analysis  

We then run a motion analysis, plot the results, and extract the results for use in structural (FE) analysis and optimization.  
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The functions in the Ribbon required to do this are:   

 

  

  

 

To perform a motion analysis using the default settings  

  

   

  

It helps to extract loads from motion analysis for use in structural FE 

analysis.   

  

  

  
  

  

It is used to extract loads from motion analysis for use in structural 

optimization of a design space.  

  

Use the Tracers tool to visualize the path of trace point during a motion 

run 

 
 
 

5.3 Inspire Motion Tools 
The Inspire Motion menu includes the following tools that are used to set up and run motion analysis. 

5.3.1 Ground Tool  
In Inspire, parts are considered moving by default. Ground parts are the parts which are fixed to the ground, preventing motion. 
Most models generally require at least one ground part.  

To create a ground part:  
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• Select the Ground tool  

• Click on a part in the graphics area to set it as grounded.   

• Any visible grounded tools will display in the graphics area as red while the  

Ground tool is active.  

5.3.2 Rigids Group  

They are used to simplify the number of parts requiring joints.  

To create rigid groups:  

• Select the Rigid Groups tool  

• Click on parts in the graphics area to create rigid groups. 

The upper right-hand corner of the Rigid Groups icon will show the number of rigid groups in the model. Any visible parts will be 
transparent in the graphics area while the Rigid Groups tool is active. The Rigid Groups table can be displayed by selecting the 
satellite icon next to the Rigid Groups icon. The Rigid Groups table can be used to toggle the visibility of groups in the model by 
clicking on the icon.  

5.3.3 Joints Types and States  
Every joint has a type such as a pin, hinge, and state which can be set to locked, active, and free. Double-click a joint to open a 
micro dialog and edit the type or state.  

 

 

Joint Types  

Joints are available in a variety of types such as Pin, Hinge, or Ball and Socket. The types available vary based on the feature 
where the joint is being applied. The Auto Joint Type in the table below is the type of joint that will be created if you select Auto on 
the Joints guide bar. If this option is selected, the tool will automatically determine the best type of joint to place at each selected 
(red) feature location.  
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The Degree of Freedom retained by different joints are:  

 

Available Joint Types  Translational DOF  Rotational DOF  

Hinge, Pin, Grounded Pin 0 1 

Cylindrical, Sliding Pin, Grounded 

Sliding Pin 
1 1 

Translational 1 0 

Planar 2 1 

Ball and Socket 0 3 

  

 

Feature  Auto Joint Type  Available Joint Types  

Aligned holes Pin 
Pin, Grounded Pin, Sliding Pin, Grounded 

Sliding Pin, Ball, and Socket 

Single holes Grounded Pin Grounded Pin, Grounded Sliding Pin 

Cylindrical pairs Cylindrical 
Hinge, Cylindrical, Translational, Ball and 

Socket 

Cylindrical pairs + Hinge 
Hinge, Cylindrical, Translational, Ball and 

Socket, Planar 

Spherical pairs Ball and Socket Ball and Socket 

Planar pairs Planar Planar 

Multi-planar pairs Translational Translational, Cylindrical 

  

When a joint isn't recognized as any of the above types, it is categorized as an Unknown joint.  
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Joint States  

Each joint has a state which can be set to Locked, Active, or Free.  

• Select Locked to prevent movement in the joint. This is useful for debugging and what-if scenarios.  

• Select Active to allow the joint to function automatically.  

• Select Free if you want the mechanism to behave as if the joint is not there.  

  

By default, all joints are set to Active unless their type is Unknown, in which case they are set to Free. If an Unknown joint is set to 
Active, its type will be automatically redefined as Ball and Socket.  

By default, all Joints created in Inspire are flexible.  

Using the Property Editor, Joints can be set to Rigid instead of the default. Rigid Joints completely prevent any motion outside of 
the specific degrees of freedom allowed by the Joint definition.  

In this way, Joints defined as Rigid can cause redundant constraints within a model, so we avoid using Rigid Joints wherever 
possible.  

  

Examples  

The following are examples of detected features shown with the typical best joint type.  

• A pin and sliding pin placed at aligned holes.  
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• A grounded pin and a grounded sliding pin placed at single holes.  

• A cylindrical joint placed at a cylindrical pair.  

 

 

• A hinge joint placed at a cylindrical pair plus.  
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• A planar joint placed at a planar pair.  

 

• A translational joint placed at a multi-planar pair.  

 

• A ball and socket joint placed at a spherical pair.  
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5.3.4 Joint Friction  
Forces that arise from frictional effects can be included in motion analysis for rigid joints using the Property Editor. You can specify 
the coefficients of friction (static and dynamic) and include other model parameters that allow you to model frictional drag and 
stiction effects. When the joint behavior has been set to Rigid in the Property Editor, you can enable friction for the following joint 
types: Pin, Sliding Pin, Hinge, Cylindrical, Ball and Socket, and Translational. Inspire Motion uses the LuGre (Lundt-Grenoble) 
model for friction, and the following properties related to joint friction are available in the Property Editor. These are advanced 
properties and require knowledge of frictional effects to be used appropriately.  

Input Forces  

• Specifies the input forces for the friction model.   

• The options available change based on the joint type, and include Preload, Reaction Force, Bending Moment, and 

Torsional Moment.  

 

Friction for Motion  

• Enable Friction: Select to enable the other friction-related options in the Property Editor. The Enable Friction option 

itself is only visible when the joint Behavior option is set to Rigid  

• Autocalculate Geometry Parameters: This option is enabled by default. Disable it if you want to manually enter 

dimensions for geometry parameters such as the pin radius, friction arm, and bending arm.  

  

Friction Effect  

• Effect Type: Specifies the frictional effect. By default, both static and dynamic friction are considered. The 
Stiction Only option uses only static friction, while the Sliding Only option uses only dynamic friction  
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• Static Coefficient: Specify the static friction coefficient (µs) in the joint  

• Dynamic Coefficient: Specify the dynamic friction coefficient (µd) in the joint  

• Stiction Transition Velocity: Specify the joint velocity at which the friction effect transitions from dynamic friction 
to static friction  

• Active for Static Analysis: Disabled by default. Select this option to apply friction effects when running a static 
motion analysis.  

 

5.3.5 Couplers 

The Couplers tool  is used to couple the rotational or translational movements of connected parts. You can create two-way or 
three-way couplers. The location of this tool is in the connections group within the Motion ribbon. As you hover over the couplers 

tool, a satellite icon appears which lists all the joint couplers in the model.   

This tool works on a variety of rigid connections (joints, supports, and implicit joints in motors, actuators, and springs). Only certain 
types of joints can be coupled.  

Here is a list of joints that can/cannot be coupled.  

Can be coupled 

• Pin 

• Grounded pin 

• Sliding pin 

• Grounded sliding pin 

• Hinge 

• Cylindrical 

• Translational 

In addition to the list above, Inspire Motion also recognizes implicit joints such as the centerline joint of a motor or torsion spring, or 

hole support with a translational degree of freedom. 

Cannot be coupled 

• Ball and Socket 

• Planar 

• Unknown 

 

Steps to add/edit Joint Couplers 

To create/edit joint couplers between joints or at free points, the following steps are required.  

• Click on Couplers icon 

• Select what method to use to create the couplers using the guide bar. 
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• Select joints to add to the coupler 

• In the microdialog, edit the Scale values to specify the coupler ratio. 

• Click the +/- icon to reverse the coupler's direction if needed. 

• Right-click and mouse through the check mark to exit, or double-right-click. 

Find Options 

Click the   menu on the guide bar to apply global options before creating joint couplers. The following options are present: 

• Only show rigid joints: Coupled joints must be rigid. Enabling this option prevents flexible joints from being shown as 

candidates for selection when using the By Joints method. 

• Only show grounded joints: Enable this option so the candidates for selection will only display joints that are 

connected to ground when using the By Joints method. 
• Exclude design spaces: Design spaces are excluded from the find operation by default. 

• Exclude ground parts/connections: Enable this option to exclude ground parts and any connections to the ground 

from the find operation. 

• Force coupled joints to be rigid: Coupled joints must be rigid. Enabling this option redefines flexible joints as rigid if 

they are included in a coupler. 
 

The video below demonstrates how to add couplers to joint pairs and reverse the direction of a coupler. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGikUZERZ7Q&list=PLQ7KUGFuVz4tE_r-H9eDs_P3Z9ab_kQfz&index=6 
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5.3.6 Controller  
A controller is provided to try and reach a desired (target) value using a feedback control loop. Motors and actuators use a 
controller by default but have an option on the micro dialog that allows you to disable the controller.  

 

 

  

 

There are two types of controllers available from the Property Editor:  

• PID  

• Soft Constraint (available for angle motors and displacement actuators only)  

 
PID Controller  

PID is a conventional Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control scheme. If the controller does not respond the way you expect, 
you can adjust the gains in the  

Property Editor.  

• Proportional Gain  

• Integral Gain  

• Derivative Gain 

  
Soft Constraint Controller  

A soft constraint is not a conventional controller, but more like a mathematical constraint with some violation allowed. That is why it 
is a soft constraint, as opposed to a hard constraint that allows no violation. You can change the behavior of a soft constraint by 
adjusting the factors in the Property Editor.  

• Proportional Factor  

• Derivative Factor  

  

5.3.7 Profile Functions  
Before setting up a Motor or an Actuator for analysis you need to have some basic information about the Profile functions and the 
Controllers that are used to set up the motors and actuators.  

Motors and actuators have a profile option on the microdialog that allows you to change how the shaft moves as time elapses.   
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The following profile functions are available:  

• Step  

 

 

• Step Dwell Step  
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• Single Wave  

 

 

 

• Oscillating  
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• Swept Sine  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Impulse  
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• Ramp  

 

 

 

 

• Solver Expression  
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• Table  

 

  

  

Converting a Profile Function to a Table  

If you convert the profile to a table, the data points are converted to a table that can be modified and saved as a .csv file.  

Click Spline or Derivative in the legend to plot one or the other.  
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The icons highlighted in red mark perform the following functions: 

 

Icon  Description  

    

Load values from a .csv file. Alternatively, you can simply drag and drop a valid .csv file onto 
the profile editor.  

 

  

Save data to a .csv file  

       
Insert a value before the first data point.  

          
Insert a value after the selected data point.  

        
Insert a value after the last data point.  

       
Delete the selected data points.  

  

  

5.3.8 Motors  

  

Motors allow models to be driven with time-dependent rotational motion or loading. Creating motors in Inspire requires two clicks: 
placing a shaft and placing a base (or mount).  

The motor shaft can be defined using a hole, surface, or pin:  

• When defining a motor using a pin, the motor replaces the pin  

• In this case, the motor shaft is oriented to the pin axis.  

The base can be defined using a hole or surface:  
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• When selecting the same feature as the first click, the motor will mount to (and react against) Ground.  

  

The motor appears and the micro dialog for the motor becomes active.  

The motor graphic is scaled according to the area of the first selected feature. The graphic can be manually scaled by changing 
the shaft radius in the Property Editor.  

  

Creating a Motor  

▪ Select the Motors tool.  

▪ Select a hole, surface, or pin.  

▪ For pins, click once to replace the pin with a motor.  

▪ For holes and surfaces, click once to position the shaft, and a second time to position the base. (You can 

select the same hole or surface twice; in which case the second click is interpreted as reacting against the 

ground.)    

▪ Optional: Use the ω, θ, α, T drop-down menu on the micro dialog to change the type of motor. Options are 

speed, angle, acceleration, and torque.  

▪ Optional: Use the +/- button to reverse the motor's direction of rotation.  

▪ Enter a magnitude in the text field for the rotation speed, angle, acceleration, or torque. Think of this as a 

target speed or angle when using the default controller.  

▪ Right-click to exit the tool.  

 

Microdialog Options  

  
  

Type: Use the ω, θ, α, T drop-down menu on the microdialog to change the type of motor. 

The different types of motors available in Inspire Motion are:  

• Angular Displacement  

• Speed (Default)  

• Acceleration  

• Torque  

• Reverse Direction: Use the +/- button to reverse the motor's direction of rotation.  

• Set Speed/Angle/Acceleration/Torque: Enter a magnitude in the text field for the rotation speed, angle, 

acceleration, or torque. Think of this as a target speed or angle when using the default controller.  
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• Lock the Motor: Lock the motor to prevent it from rotating. This is useful for debugging.  

• Profile Function: Use the profile function to change how the shaft rotates as time elapses. Examples include step, 

single wave, oscillating, etc.  

•  Profile Editor: Icon on the motors or actuators microdialog to open the Profile Editor to view the profile function.   

•  Use Controller: A controller is used to achieve the target speed or angle. If you disable the controller, it will 

use the target profile directly, which could result in excessive deformations or other warnings.  

• Base Shape: Use the Base Shape option to change the appearance of the motor. Use the Shaft Radius property in 

the Property Editor to adjust the overall size. (This property is not available for motors applied to holes.)  

•  Move Motor: Click to open the Move tool, allowing you to reposition the motor.  

•  Align Normal to Face: Click to align the motor so it is perpendicular to the face to which it was applied.  

•   Start: Enter a start time for the motor. This allows you to start individual motors at different times for motion 

analysis.  

•  Display options for Servo, Front-Facing, Rear-Facing, and Mounted  

Motors (visual only)  

Motors Tips & Tricks  

• An option to hide all motors is available in the right-click context menu. In some models, hiding all motors may 

improve the performance of the animation.  

• Motors cannot be created on pins that connect more than two parts.  

• When using the Restrain Centerline option for motors available in the Property Editor, implicit joints are created to 

enable the constraint. These joints generate results when analyzed and can be plotted.  

•  Motors can be locked to prevent rotation by using the Lock button in the microdialog. This can be useful when 

debugging a model.   

•  Motors can also be ‘locked’ by entering a zero in the entry field for speed. To enter a nonzero value, click 

the Lock button.  
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• When creating motors in a sequence, new motors inherit parameters from the immediately previous motor setup 

created  

• When hovering over a motor, a tooltip is displayed showing information about the motor definition. 

  

5.3.9 Actuators  

                             

Actuators allow models to be driven with time-dependent translational motion or loading.  

The Actuators guide bar offers two methods for creating actuators:  

• Connected Parts actuator creation offers convenience  

• Features-based actuator creation offers flexibility.  

Inspire scans the model for appropriate parts and/or joints before suggesting actuator creation locations, so it is best to create all 
model joints before creating actuators.  

Create Feature-based Actuators:  

• Creating Feature-based actuators in Inspire requires two clicks: placing a shaft and placing a base (or mount)  

• The actuator shaft can be defined using a hole, surface, or pin. When defining an actuator using a pin, the actuator 

replaces the pin. In this case, the actuator shaft is oriented to the pin axis  

• The base can be defined using a hole or surface. When selecting the same feature as the first click, the actuator will 

mount to (and react against) Ground.  

  

Create Actuators using Connected Parts search  

• Creating actuators in Inspire using the Connected Parts option requires a single click: click anywhere on a detected 

red pair to create an actuator.  

  

Microdialog options  

  

• Type: Use the D, V, A, F drop-down menu on the microdialog to change the type of actuator. 
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• The different types of Actuators available in Inspire are:  

• Displacement  

• Velocity  

• Acceleration  

• Force  

• Reverse Direction: Use the +/- button to reverse the actuator's direction of translation, as indicated by the arrow.  

• Set Displacement/Velocity/Acceleration/Force: Enter a magnitude for the displacement, velocity, acceleration, or 

force. Click the icon to calculate the default displacement.  

• Lock the Actuator: Lock the actuator to stop it from translating. This is useful for debugging.  

• Profile Function: Use the profile function to change how the shaft translates as time elapses. Examples include step, 

single wave, oscillating, etc. 

       

• Use Controller: A controller is used to achieve the target displacement or velocity. If you disable the controller, it will 

use the target profile directly which could result in excessive deformations or other warnings.  

• Move Actuator: Click to open the Move tool, allowing you to reposition the actuator.  

• Align shaft with connection: Click to align the actuator so it is perpendicular to the connection to which it was 

applied.  

• Start: Enter a start time for the actuator. This allows you to start individual actuators at different times for the motion 

analysis.  
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The video below demonstrates the usage of actuators in a motion model and run transient and static motion analyses.  

Reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOcQUDv9rUA&list=PLQ7KUGFuVz4tE_r-H9eDs_P3Z9ab_kQfz&index=3 

 

5.3.10 Springs  
  

 

Springs and Dampers in Inspire apply spring-damper forces between two parts:  

• Coil springs provide translational force and damping  

• Torsion springs provide rotational force and damping  

• Spring/Dampers can be created in the following combinations:  

• Spring Damper  

• Spring only  

• Damper only 

• To define a spring:  

• Select either the coil spring or the torsion spring icon  

• Select a location  

• Select a second location  

• The spring is created and the microdialog options appear  

 

To define a (linear) spring/damper:  

• Select a Part  

• Select a Pin  
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• Select Fasteners  

• Springs can be preloaded to provide a specified force at their created position. If a pre-load is specified, red arrow 

vectors appear stemming from the ends of the spring:  

• In Compression, the arrows point outward.  

• In Tension, the arrows point inward.  

 

To define a (rotational) spring/damper:  

• Select hole  

• Select location on a surface  

• Select a pin  

  

 

Microdialog Options  

For Coil Springs and Dampers (translational force):  

• Spring stiffness  

• Damping value  

• Preload  

• Free Length  

• Installed Length  

• Move Manipulator Tool  

• Spring/Damper Flip Tool  
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For Torsion Springs and Dampers (rotational force):  

• Spring stiffness  

• Damping value  

• Preload  

• Free Length  

• Installed Length  

• Align with Global Axes (X, Y, Z)  

• Align Normal to Face  

• Move Manipulator Tool  

 

Stretched diameter coil springs have a second microdialog 

• Spring diameter, number of coils, and wire diameter are editable   
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5.3.11 Gravity  

Gravity tool is used to apply Gravitational acceleration and adjust its direction. It is applied to the entire model and is saved in the 
model file. You can turn the gravity on or off using the settings in the Run Motion Analysis window.  

 
Applying Gravity 

Enter a gravitational acceleration and define the direction of gravity.  

• Select the Gravity tool. By default, the gravitational acceleration (G) is set to  

• 9.80665 m/s2 in the -z direction.  

• Right-click to accept the default value or enter a different magnitude for the gravitational acceleration in the 

microdialog.  

• Click the  icon to restore the default value of earth gravity.  

• Optional: Click the +/- icon to reverse the direction of gravity (G).  

• Optional: Use the options on the microdialog to change the alignment of gravity (G), using one of the following 

methods:  

• Select either direction gravity mode   or component gravity mode,   

• Then click the   to define a direction or component vectors.  

• Use the X, Y, Z buttons to align gravity to the negative X, Y, or Z direction. Click a second time to align in a positive 

direction.  

• Use the Move tool on the microdialog.  

• Right-click to exit the tool.  

Microdialog Option  

 
  

• Reverse Direction of the Magnitude: Reverse the direction of gravity (G).  

• Set Magnitude: Enter a magnitude for the gravitational acceleration. Click the icon to restore the default value of 

earth gravity.  

• Direction Gravity Mode/Component Gravity Mode: Use to change how gravity is defined. You can enter a 

magnitude and a direction vector (X, Y, Z), or you can enter the gravity by its vector components (Gx, Gy, Gz). Click 

the  to define the direction or component vectors.  

• Rotate: Rotate the direction of gravity (G) using the Move tool.  
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• Align to X, Y, Z Global Axis: Align gravity to the negative X, Y, or Z direction. Click a second time to align in a 

positive direction.  

• Set X, Y, Z Axis Component: Click the to define the direction of gravity by entering direction vectors for X, Y, 

and Z. (For example, entering 1, 0, 0 would orient it in the positive x direction.)  

• Set Gx, Gy, Gz Component: Click the  to define the direction of gravity by entering gravity component vectors for 

Gx, Gy, and Gz. (For example, entering 0, 0, - 9.81 would orient it in the negative z direction.)  

  

The video below demonstrates how to create connections, add a motor and spring damper force, and run motion analysis. 

 

Reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRXxPoGXIqQ&list=PLQ7KUGFuVz4tE_r-H9eDs_P3Z9ab_kQfz 

 

5.3.12 Motion Contact  
Motion Contacts create 3D contacts between parts or sets of parts representing persistent or intermittent contact behavior including 
friction effects.   

Convenient options like By Material, By Rigid Group, and At Free Joints help create contact pairs with minimal effort in a variety of 
applications.  
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 The Contacts panel: 

 

 To create motion contact:  

• Select the Contacts tool on the Motion ribbon  

• Select what method to use to place parts into sets using the guide bar  

• Click Parts1 and select the part to the first set, click Parts2 and select parts to place in the second set  

• Click Create on the guide bar  
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The available Contacts selection methods are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• By Parts: Select parts one by one to add to them to a set.  

• By Connection: Parts connected are selected.  

• By Material: Parts that have been assigned the same material are selected.  

• By Assembly: Parts that belong to the same assembly are selected.  

• By Rigid Group: Parts that belong to the same rigid group are selected.  

• At Free Joints: Part pairs associated with free joints are selected. Use the navigation arrows on the guide bar to jump 

from one-part pair to the next. When using this method, both sets (Parts1 and Parts2) are populated for you.  

  

Contacts Options    

Apply global options before creating motion contacts.  

• Enable Friction: Include forces that arise from frictional effects.  

• Click the chevrons to expand the view and edit additional options.  

• Static coefficient: The static coefficient of friction  

• Dynamic coefficient: The dynamic coefficient of friction  

• Stiction transition velocity and Friction transition velocity: The transition velocities control the sharpness of the transition 

between the friction coefficients (static and dynamic).   

• Collision Type: Select a collision type:- Impact (default), Poisson, or Volume.  

• Exclude Design Spaces: Enable this option to prevent design spaces from being selectable  

• Exclude Ground: Enable this option to prevent ground parts from being selectable  
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There are three contact types available in Inspire Motion  

Impact (Default)  

• Stiffness: The stiffness of the boundary surface interaction  

• Damping: The maximum damping coefficient  

• Penetration depth: The depth beyond which full damping is applied  

• Exponent: The exponent on penetration depth  

• Poisson  

  

• Penalty: Local stiffness properties between materials. Larger values reduce penetration   

• Coefficient of restitution: Energy loss between the two parts in contact.   

• Range of 0.0 and 1.0.  Where 1.0 represents a perfectly elastic contact and  

• represents a perfectly plastic contact  

• Normal velocity: Velocity limit after which full damping force is applied  
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Volume  

  

• Damping: Damping coefficient value used to calculate the damping force  

• Exponent: The exponent of the force deformation characteristic   

• Material layer depth: The layer depth of material used to calculate the contact stiffness  
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Contacts Properties  

Contacts properties can be edited through the Property Editor or Motion Contacts table:  

 

• Collision Type  

• Contact properties  

• Enable Friction – On/Off  

• Friction properties  

• Advanced settings  

• Precise Contact Event: If you enable this property and enter a Tolerance, the solver will more precisely determine 

when two parts come into contact. This option improves the accuracy and robustness of motion contact simulations, 

but also increase simulation time, so it should be used only when necessary.  

• Refine Step Size: If you enable this property and enter a New step size, the solver will use it as the maximum step 

size for the simulation after the contact is detected.  

• Contacts can be turned on/off in the model using the Contacts option in the Run Motion Analysis window  

 

 

The video below demonstrates how to create motion contact between multiple parts.  
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Reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PZlfYGDuO8&list=PLQ7KUGFuVz4tE_r-H9eDs_P3Z9ab_kQfz&index=5 

 

5.3.13 Run Toolbar  
The tools in the Run group on the Motion ribbon are used to run a motion analysis, plot the results, and extract the results for use in 
structural (FE) analysis and optimization.  

 

5.3.13.1 Analyze Motion  
The tools on the Analyze icon are used to run, view, and plot the results and change settings for motion analysis.  

Analyzing a model in Inspire is as simple as clicking the Quick Run section of the Analyze Motion icon. For a more detailed or 
specific analysis, the satellite icon can be used to enter the Run Motion Analysis dialog.  

In the Run Motion Analysis dialog:  

• End time: Choose from pre-defined run times and sampling rates  

• Output rate: Controls the resolution of the animation, the number of data points making up plots, and the number of 

output steps available for exporting motion loads to a structures analysis or topology optimization  

• Animate: Allow to animate while solving each time step (slower) or animate after the math solution is completed 

(faster)  

• Analysis Type: Solve static, transient, or static + transient analysis  

• Gravity: Toggle gravity on/Off  

• Contacts: Analyze with or without motion contacts 

• Advanced: Access to advanced simulation settings.  
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Reviewing Motion Results  

 

 

There are three options available for viewing animation results:  

• Select the play button on the animation playback tool  

• Drag the slider on animation playback tool  

• When the slider has focus, use the arrow keys on the keyboard to move frame-by-frame through the animation  

• The animation playback tool provides several features when animating results:  

• Click Play to animate results    OR   Drag slider to animate  

• Enter a time to jump to the animation at that time  

• Additional animation settings are available  

• Model position can be saved & used as a starting point for subsequent simulations  

 

Model animation type and speed can be set using additional animation settings:  

• Loop playback  

• Bounce playback   

• Once  
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Plotting Motion Results  

When simulation results are available, there are two ways to plot results:  

Mouse click on a part or feature in the graphics area or Click on a feature name in the browser  

• Right-mouse click on a displayed plot to access other plot types  

• Several types of plot results can be exported to *.csv files  

• Click blank space in the Graphics Area to dismiss the current plot  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To manipulate a plot in Inspire:  

 

To  Do this  

Choose what can be 

plotted/exported  
Right-click on the chart.  

Cycle through plots  
Use the up/down arrow keys to move through the entities in the Model 
Browser.  

Increase the plot size  Press Ctrl +  

Decrease the plot size  Press Ctrl -  

Reset the plot size  Press Ctrl 0 (zero)  

Exit the tool  Press Esc or RMB  

  

 

Right-mouse click 
to access other 
plot types 

Plot export options 
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Exporting Motion Results  

You can now Export motion analysis results using the Export button on the Run Motion Analysis window. You can also export plots 
and other data in CSV format by selecting a plot.  

 

 

The video below demonstrates how to create and modify joints, add angle and speed motors, then run a motion analysis and plot 
the results.  

Reference :https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfkU-tC-1qQ&list=PLQ7KUGFuVz4tE_r-H9eDs_P3Z9ab_kQfz&index=2 

  
5.3.13.2 Analyze Part  

 

 

Motion Loads can be used as boundary condition inputs to an Inspire Structures analysis or Topology Optimization. It helps to 
extract loads from motion analysis for use in structural FE analysis.   

• Inspire Motion automatically assigns the load value and direction at each connection point  

• Individual parts can be analyzed for frequency, stress, displacement, etc. using the Analyze Part tool  
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• Parts and package spaces can be optimized using topology, topography, gauge, or lattice optimization using the 

Optimize Part tool.  

 

Loads from Motion  

When you analyze a part using a motion run, the part is loaded from the results of the motion simulation. You can choose to select 
which points in time are analyzed by extracting the peak loads, evenly spaced time samples, all time samples, or range of times.  

• Use # peak loads per connection: This option will extract time samples where peak loads occurred during the 

previous run motion analysis. This is the default option.  

 

• Use # evenly spaced samples: This option will extract evenly spaced time samples from the previously run motion 

analysis. This is useful for seeing how stresses develop as the part is moved.  

• Use all # time samples: This option will extract loads from all time samples from the previously run motion analysis.  

• Time range # to #: Select the checkbox to define a time window to limit the number of samples. This can be applied 

to any of the three options above.  

• Use summed contact forces: This option will use a Summed at Contact Region representation of the contact forces 

instead of the individual contact forces themselves. 

  

5.3.13.3 Optimize Part   

It is used to extract loads from motion analysis for use in structural optimization of a design space. Because optimization is an 
iterative process, only use what motion loads are necessary as an input to optimization.  

To increase the speed of the optimization run, consider:  

• Using a reduced number of peak loads  

• Using evenly spaced samples to generate the input loading  
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• Limiting the simulated time used to generate the optimized part.   

When optimizing design-space parts to other parts:  

• Design spaces should be partitioned with a non-design space at the connection of that part to any joint, motor, 

actuator, spring, etc.  

• Place the design space and the partitions into a rigid group  

If the part is already in a rigid group, then partitions created from that part will automatically be members of the same rigid group.  

The video below demonstrates how to optimize a part using motion analysis results.  

 

Reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0yMzxEfZyE&list=PLQ7KUGFuVz4tE_r-H9eDs_P3Z9ab_kQfz&index=4 

 

5.3.13.4 Tracers  

Tracers allow path history tracing of points within a model. The traced path is dependent upon completed motion analysis results. 
After a path is drawn, it can be used for geometry creation and modification. You can synthesize shapes (like cams) from the part's 
motion by choosing to draw the path on a moving reference frame.  

To create a tracer in a model:  

• Select the Tracers tool  
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• Select a trace point. This acts as the “pen” which draws the trace.  

• If there are no results yet, run a motion analysis  

• If there are results, the trace path will appear  

To get a full trace path for the last valid motion run: Enter the Tracers tool OR Use the Review Motion Results tool:- View the last 
step in the animation.  

 

Have a look at the following videos which demonstrate in detail the multibody simulation in Inspire motion.  

 

Reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wa75AP1nak8&list=PLQ7KUGFuVz4tfImNdUIOj_Lekk0a9mK3v&index=11 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKt5Sfij12w&list=PLQ7KUGFuVz4tfImNdUIOj_Lekk0a9mK3v&index=9 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2eU2wD30HHs&list=PLQ7KUGFuVz4tfImNdUIOj_Lekk0a9mK3v&index=10 

 

 

Reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZJ_U3pGcho&list=PLQ7KUGFuVz4tfImNdUIOj_Lekk0a9mK3v&index=12 

 

 

5.4 Debugging Inspire Motion  
  

• Crawl-Walk-Run: Start simple, save, and solve often. This simplifies figuring out what went wrong between analyses  

• Create temporary Rigid Groups to freeze joints between parts to debug a specific set of relative motion  

• Use the ground tool to temporarily ground parts to focus on a specific part/joint  

• Lock motors or actuators to prevent rotation and verify the motions of connected parts or joints.  

 

Alerts occur when a problem has been detected with a model. Buttons within the alert may offer the following functions:  

• Review: Review/Fix the modeling issue  

• Help: Launch Help to find a resolution  
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When requesting a motion analysis, inspire checks the model for conflicts. Several types of issues may be found. Below is a 
summary of common issues and resolutions:  

Issue Resolution  

The model contains no active parts  Import parts or use the geometry ribbon to create parts within the model  

All parts are grounded  Use the Ground tool to unground the part or at least one part in a rigid group  

Massless parts detected  

Deactivate or Delete the Massless parts, organize them into rigid groups with parts that have mass, or 

use the  

Property Editor to update the mass  

Directional conflict in  

Torsion Spring  
There may have been a possibility that the spring or motor was created by clicking the same part 

twice, in which case the spring or motor must be deleted or carefully recreated by selecting two 

different parts. Alternatively, attempt restraining the axis of the spring or  

motor using the Restrain Centreline Property  Directional conflict in  

Motor  

Motor or Actuator joint is locked  
Use the Property Editor or right-click in the motor or actuator and use the context-sensitive menu to 

unlock the motor or actuator  

Parts defining torsion springs are 

grounded  
Click the Fix button to Unground the relevant Part  

Coil Spring dimensions are not realistic  
Decrease the wire diameter or number of Coils in the spring or use the endpoint manipulator to alter 

the spring length.  
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5.5 Inspire Motion and MotionView Integration  
 

Inspire Motion can export MDL-compatible models for use with MotionView software. Inspire Motion uses MotionSolve as its solver. 
When exporting from Inspire Motion to MotionView, users have access to extended functionality in a motion solution that is not 
available through the Inspire toolset.   

Models in Inspire can be exported to MotionView using the Export button in the Run Motion Analysis dialog window: Before export, 
set the Model Units (Preferences page) to the desired type. The model representation is converted to a MotionView equivalent. 
MotionView output requests are created automatically for each defined feature in the Inspire Motion model. The Rigid groups are 
considered one body in MotionView. The Ground parts are considered as part of the "Ground Body" in MotionView.  

Joint Specification  

 

 

If you want all joints to be rigid in the MotionView export, you must change joint specifications in Inspire Motion. Using the Run 

Motion Analysis window, enter the Advanced settings Set both Joint behavior and Joint patch behavior to Rigid. Alternatively, if 

selecting individual joints to be rigid, change the joint Behavior to Rigid using the Property Editor. When making these changes to 

the model, rerun the Motion Analysis to verify that the model runs as expected before export. All panel options such as end time, 

output rate, etc are sent to MotionView as solver settings.  
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5.6 Inspire Motion and Altair Activate Integration  
 

Motors and Actuators have a built-in controller that can be enabled or disabled. The plant model can be exported for external 
control with a product like Altair Activate.  

To prepare a model for plant export:  

• Determine which motors/actuators to include in the plant export  

• Enable PID controller option for those motors/actuators  

• Confirm that Provide Signals to Plant option is enabled as shown  

• Export the model in MDL format.  
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5.7 Exercises  

5.7.1 Exercise: Cam Follower   

This exercise covers the basic features of Inspire Motion, such as navigating the interface, adding joints, grounding parts, creating 
tracers, and cutting geometry based on results.   

The example we will use in this training exercise is a cam follower which is connected through push rods. The objective is to 
simulate the rotation of the disc from which the cam will be designed while proscribing a motion of the follower by actuating the 
push rods.  

 

 

Model File:   

Reference: https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Cam-Follower.zip  

 

Step 1: Import the Assembly   

• Start Altair Inspire   

• When Inspire is loaded, select File > Import.   

The Import File dialog appears.   
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• Change the filetype selector to Parasolid and import the file: Cam_Follower_start.x_b 

Step 2: Sort the push rods into a new subassembly   

• Right-click on the top assembly within the Model Browser and select New Assembly.   

• Tip: A new assembly is created in the model and the name area is highlighted immediately, allowing users to enter a 

new name for the assembly.   

• Name the new assembly Push Rods.   

• In the Graphics Area, rotate the model so that the push rods are clearly visible.   

• Tip: By default, the mouse controls are set to Inspire Standard mouse controls. Right-click while dragging to rotate the 

model in 3-axis space. Hold Shift while right-mouse-dragging to pan the model. Use the mouse scroll wheel to zoom 

the model.   

• In the Graphics Area, select the four push rods and magnetic lifters as shown.  

  

 

Tip: Using Inspire Standard mouse controls, left click dragging creates a selection window which will select parts currently visible. If 

another selection window is created or if the user clicks in the graphics area, any currently selected items will be deselected. 

Holding Shift while left click dragging will remove any selections in the created window to the current selections. Holding Ctrl while 

left click dragging will add any selections in the created window to the current selections.   
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• Add the Lifting Rod Connector parts and Connecting Rod beneath the four push rods to the selected parts list.  

   

  
• In the Model Browser, drag the list of selected parts into the Push Rods subassembly folder.  
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Step 3: Import the link connector assembly   

• Use the Import command to import the Parasolid file  Link_Connector_Assembly.x_b.  

 

 

• Review the Model Browser to find the new parts: Link Rod, Link, and Link.   

  

Step 4: Hide the Connector Link Assembly   

• Select the Link Rod, the part shown below by clicking on it.  
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Tip: When the part is selected in the graphics area, the corresponding part listing in the Model Browser is highlighted and selected.  

 

• Hold the Control key and click the two Link parts on either end of the Link Rod as shown to add them to the selection.  

 

• Press the H key on the keyboard to hide the selected parts.   
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Tip: Right-clicking on the selected parts in the graphics area or on the selected list in the Model Browser and selecting Hide 
Selected from the context menu will also hide the parts.   

• Press the R key on the keyboard to reverse the view status of all parts.  Tip: The reverse display function toggles all 

parts view status between displayed and un-displayed. Parts that are displayed will be hidden, and hidden parts will 

be displayed.  

  
 

Tip: Right-clicking on the selected parts in the graphics area or on the selected list in the Model Browser and selecting Hide 
Selected from the context menu will also hide the parts.   

• Press the R key once again to bring the model parts including the push rods back to the display and press H to unhide 

the Link Rod and two Link parts.    
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Tip: Note that the parts selected in the display are still selected after using keyboard shortcuts to reverse display the model.   

• Click on any blank area within in the Model Browser to deselect the selected parts.  Tip: Alternatively, to hide all parts 

within a subassembly, users can click on the visibility icon for that subassembly.   

Step 5: Set the material for the model to Steel AISI 1080   

• Right-click on the parent assembly for the model in the Model Browser.  Tip: A context-sensitive menu will appear. 

The available selections will change based upon the parts or browser entities selected and their current state.   

• Mouse over Material to enable the submenu fly-out.  

• Select Steel AISI 1080 from the list as shown.  

 

Tip: This will set all the parts underneath the selected assembly to that material property. The weight of the parts will be updated 
accordingly.  

Step 6: Ground Parts   

• Click on the Motion menu section of the menu bar.   

• Tip: Note that the icons of the ribbon change to reflect the motion tools available in Inspire. The ribbon’s icons are 

ordered such that the model set up for a workflow will generally progress from the leftmost icons to the rightmost.   
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• Click the Ground icon   to enter the Ground Parts tool.    

• In the graphics area, select the four T Guide parts and the Pin.  

 
• Review the Model Browser to confirm that the selected parts have been grounded.  

 

Tip: The icon for the part will change to illustrate that the part is considered connected to the Ground.   

• Press Esc on the keyboard or right-click the mouse in the graphics area to exit the Ground tool.  

  

Step 7: Create rigid groups within the model   

• Right-click on the Push Rods subassembly and select the menu option Create Rigid Group.   

• Repeat the process for the Link Connector Assembly subassembly to create a rigid group from that subassembly.   

• Turn on the visibility of the Link Connector Assembly subassembly in the graphics area.  
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• Click the Rigid Groups icon   to enter the tool to create the final rigid group for this model.  

• In the graphics area, select the Lifting Lever and the Follower as shown  

 

 

A New Group button appears.  

• Click Create New Group to create the final rigid group in this model and click Esc or right-click in the graphics area to 

exit the Rigid Groups tool.  

• Click on the Rigid Groups satellite icon to show the Rigid Groups Table, which illustrates that there are three rigid 

groups within the model.  

  

• Close the Rigid Groups Table window.  

Step 8: Create joints within the model   

• Click on the Joints icon  to open the Joints tool.   
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• Tip: By default, inspire searches the model for features that indicate the presence of a joint connection. Detected 

features are illustrated throughout the model in red.  

 

• Within the guide bar of the Joints function, change the features searched selection from All to Cylindrical Pairs using 

the drop-down chevron.  
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• Select Options to display the Joint Options dialog.  

• Uncheck Auto search distance and enter 0.003 meters in the search distance field.  

  

• Click outside the box to close the options dialog.   

 

• On the guide bar, change the joint type from Auto to Cylindrical using the dropdown chevron.  

  

 

• Box select the four T Guide highlighted pairs to create cylindrical joints there as shown:  
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• Change the joint type from Cylindrical to Hinge and select the bottom four highlighted pairs to create hinge joints 

there.  

 

• Exit the Joints tool.   
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Step 9: Add a motor to the model   

• Click on the Motors icon   to open the Motors tool.   

• Rotate the model so that the X+ side of the disc is visible and hover the mouse over the center of the disc hub to have 

the snapping function locate the center of the hub face as shown below.  

• Click while the Cen tooltip is visible to select the center of the hub as the motor shaft connection point.  

• Click on the red face of the hub to align the shaft of the motor normal to that face and create the motor, placing the 

motor base close to the hub face.  

 

Tip: By default, all motors are created as angular speed motors with an activated controller in Inspire – the ωc illustrates the 
controller is currently turned on. If the controller is deactivated, the notation will change to simply ω.   

• In the microdialog, click the first drop-down to set the motor type to angle (θ) and set the total angle to 360 degrees.  
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• Change the function  type from Step using the drop-down for that option.  

• Click the chevron at the end of the microdialog to show the advanced options for the motor.  

 

 

• Click the Use Controller  to toggle the controller off icon  

• In the Property Editor, turn on the Restrain Centerline option under General options and set the duration for the 

function to 1 second under the Profile section.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Exit the Motors tool.  

  

Step 10: Add an actuator to the model   

• Click on the Actuators icon  to open the Actuators tool.   

• On the guide bar, set the feature search type to Features.   

• Orient the model to view the bottom face of the Lifting Lever.   

 to Ramp  
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• Locate and click on the midpoint of the rear edge of the Lifting Lever as shown.  

• Click on the red face to connect an actuator at the selected midpoint and normal to the face.  

• In the microdialog, enter a displacement of 0.06 meters.  

• Use the chevron to display advanced options for the actuator.   

• Disable the controller and set the Start time to 0.1 seconds.  
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• In the Property Editor for this actuator, set the Step-On Duration to 0.2 s, the Dwell Time to 0.4 s, and the Step Off 

Duration to 0.2 s.  

 

• Exit the Actuators tool.   

  

Step 11: Set analysis settings and run the model   

• Click on the Analyze Motion satellite icon   to open the Analyze Motion tools Run Motion Analysis dialog.   

 

• Set the End time to 1 s.   
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• Set the Output rate to 100.   

• Click Run to run the simulation.  

 

           

Step 12: Update visualization for easier visualization of the post-processing   

• Click on the Disc in the graphics area or within the Model Browser to load its properties into the Property Editor.   

• Under Appearance, set the Transparency to 50%.   

• Tip: The Disc in the graphics area is now semi-transparent.   

• Play back the animation once more, verifying that parts can be seen animating through the Disc.   

  
Step 13: Create a trace curve  

• Click the Tracers icon   to enter the Tracers tool.  

• Click on the end point of the Follower closest to the Lifting Lever as shown below to create the trace point:  
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Tip: The trace point shows up as an orange dot on the model and Tracer 1 is highlighted in the Model Browser.   

 

 

 

• Hold down the Ctrl key and click on the Disc to discover the trace path relative to the motion of the Disc.  

     
Tip: When setting a relative trace, it is important to do the Ctrl-click operation immediately after selecting a trace point, with no 
clicks in-between. If the disc does not highlight in red with the trace path projected against it, consider deleting the original trace 
point and trying again.  

 

Step 14: Use the trace curve to cut the disc into a cam   

• Exit and re-enter the Tracers tool, ensuring that the trace curve is displayed on the screen.   

• Right-click on the trace curve and select Create Spline from the context-sensitive menu.  
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Tip: This creates a new spline body with zero mass in the main assembly.  

 

  
• Click P on the keyboard to activate the Geometry menu Push/Pull tool.   
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• Pull the spline curve of the tracer completely through the Disc and out of the other side.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Click Subtract Parts   

• Using the Boolean Subtract guide bar workflow, ensure that Targets is highlighted and select the Disc.  

•   

• Click on Tools to activate it in the guide bar workflow and select the spline surface created by pulling the tracer curve.   

• Click Subtract in the guide bar, cutting the Disc into two bodies using the tracer curve surface.   

• Exit the Boolean tool.   

• Right-click on the Disc in the graphics area and select Convert Bodies to Parts in the context-sensitive menu.  

• Tip: Review the Model Browser to find the new part created from the Disc Boolean process. 

                 

  • Right click to exit the Push/Pull tool.  

  • In the Geometry menu, enter the Boolean tool    
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• Delete the part outside of the desired cam.  
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• Rerun the motion analysis to verify that the follower tip aligns with the cam geometry  

 

 

   
5.7.2 Exercise: Excavator   
This exercise reinforces the basic features of Inspire Motion, such as navigating the interface, adding joints, adding actuators, 
plotting results, and analyzing for stress and deflection using dynamic motion loads. The exercise is meant to be performed after 
performing Exercise 1a, as explicit step-by-step instructions are not necessarily given here, and users should operate through their 
knowledge of the Inspire environment.  The example we will use in this training exercise is an excavator model. The objective is to 
complete the model’s setup including CAD import, grounding and jointing, actuation for specific motion, tracing, and stress analysis.  

  

Model File: https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Excavator.zip  
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Step 1: Import the model Excavator.x_b from a Parasolid file   

Step 2: Rotate the model so that the Z+ axis is ‘up’   

• Select the top assembly within the Model Browser to select the entire model.   

• Click M on the keyboard to activate the Move tool.   

• Orient the mouse over the X-axis rotate control as shown and click to bring up the microdialog.  

• Enter 90 deg in the microdialog field and click Enter to perform the model rotation.   

• Right-click to exit the Move tool and click in the graphics area to deselect the model.   

• Tip: Model rotation within Inspire is set to preferentially bias rotation around the Z-axis to enable rotation of a model 

about that axis. Rotation of the model so that the Z-axis is ‘up’ makes many following operations when reorienting the 

model more intuitive.  
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Step 3: Change the color of the entire model   

• Again, select the top assembly within the Model Browser.   

• In the Property Editor, select the Value area of field Color to bring up a color chart.   

• Select a new color and deselect the model.  

 

 

Step 4: Change the color of the tracks and cab windows and cab door to a dark grey  
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Step 5: Change the color of the actuators to a light grey  

 

  

Step 6: Assign the material Steel (High Carbon) to the entire model   

Step 7: Ground the Suspension part   

Step 8: Create rigid groups from each of the following subassemblies: Suspension, Chassis   

Step 9: Isolate the Actuators subassembly by selecting that subassembly in the Model Browser and clicking I   
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Step 10: Detect joints within the displayed parts and create all detected joints with automatic joint creation settings  

  

 
Step 11: Select the created joints within the Model Browser and change their type in the microdialog to Cylindrical  

  

 

Step 12: Exit the Joints tool and press A to show all components   

Step 13: Re-enter the Joints tool to scan the model for any remaining joints which need to be created  

 

    

Tip: There should be 14 joints which remain which need to be connected as illustrated on the Joints icon following the search 
through the model   

Step 14: In the Joints tool guide bar, use the Connect All feature to connect the 14 outstanding joints with default joint types   

Step 15: While in the Joints tool, select the two cylindrical joints created at the end of the joints list in the Model Browser and set 
their type to Hinge  
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Tip: For a more in-depth look at the differences between a cylindrical and hinge joint, refer to the Altair Inspire Help under Joint 
Types   

 

Step 16: Click on the Gravity tool to verify the direction of the gravity vector lines up with the “down” direction in the model  

  

  

  

Step 17: Use the Quick Run feature of the Analyze Motion tool to run a quick analysis to verify that the ground parts, rigid groups, 

and joints are set up correctly  
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Tip: Since the excavator's arms are not constrained in any way other than their joint connections, the mass and location of the 
booms and bucket acts as a pendulum connected by pin links   

 

Step 18: Add a motor to control the main cab rotation   

• Hide the Suspension subassembly and rotate the model to view the bottom of the cab.   

• Enter the Motors tool.   

• Select the center snap point of the base circle on the cab as shown to set the location of the shaft center and click the 

circle again to set the base.  
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Tip: Note that the motor base graphic is scaled according to the feature size of the connecting part.   

• Using the microdialog, set the motor type to Angle  and set the profile to  

• Table  .   

• Click the Edit the Table Profile button to enter the Profile Editor.   

• In the Profile Editor, click the Load Data icon . Navigate to and load the file Turret_Motor-Travel_Plot.csv.  
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• Tip: The file is read and populated into the Profile Editor for review and editing.   

• Close the Profile Editor.   

• Using the advanced options in the motor microdialog, deactivate the motor controller.   

  

Step 19: Add actuators to the model   

• Enter the Actuators tool on the Motion ribbon.   

• Ensure that the guide bar search mode is set to Connected Parts.  

  

 

• Tip: Four connected part pairs are found – the four cylindrical joints that form the Bucket, Boom RH, Boom LH, and 

Ext Boom actuators.   

• Click Create All on the guide bar to create actuators in these locations with the default settings.   

• Select all of the actuators in the Model Browser and click the Reverse Direction option in the Property Editor to flip the 

direction of all of the actuators at the same time.   

• While all four actuators are selected, uncheck the option for Use Controller in the Property Editor.   

• Tip: We will be using *.csv files to provide exact motions for the actuators in this model.  

• Select the first actuator in the model and review its connected parts under the Applied To section in the Property 

Editor. One at a time, rename the actuators in the model according to their connected parts as follows:  
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Connected Parts   New Name   

Bucket Cylinder, Bucket Piston Bucket 

Boom Cylinder LH, Boom Piston LH Boom 

Boom Cylinder RH, Boom Piston RH Boom 

Ext Boom Cylinder, Ext Boom Piston Ext Boom 

  

Step 20: Set the actuators to be driven by table-based data curves   

• Double-click the arrow for the Bucket actuator to select the actuator and bring up its microdialog.   

• Change the profile type to Table.  
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Tip: The file is read and populated into the Profile Editor for review and editing. 

   

• Close the Profile Editor and deselect the actuator.   

• Similarly, edit the following actuators to use the following data tables:  

  

Actuator Data File 

Bucket Bucket_Actuator-Travel_Plot.csv 

Boom Boom_Actuator-Travel_Plot.csv 

Boom Boom_Actuator-Travel_Plot.csv 

Ext Boom 
Extended_Boom_Actuator- 

Travel_Plot.csv 

 

• Exit the Actuators tool.   

Step 21: Set the Run Analysis options to end the simulation in 18 seconds and set the output rate to 100 frames per second   

  Click the Edit the Table Profile button   to enter the Profile Editor  

    In the Profile Editor, click the Load Data icon  Navigate to and load the file  
Bucket_Actuator-Travel_Plot.csv.  
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Step 22: Run the analysis   

Step 23: Review the motion animation by clicking and dragging the animation slider  

  

  

Step 24: Plot the joint forces and angular displacement of the pin between the boom and extended boom by clicking on the pin of 
interest   

Tip: Right-click on the plot to change the plotted data  
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Step 25: Export the joint forces on the pin between the boom and extended boom to a csv file named BoomJointForces.csv by 
right-clicking anywhere on the plot  

 

 

 

 

Step 26: Determine the force required to operate the bucket actuator by clicking on the actuator icon to get a plot  
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Step 27: Add a mass load to the bucket  

• In the Structure ribbon enter the Masses tool   

• Rotate the model so that the point in the middle of the Bucket can be seen. Hover so that the point crosshairs are 

highlighted and click on that point to create the point mass.   

• In the microdialog, update the point mass value to 1000 kg.  

•   

• Click on the Connect Concentrated Mass button  in the microdialog.  

• Tip: The cursor now shows a line connecting the point mass with the cursor.   

• Holding Shift, select the seven major interior faces of the Bucket as shown.  
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• Ensure that the microdialog for the connections shows Rigid and hit Esc to exit the Masses tool.   

  

Step 28: Rerun the analysis and replot the results from the joint pin and actuator as seen above   

Step 29: Create a tracer using the point of one of the bucket teeth as a trace point  
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5.7.3 Exercise: Motorcycle Suspension  
 

This exercise covers many basic features of Inspire Motion, such as navigating the interface, adding joints, adding a spring, adding 
an actuator, plotting results, analyzing for stress and deflection using dynamic motion loads, and exporting a model from Inspire 
Motion to MotionView.   

This exercise shows how to build and analyze a basic model in Inspire Motion and move the model into MotionView for more 
advanced simulation options.   

The example we will use in this training exercise is a simplified motorcycle suspension. The objective is to simulate input to the 
mechanism using displacement vs. time data taken from physical test measurements and, with a given spring rate and damping 
rate, determine the maximum loads on the pins and the stress and deflection resulting in the bracket.  

 

Model File: 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Motorcycle.zip  

 
 

Step 1: Load the Model   

• Start Altair Inspire   

• When Inspire has loaded, select File > Open. The Open File dialog appears.   

• Browse for and open the file called Shock_Assembly.stmod.    
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Tip: Note that many other formats that can be read by Inspire Motion.  

 

Step 2: Review Inspire mouse controls settings and set model and display units to IPS Std   

• From the File menu, select Preferences …  

• Click the section Mouse Controls. Update the setting, if necessary, to your settings of choice.   

• Click the section Units. Set the Model units to IPS Std (in pounds lbf s) and set the Display units to IPS Std (in pounds 

lbf s).   

• Click OK to exit the Preferences dialog box.   

 
Tip: Through mouse control settings, inspire can be updated to use the same graphics area view pan, rotation, and zoom options 
as MotionView, HyperMesh, HyperView, and the rest of the HyperWorks suite of tools.   

Step 3: Simulate the Model   

Tip: Now, there are no constraints in the model. By default, gravity is turned on and is the only boundary condition acting on the 
assembly. It is good to simulate the model periodically throughout the model building process to verify your connections are being 
defined properly as you work along.  

• Select the Play button within the Analyze Motion icon   located on the ribbon bar.   

Tip: Notice the assembly is floating off to the right side of the screen? This is because of the direction of gravity.   
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Tip: To playback animation results, click, hold and drag the slider button on the animation playback bar which is located by default 
at the bottom of the screen.  

  

  

 

Step 4: Redefine the Gravity vector   

• Click on the Gravity icon   on the ribbon bar   

• In the microdialog, click on Y to change gravity to act in the negative Y-direction.  

 

Step 5: Create Rigid Groups   

Next, we will begin by simplifying the model by grouping parts that have no relative movement between them. We will create (3) 
rigid groups.   

• Click on the Rigid Groups icon   on the ribbon bar.   

• In the model window, select the Housing, Collar, and Adjuster parts and click on  

• Create New Group  
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• With the Rigid Groups command selection still active, create groups for the following:   

• Piston / Spacer 1  

• link 

 

                                            Piston / Spacer 1                                       Link / Spacer 3   

 

Tip: The Rigid Group assignments above do not necessarily have to be organized exactly as they are specified here. For example, 
we could have attached the Spacers to the Brackets. How the parts are grouped will also help determine how features are detected 
when defining joints.   

Step 6: Create Joints   

• Click the Joints icon   on the ribbon bar.   

• Tip: You will observe two things after doing this   

• Four cylindrical face pairs are highlighted in red. These geometric feature pairs were detected based on default 

search criteria settings and are now candidates for joint types and locations.   
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• A number, in this case (4), appears above the Joints ribbon icon, indicating the number of pairs detected.   

                                             

• Create the joints in one of the following ways:   

• Left mouse-click on a (red highlighted) detected pair (this creates the joints one-by one)   

• Select the Connect All button on the search settings guidebar (this creates all four joints at the same time)   

 

Tip: The model should now appear as shown below. Also notice the four joint objects in the browser:   
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• To finish creating the joints, either simply left click on the (red) highlighted feature pairs or choose Connect All from 

the guidebar   

    

  • On the guidebar, select the All button    and change the filter type to Single Holes. 
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• Tip: Notice the cone-shaped graphics that appear on the ends of each pin graphic, representing it being connected to 

ground.    

Step 7: Add a spring to the model   

• Hide the housing by selecting the housing graphic or the Housing feature name in the Model Browser and pressing 

the H key on the keyboard. Alternatively, the visibility can be toggled by clicking on the graphic visibility icon next to 

the Housing in the Model Browser.   

 

 

 

• Click on the springs icon  on the ribbon bar.  

• To define the first endpoint of the spring, hover the mouse over the area near the center of the Adjuster as shown until 

the mouse cursor reads Cen and left click. Similarly, define the second endpoint of the spring this time using the 

center snap point of the bottom of the Piston.   

 

Tip: A spring/damper graphic is created. The free length (Lf) shown in the spring microdialog should read ~ 5.00 in   
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• Change the stiffness K to 65 lbf/in, damping coefficient C to 12 lbf*s/in, and preload Fi to 125 lbf.   

• Tip: Notice that the free length (Lf) automatically changes to ~6.9 in.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Select, hold, and drag the move arrow near the center of the spring to resize the spring to any desired diameter.   

 

Tip: Take notice of the red vector arrows stemming from the spring endpoints. These graphics indicate the spring is currently in 
compression, as it is exerting an outward push against the objects compressing it.   

Step 8: Define Actuator and Input   

We will create an actuator that will represent the input (displacement vs. time) coming from the rear axle frame (not physically 
included in the simulation model). We will use physical test data measurements (spreadsheet table) to drive the actuator.   

 

  

 

 

 

• Select the Actuators icon   located on the ribbon bar.    

• On the guidebar, set the filter type to Features   
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• Hover the mouse over Spacer 2 and select the center snap point.   

• Click on the (red) highlighted face of the spacer to connect the actuator to ground   

                                                       

   

Tip: The model should now appear as follows. The default actuator type is a Displacement actuator.   

                                                         
        

With the new actuator selected, click on the chevron on the microdialog and select the Move icon. Click on the X-rotation arc.   

 

 

• To rotate the actuator to a precise position of sixty degrees, either 1) enter 60 deg in the value field or 2) hold and 

drag the rotate arrow to re-orient the actuator to 60 deg.   
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• Press the ESC key to exit the move command.   

• Right-click the new actuator listing in the Model Browser and select Properties from the context-sensitive menu.   

• In the Property Editor, enable the option to Maintain Coaxiality.   

 

 

• In the Inspire Preferences menu, change the units to MKS (m kg N s).  Tip: The Inspire Motion material on Using 

Table Data provides an explanation on why we are temporarily switching unit types.   
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• Click on the actuator graphic access the microdialog. Change the Function type from Step-Dwell-Step    to 

Table   

• Click the Edit the Table Profile button   

• When the Profile Editor opens, click the Open File button  , browse for, and select the file    

• Tip: Note the beginning and end time of the imported data.   

 

• Change the Inspire Unit back to IPS Std  

 

Step 9: Modify the Simulation Run Time   

• Click the Run Settings button next to the Analyze Motion icon to open the Analysis settings dialog.   

• Change the End Time to 2 s and set the Output Rate to 100   

• Click Run   to run the simulation.   
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Step 10: Plot the Results   

Tip: Plots of results within Inspire can be created by simply left mouse-clicking on any model object (part, joint, actuator, spring, 
etc.) either in the browser or in the graphics area. To change the plot result type, right-click anywhere on the plot.   

• Click on the various pins to see plots of the normal forces acting on them.   

                                   

• Click on the actuator to show a plot and set the plot type to Travel (displacement vs. time profile).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tip: Note that the profile matches the spline curve profile we imported into the model. 
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• Right-click anywhere on the actuator plot and choose Acceleration.   

 

Step 11: Analyze Bracket for Stress and Deflection   

Inspire Motion is tightly integrated with other Inspire functionality, such the ability to modify, add and remove geometry, solve for 
stress and deflection, and run a topology optimization. In the next step, we will have Inspire Motion automatically apply the resulting 
forces from the motion analysis as boundary condition inputs for a linear static structural analysis on the Bracket. The analysis may 
take ~ 8 minutes to complete.   

• Select the Bracket LH part and click on the Analyze Part button.   

 

• In the Run Analysis dialog that appears, under the Loads from Motion section, select the option to Use all 200 time 

samples.   
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• Click Run to begin the analysis.   

• After the run is complete, view the results. Request the von Mises Stress and select the animation play button. This 

will animate the motion and stress together.    

 

• Re-contour the part to show the displacement result and run the motion animation again.   
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5.7.4 Exercise: Pully Extension  

This exercise covers advanced features of Altair Inspire mainly Motion Contact.  

 

Model file: https://altairuniversity.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/04/Pulley_Extension_start.zip  

 

Step 1: Select Pulley Segments parts and assign Aluminium as material  

• Start Altair Inspire   

• When Inspire has loaded, select File > Open. The Open File dialog appears.   

• Browse for and open the file called Pully_Extension_Start.stmod.    

• Tip: Note that many other formats that can be read by Inspire Motion.  

• In the Model Browser, select the parts named Pulley Segments  

• In the Property Editor, select the material Aluminum (2024-T3/T6/T8)  
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Step 2: Select Central Gear parts and assign Iron as material  

Tip: Now, there are no constraints in the model. By default, gravity is turned on and is the only boundary condition acting on the 
assembly. It is good to simulate the model periodically throughout the model building process to verify your connections are being 
defined properly as you work along.  

• In the Model Browser, select the part named Central Gear  

• In the Property Editor, select the material Iron (Alloy Cast)   
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Step 3: Right click on Base part and make it ground  

  

  
Step 4: Select Pulley Segments and Base parts and isolate them clicking I (Isolate) button on the keyboard  

  

Step 5: Click on Joint Ribbon and Connect All to create joints between Pulley Segments and Base  
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Step 6: Select the 5 joints created and change their type to Translational in the Property Editor  

  

Step 7: Right click to exit the Joint tool and click A on the keyboard to show all parts  

Step 8: Re-enter the Joints tool, change the Find option to Cylindrical Pairs, modify the type to Hinge and click Connect All. Right 
click to exit the Joint tool.  
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Step 9: Isolate the Pinion Gear and Base  

Step 10:  Enter the Motors tool. Select the center of the post supporting the Pinion Gear to set the motor shaft location. Click on the 
surface face to set the base.  

  

Step 11: Set the motor type to Angle and the profile to Oscillating. Use the Profile Editor to set the following parameters for the 
Oscillating Profile:  

• Span: 1s  

• Phase Shift: 30 deg  

• Average Value: 90 deg  

• End Time: 1s  

 

  
Step 12: Show all parts  

Step 13: Enter the Contacts Tool   

• Change the selection method to By Material.  

• Select any Pulley Segment part.  

• Click on Parts 2 and select Central Gear.  
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• Check the Individualize box and click on Create.  

  

 

 
Step 14: Change the selection method to By Parts  

• Select the Pinion Gear part.  

• Click on Parts 2 and select Central Gear.  

• Click on Create.  
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Step 15: Right click to exit the Contacts tool and Run the model.   

Step 16: Animate the model using the animation bar.   
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6 Appendix  
 

Get Certified  

Provided you carefully studied this guide you should be able to pass our Inspire Certification course:  

https://certification.altairuniversity.com/course/view.php?id=169 

You will be required to score 80% of the total marks in each quiz, to complete the Examination and receive the certificate, also note 
that you are allowed only 3 attempts in each quiz, so if unsuccessful in your first attempt, you should review the learning course or 
this study guide again, read the questions more carefully and try to do better in the next two attempts, your highest score among all 
3 attempts will be considered and if the score is below 80% in all three attempts you cannot complete the examination.  

 

In case this happens, please send an email to altairuniversity@altair.com asking to reset your attempts.  

  

The examination consists of different kinds of questions. Some questions are rather easy to answer,  

 

others are more challenging  
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or drag and drop the correct word (answer) into the respective blank field  

Important links  

 

Register here for free Altair Student Edition: https://studentedition.altair.com/ 

Learning and Certification Program: https://certification.altairuniversity.com/ 

Learning: https://certification.altairuniversity.com/course/index.php?categoryid=42 

Certification: https://certification.altairuniversity.com/course/index.php?categoryid=38 

Free e-books: https://altairuniversity.com/free-ebooks/ 

Inspire Motion Training: 

https://www.altair.com/training/motion/motion_introduction/story_html5.html 

Contact us: https://solidthinking.com/ContactUs/ 

 

 

THANK YOU very much for your feedback 

Your Altair University Team 
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